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ABSTRACT
Pearl J. Young: Secession as a Moral Imperative:
White Southerners and Evangelical Theology
(Under the direction of William L. Barney)
This dissertation explores the ways in which white Southerners used evangelical
theology to rationalize secession as a moral imperative. The secession of eleven states from
the Union in 1860 and 1861 ripped asunder its political bond between the federal
government and the individual state legislatures. Yet the rhetoric of evangelical
Christianity present in the political documents of secession begs the question of how white
Southerners connected a political choice with their religious sensibilities. Even if politicians
appropriated religious language for their own purposes, they did so because they spoke to
an audience that engaged with the world on religious terms.
This dissertation examines five specific aspects of Southern evangelical theology as
each was used in the context of secession. Evangelical Christians did not always agree on a
common rationale (or even on theological matters), but the aggregate of their debates
reflect the depth of the Southern sense of sectionalism and the extent to which religious
fervor spilled into the political sphere. Firstly, Southerners viewed their region as an
example to the world of an ideal Christian society, a testimony brought into sharper relief
with secession. Secondly, they remained focused on the future with their hopes set on a
coming millennium, which they believed could be brought into fruition by altering the
political status quo. Thirdly, they valued the individual, a hallmark of evangelical theology
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that reinforced a growing political rejection of federal authority and outside criticism.
Fourthly, they maintained a robust sense of providentialism, arguing that because God
called the South to secede, Southern independence could not fail to be successful. Lastly,
they deliberately and urgently chose secession out of a sense of moral obligation to a holy
cause, dispelling any notion that they were merely victims of Northern aggression.
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INTRODUCTION
In the fall of 1860, Methodist minister Duncan McKenzie of Little Rock, Arkansas
eagerly anticipated his upcoming wedding to Janie Norment of Duncan, a township some
seventy-five miles away. Although political storm clouds had been brewing over the nation
for months, Norment happily set a wedding date for April 17, 1861, believing that by that
time peace would prevail. As the days passed, McKenzie noted the fluctuation in political
sentiments in the community around him, but he focused his energy and time on
converting souls to Christ and making arrangements for married life, and he encouraged
his fiancée to do the same.
Like many white Southern evangelicals of his day, secession entered McKenzie’s
consciousness by necessity and in a relatively short timeframe. He had long considered
himself removed from politics and the troublesome questions of slavery and states rights.
As politicians, political pundits, and partisan radicals debated the merits and minutia of
presidential candidates, domestic and foreign policy, and the feasibility of Southern
independence, McKenzie led a relatively quiet life, working towards ordination in the
Southern Methodist church and courting Norment. In September 1860, he wrote to her,
asking to resume their correspondence and to beg her forgiveness for his tardiness in
writing. “I will tell you all that is in my heart concerning our acquaintance and the
attendant circumstances, provided that [you] will permit me to do so.” By November 1860,
they were engaged. In December, McKenzie admitted that “circumstances will not permit” a

wedding by February as he had hoped, but he remained hopeful for a short engagement
and allayed her fears that she would make an inadequate wife.1
The first sign of political awareness from McKenzie surfaced in January 1861 when
he wrote:
The [Arkansas] Legislature has passed a resolution to adjourn on the 21st of
this month. They have done but little since they assembled; there is nothing
talked of but Union and Secession. The papers contain but little else. No one
can tell what will be the final result of all this. Our only hope is in the
Providence of God. He alone can save. I am still striving to be religious. I find
more real enjoying in religion than in all things else besides.
Although McKenzie conceded that political turmoil had reached Arkansas, he still
considered secession and its politics to be external and largely irrelevant to his own life.
Three weeks later, he noted that the political scene in the state capital was quiet.2
Even as political pressure escalated, McKenzie seemed convinced that the political
situation would have little impact on his own life. In February, he wrote asking Norment to
determine whether to have wedding attendants and requested that she suggest who they
would be. In reply she did and also offered to comment on the local happenings. Not only
did McKenzie dismiss this offer to write of news, but in March, he indicated that he felt the
secession convention in Arkansas would not lead to secession. On April 1, 1861, McKenzie
gave detailed instructions on how he planned to travel to her town for the wedding. “All
seems to be more quiet on political matters,” he noted.3
Duncan L.G. McKenzie to Jane Eliza “Janie” Norment, September 7, November 12, 1860,
December 13, 1860, Jeff Davis Papers, Special Collections, University of Arkansas,
Fayetteville (hereafter cited as Arkansas.)
1
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Duncan L.G. McKenzie to Janie Norment, January 11, 29, 1861, Jeff Davis Papers, Arkansas.

Duncan L.G. McKenzie to Janie Norment, February 18, March 11, April 1, 1861, Jeff Davis
Papers, Arkansas.
3
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Yet for all of Duncan McKenzie’s optimism and devotion to his fiancée, the wedding
did not occur in mid-April 1861. With the firing at Fort Sumter on April 12 and the
subsequent call for troops by President Abraham Lincoln, travel within Arkansas was likely
affected. In any case, correspondence to Norment in mid-July 1861 indicates that she was
yet unmarried although they did eventually marry later that year.4
White Southern evangelicals like Duncan McKenzie and Janie Norment lived their
lives outside the sphere of politics, considering themselves to be mere observers of
national events. McKenzie’s personal conviction “to live for God” was a sense of spiritual
obligation that entailed preaching on his assigned circuit, receiving new members into
fellowship, and building a family of faith by which to better serve God. Yet, whatever his
spiritual inclinations, by the close of 1861, McKenzie had become a supporter of Southern
independence, going so far as to rent a slave and to commend his brother-in-law’s service
in the Confederate military.5 How McKenzie’s understanding of his religious and moral
obligations switched so quickly to include secession and how white Southern evangelicals
like this Arkansas Methodist began to understand the fracture of the Union and the
outbreak of war as part of God’s plan for the South are at the heart of this dissertation.

This dissertation explores the ways in which evangelical theology itself gave moral
purpose to the Southern cause of secession and war. Secession and the creation of a new
nation-state represent, at first glance, a radical departure from a religion and a culture that

4

Wilbur Norment to Janie E. Norment, July 16, 1861, Jeff Davis Papers, Arkansas.

Duncan L.G. McKenzie to Janie McKenzie, January 11, 1861, January 11, 1862, Jeff Davis
Papers, Arkansas.
5
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championed a clear separation between church and state. The evangelical Christianity that
took the South by storm in the early nineteenth century emphasized the importance of a
personal conversion experience, the centrality of pious living, and a commitment to
community. The denominations established in the wake of these revivals refused to take a
clear stand on any political issues, including slavery, choosing to leave those issues to the
civil sphere. Yet by the winter of 1860 and 1861, white Southern evangelicals had began to
consider secession as the necessary solution to the moral quagmire that the South found
itself in during the 1850s. Southerners had already formed a moral justification of slavery
grounded in evangelical theology; hence, any move to moralizing nationhood and secession
can be seen as a logical progression. This characterization of secession as a moral choice
(rather than a political one) highlights a particular worldview and understanding of the
meaning of the Confederacy that has not been adequately addressed. Further, it places the
quest for Confederate autonomy into the broader context of American religious history.
When white Southerners employed religious rhetoric in discussions of secession,
they typically cited moral obligation as a primary factor in their decision to support
secession. They did not find particular scripture that endorsed their cause or simply invite
God’s blessing on their work. Neither did they formulate a new theology to explain and
justify their demand for political separation. Instead, they saw the political choice of
secession as the natural and obvious outgrowth of their existing faith. They painstakingly
crafted theological arguments which compelled them to choose secession and sanctified
the large-scale bloodshed and destruction of the war which followed. Many white
Southerners who embraced the evangelical gospel concluded that true piety also
demanded participation in the political act of secession.

4

This project follows patterns in sermons, prayers, and private writings that
illuminate why and how such an evangelical logic and rhetoric prevailed in the moment of
secession. It also considers the influence of such logic, considering how far this logic
reached and how many people embraced it. To be sure, politicians adopted religious
language to engage their Christian constituents, and official government documents evoked
a higher power to make the cause seem more important. Yet, the overwhelming success of
such tactics suggests that this language resonated with the pre-existing spiritual
inclinations of pious white Southerners. A rhetoric centered on religious obligation and
moral duty prevailed as ordinary white Southerners employed a variety of theological
principles to understand the secession crisis.

The Historical Question
When white Southerners convened in Montgomery in early 1861 to frame the
political infrastructure of a new independent South, they explicitly determined to establish
a nation distinct from the North, grounded in the practice of racial slavery and a forthright
proclamation of Christian identity. These politicians emphasized that a significant flaw in
the U.S. Constitution was its omission of the mention of God or even a more general
“Supreme Being.” The Declaration of Independence, they noted, had acknowledged that
men “were endowed by their Creator with certain unalienable rights” and had closed with a
proclamation of “a firm reliance on the protection of Divine Providence.”6 The oversight in
the U.S. Constitution symbolized a degradation, a falling away, from true Christian

6

“Declaration of Independence,” July 4, 1776.
5

principles, a choice that had doomed the United States. The Confederate Constitution, they
determined, rectified this blunder by readily acknowledging the rule of “Almighty God.”7
Subsequent Confederate rhetoric from the government and its citizens emphasized
the South’s loyalty to the Christian God, its determination to fight for the cause of Christ,
and its confidence that God would bless His own nation with prosperity, peace, and victory.
Adopted in 1862, the Confederate motto, Deo vindice, meaning “God our Vindicator,”
suggested that the Southern cause was a holy one. With this attitude, Confederates felt
assured that Southern independence served a higher purpose than a mere political dispute
and demonstrated their commitment to defend slavery as a Christian institution.
Legislative sessions were opened with a prayer, which was often reprinted in local and
regional newspapers, reinforcing the notion that the Southern cause was God’s cause
whose purpose was expressed in an independence South. Patriotic songs like “Maryland,
My Maryland” (1861) demanded the sacrifice of pious Southerners in choosing secession as
the only means to redeem the South. Confederate president Jefferson Davis repeatedly
called for national days of prayer and fasting for the purification and sanctification of the
Confederate nation. The roots for this Christian influence on the creation of Confederate
nationalism and Confederate identity lay in the logic and mindset of pious individuals who
came to understand the political moment as one full of spiritual meaning.
North Carolina Presbyterian, May 25, 1861 as quoted in Timothy Long, “Divine
Confederacy: Southern Evangelicals and the Civil War” (M.A., University of North Carolina,
1990), 11; Anne Sarah Rubin, A Shattered Nation: The Rise and Fall of the Confederacy,
1861-1868 (Chapel Hill: University of North Carolina Press, 2005), 34–42; Harry Stout,
Upon the Altar of the Nation: A Moral History of the American Civil War (New York: Viking,
2006), 47; George F. Pierce, sermon, March 19, 1862, “The Word of God: A Nation’s Life”
printed as George F. Pierce, “The Word of God: A Nation’s Life,” in Bishop Pierce’s Sermons
and Addresses., ed. Atticus G. Haygood (Nashville, Tenn.: Southern Methodist Publishing
House, 1886), 245–246.
7
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This study focuses on the years 1859, 1860, and 1861 and examines closely the
sectional break-up through the secession crisis into the first winter of the Civil War. While
many have noted the extent to which Confederate leaders and soldiers used prayer and
religious rhetoric in their calls for independence and in the heat of battle, the question
remains of the source of their religious energy and how it endured into the postbellum era.
For decades, Southern divines had been reluctant to take a position on civic matters
in the belief that their duties ought to be confined to the religious sphere.8 Yet, as the
election of Abraham Lincoln and the Republican Party became an increasing possibility,
Southern evangelical ministers began to speak out on the moral and spiritual consequences
of rule by an abolitionist. The Southern choice of secession morphed into debates over
Christian charity, “just war,” and the cost of war once it became apparent that the crisis
would not be quickly resolved.9 In a matter of months, the same religious leaders who had
vowed never to take a professional position on politics were preaching on secession,
praying for the crumbling of the Union, and enlisting in the Confederate military.
White Southerners who chose to support secession because of their evangelical
convictions made this decision in a very short period of time. Persons like Duncan
McKenzie seemingly shifted their position from unionist to secessionist overnight, moving
speedily from political indifference to evangelical zeal. Although this sudden “Christian”
endorsement of secession and the Confederacy may seem insincere or temporary, the idea
of Southern independence as a “holy cause” invigorated Southern commitment to secession

April E. Holm, A Kingdom Divided: Evangelicals, Loyalty, and Sectionalism in the Civil War
Era (Baton Rouge: Louisiana State University Press, 2017), 40–41.
8

9

Stout, Upon the Altar of the Nation, 43–52.

7

and war to a degree that cannot be ignored. The extent to which Southern political and
military leaders echoed Southern clergy in connecting faith and politics and the endurance
of such religious justification into the postbellum era suggests that the theological basis for
secession was not superficial. This dissertation investigates how this theological rationale
was structured and formed in order to explain how it gained popularity and fueled a bitter
fight for Confederate nationhood.

Protestant Christianity played a significant role in shaping Southern culture in the
decades leading up to the Civil War. Following the frontier revivals of the Second Great
Awakening in the early nineteenth century, many Southerners abandoned the religious
indifference or liturgical tendencies of the eighteenth century to become part of a new form
of Christianity that emphasized the importance of personal conversion and holy living
within the context of the Christian community. They referred to such religion as
experimental faith and evangelical Christianity.10 As Christine Heyrman and others have
argued, this surge in evangelical faith marked the beginnings of what we now call the Bible
Belt.11

“Experimental” can be rendered in modern vocabulary as “experiential,” focusing on
personal experience. See A. Gregory Schneider, The Way of the Cross Leads Home: The
Domestication of American Methodism (Bloomington: Indiana University Press, 1993), 42;
Linford D. Fisher, “Evangelicals and Unevangelicals: The Contested History of a Word,
1500-1950,” Religion and American Culture 26, no. 2 (July 2016): 196.
10

Christine Heyrman, Southern Cross: The Beginnings of the Bible Belt (Chapel Hill:
University of North Carolina Press, 1998); Christopher Owen, The Sacred Flame of Love:
Methodism and Society in Nineteenth-Century Georgia (Athens: University of Georgia Press,
1998), 90; E. Brooks Holifield, The Gentlemen Theologians: American Theology in Southern
Culture, 1795-1860 (Durham: Duke University Press, 1978), 34; Stout, Upon the Altar of the
Nation, 43; cf. “Introduction” in Mark Noll, The Civil War as a Theological Crisis (Chapel Hill:
University of North Carolina Press, 2006); Edward L. Bond, “Anglican Theology and
11
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By 1860, many Southerners were concerned with the overreach of federal power
into daily life and culture. They feared the possibility of an abolitionist president who
would threaten the sanctity of the individual conscience. Despite an insistence on the
separation of church and state, Americans had long believed that political order was an
issue of morality. A concern for the influence of evil men had informed the creation of a
system of checks and balances from the days of the early republic. If something was a moral
issue, secessionists believed they had the right to reject the authority of the federal
government over their conscience.12 Because morality fell within the purview of religion,
Southerners readily turned to their own theology to wrestle with this issue. The guidance
of spiritual leaders and the pressure for personal piety grew in influence as the crisis
deepened. But this logic required the guidance of spiritual leaders and pious citizens, laying
the foundation for an increased deference to Christian theology.
While our modern horror at the injustices of Southern slavery may preclude us from
recognizing the antebellum South as a moral society, Southerners at the time were deeply
concerned with notions of morality and were critical of outsiders who dared to discredit
the Southern moral code. Southerners actively included the institution of slavery into their
understanding of a moral society, differentiating between degraded slavery and an
enlightened form of it. The abolitionist rejection of the possibility of Christian slavery or of

Devotion in James Blair’s Virginia, 1685-1743: Private Piety in the Public Church,” The
Virginia Magazine of History and Biography 104, no. 3 (1996): 327–338.
Mitchell Snay, Gospel of Disunion: Religion and Separatism in the Antebellum South
(Chapel Hill, NC: University of North Carolina Press, 1997), 10; Robert Miller, Both Prayed
to the Same God: Religion and Faith in the American Civil War (Lanham: Lexington Books,
2007), 21; cf. Emily Conroy-Krutz, Christian Imperialism: Converting the World in the Early
American Republic (Ithaca, New York: Cornell University Press, 2015), 131–49.
12
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a “good” slavery was denounced repeatedly in proslavery rhetoric as the misunderstanding
of a deluded North.13 From an analytical perspective, the Civil War became a war over
morality, not because one side was evil and the other good but because the two sides
reached a moral stalemate and could no longer compromise over definitions of morality.14
Southerners were quick to recognize and even repent of their own shortcomings, personal
and collective, and believed their society was a work-in-progress. They chose secession
because they perceived that the federal government had violated their standard of morality
beyond repair by mislabeling the “holy” institution of slavery as a vice.15
Southerners insisted that their view of secession as a moral issue did not violate the
separation of church and state. While some scholars have labeled such Southerners as
hypocrites, the distinction between the political issue of morality and the preaching of
politics is critical to understanding the Southern evangelical mindset. Southern
denominations, particularly the Presbyterian Church, preached the doctrine of the
“spirituality of the church,” whereby the church had the authority only to promote or
challenge religious matters, not political ones. Southern evangelicals respected the federal
government’s power to regulate the practice of American slavery as a civil matter,
Charles C. Bishop, “The Pro-Slavery Argument Reconsidered: James Henley Thornwell,
Millennial Abolitionist,” The South Carolina Historical Magazine 73, no. 1 (January 1972):
18–26; Noll, The Civil War as a Theological Crisis, 34; Schneider, The Way of the Cross Leads
Home, 135; Bertram Wyatt-Brown, “Modernizing Southern Slavery: The Proslavery
Argument Reinterpreted,” in Region, Race, and Reconstruction: Essays in Honor of C. Vann
Woodward, ed. J. Morgan Kousser and James M. McPherson (New York: Oxford University
Press, 1982), 27–49.
13

14

Miller, Both Prayed to the Same God, 21.

William Freehling, The Reintegration of American History: Slavery and the Civil War (New
York: Oxford University Press, 1994), 74, 76; John L. Thomas, “Romantic Reform in
America, 1815-1865,” American Quarterly 17, no. 4 (Winter 1965): 656–681.
15
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including the suspension of the international slave trade, the return of fugitive slaves, and
the movement of slaves into new territory. They rejected the radicalism of Northern
churches that had dared to take definitive positions on the matter, arguing that the church
itself had no place to demand abolition or some mandatory reformation of slavery.
Theoretically at least, the religious organizations in the South did not take a political
position, thereby preserving the separation of church and state, while individuals
maintained the liberty as citizens to dissent against federal policy.16
The reality was a bit messier. Southern divines did enter the political debate late in
the secession crisis once they believed that their freedom of conscience was threatened.
While Southern ministers encouraged their congregants to consider secession as a moral
solution to this violation, the prevailing evangelical teaching of individual conviction
ultimately won out. Individuals still had to decide at the individual level whether they
would respond to this calling and if so, on what terms they would act. The churches as
institutions followed the political status of the locale in which they were based, becoming
part of the Confederate States of America if they were located in a geographic area that had
become Confederate. Therefore, this study considers each historic actor as an independent
individual arriving at his or her own theological conclusion and choosing for him- or herself
whether to participate in secession. How this fabric of individual white evangelicals
embraced secession and formed a national (and communal) identity is the story of this
project.
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This dissertation explores five specific paths between nineteenth-century
evangelical theology and secession, detailing the theological premises and the ways in
which they were used to justify secession. As has been noted by historians Mark Noll,
Brooks Holifield, and others, antebellum Southern Christianity produced no systematic
theology or great theologians. Southern Christians studied the Bible themselves, attended
sermons and revival meetings regularly, and used their religious convictions to better
understand their personal experience and local society (rather than seeking to explain the
world at large). Without a centralized or systematic theology, Southerners reached their
own independent conclusions regarding secession as a moral imperative. They engaged
with multiple ministers and denominations in their communities, and they debated and
analyzed points of theology in public and private forums. This dissertation therefore
examines the aggregate of evangelical thought on secession, not as a distinct rationale but
as a glimpse of the spectrum of logic employed by Southern evangelicals to explain and to
justify secession.
Southern evangelicals embraced what one scholar has termed a “rational
orthodoxy,” whereby reason and reality corroborated revealed truth.17 Following the spirit
of Scottish Common Sense Realism, most nineteenth-century American evangelicals
believed that God could be understood through human logic and that the order in the
universe was inherently rational. Ethics and morality stemmed from solid reason. Choices
could be experienced intuitively and could also be explained by reason. Historian Mark Noll
suggests that this “confidence of religious thinkers in claiming to describe the simplicity of
God’s action in the world” may be part of the superficiality of American theology in the mid17
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nineteenth century.18 If God’s operations in the world could be explained simply, there
existed no need for rigorous and systematic theology. This attitude meant that the
nineteenth-century pious were susceptible to allowing their own worldview to cloud their
perception of scripture.19 The world they lived in, the status quo of their experience,
became the foundation of the theology they rationalized and the spiritual order of the
universe they imagined. Slavery and freedom of worship were integral parts of the
Southern consciousness, and Southerners subconsciously integrated these narrow
perceptions of good society into their definition of a Christian world. The insistence of
nineteenth-century evangelicals in rationalizing their theology and their behavior opens a
window into their lived theology, that is, the ways in which their theological beliefs drove
their choices in the political sphere. Antebellum Southerners valued logic in religious
matters, which allows us to take their arguments for what they were, namely, an
intellectual bridge between spiritual convictions and the choice of secession.
Because slavery was so central to secession, the issue of slavery necessarily figures
into this story. The Christian justification for slavery had developed over the preceding
decades, making it possible for white Southern evangelicals to support a political
movement based on the idea that chattel slavery as an institution needed to be preserved
and protected. Yet the particular points of theology that white Southern evangelicals
employed to rationalize secession as a moral cause did not address the issue of slavery
directly. These Southerners had no intention of sidestepping the issue because proslavery
theology had already established the institution of slavery as part of moral society. This
18
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study is organized around the theological avenues by which Southerners articulated the
rightness of their cause. Because slavery was an essential part of the Confederate cause and
the drive for secession, this dissertation engages with the issue of slavery as it relates to
each piece of theology.

Engaging with the Historiography
White Southern evangelicals convinced themselves that secession was a moral, and
even a necessary, choice. Much of the existing literature on secession aims to clarify the
political, economic, and social forces that made secession possible. At the same time,
scholarship on religious motivations in the mid-nineteenth century South remains heavily
focused on religious justifications for the institution of slavery and for the Civil War itself.
This study sits at the juncture of these two in order to illuminate the intellectual origins
and the longevity of Southern sectionalism, and, by extension, Confederate nationalism.
Literature on Secession
Scholars have identified a myriad of circumstances that made secession possible in
1860. Studies of national conflict and emerging sectionalism grew out of external
circumstances such as power struggles, economic pressures, westward expansion, a
cultural gap between the North and the South, and a growing disintegration of national
unity. White Southerners, however, did not understand secession in those terms nor were
they focused on large-scale forces beyond their control. This dissertation explores the use
of religious rhetoric in making secession intellectually and rationally possible. This
augments existing scholarship on the development of secession by illuminating the
ideology behind secession, that is, the ideas that the historical actors themselves gave to
explain their actions.
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Stephen Channing’s Crisis of Fear (1970) suggests that South Carolinians saw
secession as a pre-emptive solution to the threats to slavery made by Northern
abolitionism. Secession, therefore, was a calculated political move to regain control over
the disorder created by John Brown’s raid and the increasing violence attributed to slave
insurrection. Similarly, Michael P. Johnson’s Toward a Patriarchal Republic (1977)
highlights the ways in which Georgia planters used secession to maintain power over nonslaveholding whites. In both cases, secession became a weapon of power to quell external
attack and internal conflict.20
Another set of scholars has pointed to the economic pressures of the antebellum
South as incubators for secession. Eugene Genovese in The Political Economy of Slavery
(1965) portrays an economic and ideological conflict between a modern capitalist North
and a pre-modern feudal South. Such disparities in worldview, he argues, made it inevitable
that Southern elites would choose secession because the long-lasting coexistence of two
fundamentally opposed economics was nearly impossible. In contrast, William Barney in
The Secessionist Impulse (1974) argues that the push for secession came not from the
landed elite but from younger professionals and planters who saw secession as the only
way to obtain access to land and slaves that could make their own economic success
possible. The rising costs of slaves and land made entry into the upper class difficult
without political change.21
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A third set of scholars has posited that secession arose out of the frustration with
territorial expansion. In The Impending Crisis (1976), David Potter argues that the push for
westward expansion exacerbated existing tensions between non-slaveholding and
slaveholding political factions. Regulating slavery became a national issue primarily in new
territories because individual states still maintained jurisdiction over the practice of
slavery within their own boundaries. Southern politicians bonded over the common
experience of losing their voice in national politics and saw secession as the only means to
curb the excesses of Northern political domination. J. Mills Thornton in Politics and Power
in a Slave Society (1978) builds on Potter’s work, arguing that Southerners were incensed
not because they needed the institution of slavery to spread in order to ensure its
sustainability but because Southern politicians resented the minority status granted to the
South by limits on the expansion of slavery. The people of Alabama embraced secession as
a means to retain control over their political and economic futures in the context of a
rapidly expanding world.22
Fourthly, some scholars have highlighted the vast cultural gap between the North
and the South, which made the sense of a national culture increasingly untenable. Bertram
Wyatt-Brown in Southern Honor (1982) argues that the nineteenth-century South
maintained a pervasive culture of honor that emphasized lineage and reputation within a
patriarchal society, a culture that had been replaced in the North by a system focused on
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education, work ethic, and discipline. This same honor culture which gave precedence to
social hierarchy within the community also united Southerners in an ambitious battle for
prestige, supremacy, and recognition. This was a society that saw violence as a means to
counteract shame, including the shame associated with submitting to a hostile federal
government. Similarly, Stephanie McCurry in Masters of Small Worlds (1995) argues that
Southern white men united behind their common experience of managing dependents in a
patriarchal society. This male-dominated society drew its power from its domination of
women, children, and slaves and actively resented the growing encroachment of federal
authority.23
Unlike the previously mentioned scholars, some historians have suggested that
disunion erupted not out of fundamental differences between the North and the South but
out of a disintegration of national unity. In particular, Michael Holt in The Political Crisis of
the 1850s (1978) points to the breakdown of the Whig-Democrat party structure as the
root of disunion, suggesting that Americans began to consider extreme possibilities
precisely because the division between the two main parties had become blurred. In other
words, the republican government became a victim of its own success; the lack of clear
political choices given the similarities within American political parties became the
breeding ground of political discontent and sectional discord. In a similar vein, George
Rable suggests in The Confederate Republic (1994) that secession came as a response to the
perceived political corruption of Washington as Southerners began to reject mainstream
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party politics. Antiparty rhetoric reflected a growing sense of exclusion from federal
politics that made staying within the Union impossible for a republican-minded people.24
Literature on American Religious History
In the study of American religious history, the nineteenth-century South has become
a particular area of focus because of its pattern of change: it transitioned out of a period of
religious indifference and stagnation through revivals towards the institutionalization of
Christian conservatism in the twentieth century. In particular, scholars have traced the
origins of the Bible Belt, grappled with the compatibility of Southern slavery with
Christianity, and mapped the ways in which Confederates appropriated Christianity for
their own purposes. Although scholars have explored proslavery theology and the role of
the church as an institution in the sectional division of the United States, this dissertation
specifically addresses the way in which individual white Southerners found their faith
compelling them to leave the Union.
While the literature on Southern religious history is flooded with denominational
accounts and biographies of religious figures, a select literature proffers the larger
narrative of how the South came to be a Christian stronghold in the nineteenth century.
Most importantly, Christine Heyrman’s Southern Cross (1997) showcases the way in which
missionaries from the North headed south during the Second Great Awakening of the early
nineteenth century to preach an evangelical gospel to the predominantly rural people of
the South and West. This evangelical gospel flourished in the South through the conversion
of young people, particularly young women, who were attracted to the validity Christianity
Michael Holt, The Political Crisis of the 1850s (New York: Wiley, 1978); George Rable, The
Confederate Republic: A Revolution against Politics (Chapel Hill: University of North Carolina
Press, 1994).
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gave to their personal experiences and the platform it created for them to manage their
own lives and legacy. As Nathan Hatch argues in The Democratization of American
Christianity (1989), the theological insistence of evangelical Christians on the priesthood of
the believers and the importance of a personal contact with God matched the political
experience of democracy, which, theoretically at least, accorded each citizen a voice in
politics. While the spread of Christianity from the North to the South transferred a similar
set of theological teachings across the nation, scholars such as Donald Mathews in Religion
in the Old South (1977) have examined the adaptation of such a Christianity to Southern
social norms, including slavery. Particularly as evangelical Christianity became formally
institutionalized, Southern clerics increasingly became vocal supporters of the institution
of slavery, often sanctioning it through the mission to the slaves.25
Numerous scholars have probed the nature of antebellum evangelical Christianity to
understand its social and political implications. The evangelical insistence on personal
conversion coupled with its rhetoric of the community of the believers reflects an apparent
contradiction between individualism and corporate identity.26 Yet, as Gregory Schneider
and others have argued, Southern evangelicals saw these two as symbiotic. Personal
experience and the journey to holiness were always balanced by communal feedback
through family members, in prayer meetings, and at love feasts. As Robert Elder notes in
The Sacred Mirror (2016), evangelicals brought the shame and public censure of the honor
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culture into the church, where they actively policed the personal behaviors of church
members. While this makes for a set of diverting stories, Elder’s account also highlights the
sense of community among evangelicals, who were acutely aware of the boundaries of
fellowship and resented the imposition of external rules and expectations. Beth Schweiger,
in The Gospel Working Up (2000), points to the oft-neglected sense of progress among
antebellum Southern evangelicals. She traces the development of faith communities that
centered on spiritual, moral, and material progress as individuals and as a society.27 This
dissertation argues that white evangelical concerns about building a “city upon a hill” and
following Providence fueled their zeal toward secession as a spiritual and moral project.
Particularly important to nineteenth-century American Christianity was a theology
that emphasized the role of Providence in time and the expectation of the millennium. The
American sects of Christianity that emerged in this century — the Seventh Day Adventists,
the Latter Day Saints, and the Jehovah’s Witnesses — all referenced these teachings in their
names and in their respective gospels.28 While such theology has often been considered
strange or unorthodox by scholars, ideas of Providence and the future significantly altered
the worldview of believers and their expectations and objectives. As Ernest Tuveson has
noted:
Millennialist ideas probably did not inspire the greatest decisions of our
history simply by their own power. The expansion of the nation, the Civil
War, the entry into the Second World War – all would have occurred in the
Schneider, The Way of the Cross Leads Home; Robert Elder, The Sacred Mirror:
Evangelicalism, Honor, and Identity in the Deep South, 1790-1860 (Chapel Hill: The
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course of things. But millennialist ideas did influence national expectations
about their outcomes and results.”29
Scholarship on American millennialist theology emphasizes its connection to
notions of American exceptionalism and a profound sense of optimism under trial. Perry
Miller’s landmark essay, “Errand into the Wilderness” (1956), places the origin of the
pioneer spirit of political mission with the Puritans of the mid-seventeenth century. Ernest
Tuveson’s work Redeemer Nation (1968) explores the confidence Americans had in their
status as a holy nation with a particular gospel of salvation in democracy to the world.
Tuveson juxtaposes the conviction of Manifest Destiny with the attitude characterized by
novelist Herman Melville in 1850: “And we Americans are the peculiar, chosen people – the
Israel of our time; we bear the ark of the liberties of the world.”30 Ruth Alden Doan argues
in The Miller Heresy (1987) that the popularity of William Miller’s teachings reflects the
widespread attitude among Americans that the country had a particular role in God’s plan,
a notion that Confederates regularly reminded each other of. Frederic Baumgartner’s
Looking for the End (1999) notes that eschatological fascination bred a sense of limited
time. Such future-driven urgency is linked to the justification of violence in most religions,
mostly powerfully in Christianity.31 More recently, scholars including Jonathan Butler,
Ernest Tuveson, Redeemer Nation: The Idea of America’s Millennial Role (University of
Chicago Press, 1968), 213; see also Timothy Weber, Living in the Shadow of the Second
Coming: American Premillennialism, 1875-1925 (New York: Oxford University Press, 1979),
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Zachary Dresser, Ronald Numbers, and Ben Wright have emphasized the “malleability of
the millennial mind.”32 In spite of decades of deferred promise, proponents of
millennialism continue to anticipate immediate hope, a trait that Edward Blum has argued
matches the certainty of providential blessing even with the defeat of the Confederacy.33
Rather than focus on the trajectory of this theology, this project hones in on the political
impact of such beliefs at a moment in time. During the secession crisis, white Southern
evangelicals employed millennial rhetoric to frame the urgency and gravity of the situation.
While the literature on Southern religion is vast, no single issue has gained more
attention than that of slavery. Generations of scholars have attempted to make sense of the
Christian proslavery argument and the dedication with which Christian slaveholders and
clergy in particular struggled to reform a morally bereft institution. John McKivigan and
Mitchell Snay’s edited collection, Religion and the Antebellum Debate over Slavery (1998),
highlights the way in which debates over slavery raged within American Protestantism and
the extent to which Americans used religious teachings and biblical interpretations to
justify their positions. David Bailey, in Shadow on the Church (1985), suggests that as
evangelical Christianity became more firmly grounded in the South, religious leaders
became wary of religious disputes and political challenges, choosing to focus instead on
Jonathan M. Butler and Ronald L. Numbers, “Introduction,” in The Disappointed: Millerism
and Millenarianism in the Nineteenth Century, ed. Ronald L. Numbers and Jonathan M.
Butler, 2nd ed. (Knoxville: University of Tennessee Press, 1993), xix; Ben Wright and
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conversion. In this way, they allowed slavery to become an untouchable issue in order to
maintain the peace and to sustain the growth of the church in their region. Similarly, April
Holm, in The Kingdom Divided (2017), argues that a focus on the “spirituality of the church”
enabled border state evangelicals to claim political neutrality as the institution of slavery
became increasingly contested.34
Many other scholars disagree. For instance, John Patrick Daly, in When Slavery was
Called Freedom (2002), argues that the Christian proslavery defense was always predicated
on the widely-shared idea of racism and black inferiority. Southerners did articulate that
slavery was a legitimate part of a Christian and American society, but their argument only
had merit among Americans because it fit into the pre-existing ideas of racial hierarchy
prevalent throughout the United States. Meanwhile, Edward Crowther argues in Southern
Evangelicals and the Coming of the Civil War (2000) that Southern proslavery thought was
never a concession to pressure from the planter elite but was always understood as part of
the social order created by God. In particular, Crowther emphasizes that these sentiments
were never exclusive or original to religious circles but also permeated secular and
intellectual sectors of the South. Elizabeth Fox-Genovese and Eugene Genovese have
conjectured that the South saw slavery as a Christian solution to the economic exploitation
of Northern capitalism. Therefore, the Christian and benevolent master could care for his
charges by ruling over them for their own good and preparing them for eventual freedoms,
tasks which were excluded from the capitalist mindset. Most recently, in The Origins of
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Proslavery Christianity (2008), Charles Irons has argued that proslavery Christianity
developed due to the pressures of biracial worship as white evangelicals were forced to
reconcile their practice of racial slavery with the reality that African Americans, slave and
free, were equally pious when compared to their white counterparts.35 While slavery
remained uppermost in the minds of most white Southern evangelicals, the moral approach
allowed them to sidestep the issue when rationalizing secession.
A few scholars have specifically tackled the question of Southern Christianity and
the move for secession. C.C. Goen, in Broken Churches, Broken Nation (1985), argues that
the denominational splits of the Presbyterian, Methodist, and Baptist denominations in the
1830s and 1840s paved the way for the political split of the nation in the winter of 18601861. All these splits occurred over the issue of slavery, even when other issues such as
mission work and the practice of communion were included in intradenominational
discussions. Goen suggests that the apparently peaceful nature of each denominational split
gave Southerners a false sense of security in lobbying for a peaceful secession from the
Union. In Gospel of Disunion (1993), Mitchell Snay examines Southern clergy who used the
pulpit to sanctify slavery and the Southern region. He demonstrates that by making the
Southern mission a religious one, the clergy made the political tension of North and South
into one of infidelity against orthodoxy, a conclusion that reinforces the interpretation that
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secession was fueled by Christian zeal.36 This dissertation adds to this conversation by
detailing aspects of theology that individual believers utilized in their defense of secession.
Unable to recognize the larger religious patterns that made secession possible, these
Southerners focused instead on the teachings that demonstrated that God’s plan for the
South was secession.
Lastly, many scholars have investigated the religious nature of the Civil War,
following the observation by James McPherson that “[r]eligion was central to the meaning
of the Civil War, as the generation that experienced the war tried to understand it. Religion
should also be central to our efforts to recover that meaning.”37 Book titles such as
Righteous Armies, Holy Cause and Both Prayed to the Same God indicate the inherently
religious nature of the conflict and the subsequent debate over its meaning.38 A few works
in particular are worth mentioning. Mark Noll’s The Civil War as a Theological Crisis (2006)
tackles the ways in which the military and political disputes of war also reflected a deepseated theological crisis among American Protestants. Noll concludes that although the war
ended in a military sense, the intellectual and religious tensions that existed before the war
endured into the postwar era. Harry Stout’s Upon the Altar of a Nation (2006) positions the
Civil War as a moral battle, fought to establish the moral future of North America. Stout
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argues that because Union and Confederate soldiers believed they were engaged in a battle
between right and wrong, good and evil, the historian must also evaluate whether or not
the war itself was just and whether the blood sacrifice of thousands was worthwhile or
served any purpose. Timothy Wesley’s The Politics of Faith during the Civil War (2013)
highlights the extent to which Southern clergy gained prominence during the war by
preaching patriotism and loyalty to the Confederacy. He argues that this conflation of faith
and politics made religious dissent particularly difficult for Southern clergy, who relied on
the support and protection of their congregations and who were targeted by Federal troops
for preaching treason. Lastly, Daniel Stowell’s Rebuilding Zion (1998), while primarily
dealing with postbellum Reconstruction, highlights the longevity of the religious split
between the North and South and the ways in which religious convictions with regard to
slavery and race continued to persist long after the defeat of the Confederacy.39 Therefore,
the theological arguments for secession highlighted by this project contribute to this larger
literature on the religious quality of the Civil War and its spiritual legacy.
Literature on Religion and Politics
This dissertation suggests that theological teachings did inspire and fuel radical
political action, even when the theology itself does not originate from a single source and
its tenor is itself conservative. Such an intellectual marriage between religious teachings
and political action runs through the American story, a strain of reasoning that demands
attention from scholars of American political culture and of civil religion. The Confederate
reliance on ideological motivation to sustain the project of nation-building is not
Noll, The Civil War as a Theological Crisis; Stout, Upon the Altar of the Nation; Wesley, The
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necessarily an anomaly in the nation’s pursuit of freedom and enlightened thought. Rather,
it represents another piece of a long tradition of inspired mission behind nation-building
(and the nation-destroying that comes with it.) How white Southern evangelicals employed
this theology and the breadth and duration of its effect demonstrate the power of religious
ideology in the secular realm, particularly in the area of national identity.
The formation of the United States and of American identity was infused with
religious undertones of Manifest Destiny and providential purpose. As Perry Miller has
famously detailed, the Puritans in the early seventeenth century viewed their experiment
in the New World as one that answered a calling of purity and separation from the
corruption of the Church of England and the British monarchy. Colonists advocating for
independence from England used similar logic in rejecting Great Britain as an oppressor
and in forming an independent nation. Ernest Tuveson argues that such confidence and
hope in God’s work through American expansion fueled the acquisition of new territory
and the pursuit of the Mexican-American War. Confederates saw themselves following a
similar calling and often referenced both the Puritans and the founding fathers as their
political ancestors.40 For them, choosing secession was a matter of following in the
footsteps of their forbearers, and religious rhetoric was evidence of genuine American
patriotism.
More recently, Christian Zionism and the evangelical support for the Cold War
mirror this demand for political action fueled by a specific theological perspective.
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Premillennial dispensationalists of the late nineteenth century emphasized New Testament
prophecy that the nation of Israel would be restored before Christ’s second coming. Unlike
Christians in prior generations, these evangelicals argued that the prophecy could not be
fulfilled through the refuge of the Jewish people or the realization of America as a New
Testament promised land. Instead, they spearheaded a number of political initiatives for
the creation of the state of Israel in the ancient Holy Land. These particular Christians had
no particular sympathy for Jews and no investment in Jewish culture. Importantly, these
American evangelicals had no particular desire to restore Jews to their homeland except as
a means of furthering a Christian end. To the disgust of many Jewish activists, Christian
Zionists were equally zealous in evangelizing Jewish communities. Nonetheless, such
Christian motivations for the political integrity of the nation of Israel have influenced and
shaped America’s foreign policy for over a century.41
Similarly, in the twentieth century, evangelical Christians became eager critics of the
Soviet Union and often were outspoken supporters of the Cold War. For example,
evangelist Billy Graham once preached:
Let us pray that if be the will of God, that some day the Iron Curtain will be
cracked for Christ and that materialistic communism will be destroyed by the
love, grace, and truth of the risen Christ, ladies and gentlemen; if that does
not happen, these hydrogen bombs that can destroy whole cities and whole
states with one blow may fall upon us in the next few years. Our only hope is
a turning to Jesus Christ.42
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For Graham and others, the existence of atheist communism stymied the spread of
evangelism they believed was necessary before Christ’s return. As disciples of the promise
of Matthew 24:14,43 they required access to all the nations in order that their millennial
hopes would not be indefinitely delayed. Graham opposed the Soviet Union not only for its
political threats but also because his theological beliefs about the future required that Asia
remain open to the Christian gospel. Therefore, Graham and other American Christians
were eager to promote radical measures to destroy the Soviet state at nearly any cost.44
Christian millennialist theology has a peculiar tie to the justification of violence for
political causes. Not limited to the medieval Crusades, such a connection is perhaps more
relevant than we have been willing to acknowledge.45 Considering the Confederate cause in
light of the more modern movements of Christian Zionism and the Cold War gives context
to the zealous and even reckless spirit by which these devout Americans embraced the
destruction and gore of war in the name of a holy cause. As George Rable has observed,
“The sense of the Confederacy as a righteous, indeed holy, cause long survived the war as
did the rhetoric that had fired Southern hearts.”46 This dissertation answers the call by
Tuveson, Wright, and others to more carefully explore the intellectual roots of this moral
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rationale.47 In light of the still-present power of Confederate apologists, it becomes
imperative for scholars to investigate the intellectual foundation and breadth of this
enduring political movement.
Literature on Nineteenth-Century Moral Reform

Lastly, this dissertation suggests that white Southern evangelicals approached the
question of secession as a moral issue, one their faith compelled them to support. While
such a framing of secession offers some insight into the rapidity and zeal of the Christian
support of secession, I additionally suggest that the Southern agenda for secession ought to
be considered as part of a larger nineteenth-century push for moral reform. Numerous
scholars have detailed the ways in which nineteenth-century American reformers argued
that temperance, abolition, women’s rights, and the keeping of the Sabbath were all issues
that required a moral intervention within American communities. In particular, scholars of
women’s activism in the mid-century have posited that such reform movements appealed
particularly to women because gender constructions of the time identified females as the
moral guardians of the home and of society. Additionally, scholars have traced the
organization and theological support of evangelicalism behind these reform movements
and in bringing disparate people together in a common cause. Discussions of secession
among white Southern evangelicals share many of the same attributes as the other moral
causes, and considering this political movement as a moral reform may grant additional
insight into the popularity of secession and the flaws and dangers apparent in executing
these reforms.
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Scholars of women’s movements in the nineteenth century have traced the growth
and development of benevolent societies and voluntary organizations as precursors to the
push by women for gender equality and women’s suffrage. In particular, Mary Ryan, Lori
Ginzberg, and others have traced the ways in which middle-class women in urban areas
came together to challenge and change the perceived moral flaws of modernity and
industrialization: debauchery, illiteracy, poverty, orphans, slavery, and mental illness.
Equipped with a sense of middle-class self-righteousness and a spirit of Christian charity,
these women banded together to confront these problems and offer solutions through
prayer, fundraising, institution building, lobbying, awareness campaigns, and guilt.48
Contrary to the expectations of modern feminists, these nineteenth-century women
embraced the cult of domesticity and used it to transform the female sphere into a force for
social change within their own communities.
At the same time, scholars of nineteenth-century morality have pointed out that the
most significant of these reform movements have been overlooked by contemporary
historians distracted by more modern definitions of morality and necessary reform.
Temperance and the proper observation of the Sabbath were the two most prominent
moral reform movements, attracting the attention of famous women’s activists and
abolitionists such as Susan B. Anthony and Louis Tappan as well as many other citizens.49
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This bias in scholarship is partially attributed to changing priorities among the American
public, particularly as previously subjugated groups have gained access to the academy.
However, another factor is the unrecognizable approach by which nineteenth-century
moral reformers advocated their causes. As historian Richard Carwardice has described it,
these reform efforts are best characterized as “liberation as coercion,” that is, “freeing
citizens’ human potential for self-improvement and moral self-realization in a republic of
self-disciplined citizens.”50 If the deluded or morally wayward failed to recognize their
choices and behaviors as problematic, moral reformers tended to demand legal change,
drastic consequences, and public shame to force the issue. When new amoral changes were
introduced such as the push for cremation as a more sanitary practice of burial, moral
reformers pushed back, labeling such change as unorthodox, pagan, and evil.51 So wedded
were these activists to their particular vision of a moral society, they were willing to take
drastic measures to achieve these ends. In this context, the push for secession, the rush to
war, and the refusal to compromise appear more inevitable than radical. Similarly, the
boldness to claim to fight for liberty while protecting slavery finds context.52
Importantly, all nineteenth-century moral reform movements grew out of the
Second Great Awakening and the spread of evangelical Protestantism. The theological
principle of Christian perfection, the need for Christian testimony, and the concern with
Richard Carwardine, “Antebellum Reform,” in Turning Points in the History of American
Evangelicalism, ed. Heath W. Carter and Laura Rominger Porter (Grand Rapids, Michigan:
William B. Eerdmans Publishing Company, 2017), 68.
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establishing the kingdom of God all motivated evangelicals to become involved in efforts to
uplift the moral condition of their country. According to historian Wayne Fuller,
evangelicals envisioned “a nation of peaceful, industrious, temperate, moral, and sober
Christian people who were devoted to reading and the faithful preaching of the gospel.”53
Any moral flaw threatened that vision and could bring God’s judgment upon the nation. A
sense of urgency and spiritual crisis fueled all these initiatives, whether they be to rid the
country of alcohol consumption, the profaning of the Sabbath, the neglect of the poor and
the slave, the practice of loose morals, or the lack of education.
This dissertation suggests that the white Southern evangelical push for secession
can be considered part of this nineteenth-century trend toward moral reform, albeit an
initiative rooted in the inherently immoral system of slavery. American evangelicals in this
time period felt profoundly obligated to moralize their communities and tended to
approach these campaigns with resolution and inflexibility. Just as abolitionists viewed the
end of slavery as a moral necessity, secessionists espoused its protection as a moral cause.
Considering secession in this vein may help us to understand how such a wide range of
Southerners could embrace a political movement that was itself so contrary to democracy
and so destructive to the harmony and stability of a nation.

Definitions, Theory, and Method
This dissertation employs a few specific theories and methods to investigate the
moral ideologies and rationalizations of a broad category of individuals. Much time and
space has been devoted to careful studies of religious and political leaders in the South who
were outspoken with regard to secession. This project takes a different approach. Rather
53
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than examine the language and behavior of those who held significant power within
Southern society, I have chosen to focus on the common citizen, his or her choices, and the
information considered.
This dissertation centers on the writings, reflections, speeches, and creative
expressions of Southerners contemplating secession, focusing primarily on those who used
theological or biblical language. As has been documented by Brooks Holifield, Mark Noll,
and others, American evangelicals, particularly in the nineteenth century, embraced a
rational orthodoxy whereby their theology, their interpretation of scripture, and their
personal experience – spiritual and otherwise – could be understood through reason.54
Therefore, these historical actors consciously recorded the thought processes necessary to
reconcile their theological beliefs and experiences with the rapidly changing political scene.
I have chosen to define terms and categories broadly to showcase the variance in
ideas and considerations across the South. The study investigates about 200 individuals
scattered across the eleven states that eventually comprised the Confederate States of
America. This group includes individuals who lived in the South during the secession crisis,
those who came to the South during or because of the secession crisis, and those who were
displaced from the South through family obligations, missionary work, diplomatic
assignments, or military service. As much as possible, I have included men and women
across a wide range of genders, ages, professions, locations, denominational affiliations,
and military service. The geographic designation for a given individual is determined by
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their location in the 1860 federal census or, if displaced, the location they designated as
home.
I have also elected to define “evangelical” fairly broadly. Generally speaking, I have
labeled Southern Christian denominations as evangelical if they grew out of the Second
Great Awakening or showed renewed interest in the millennium or dispensational theology
by the mid-nineteenth century. This roughly corresponds with David Bebbington’s
theological quadrilateral, which defines evangelical Christianity as having four tenets: (1)
biblicism, a regard for the Bible, (2) crucicentricism, the importance of the atonement of
Christ on the cross, (3) conversionism, the necessity of a personal conversion experience,
and (4) activism, the spreading of the gospel. Southern evangelicals, then, included a wide
range of people who saw salvation as personal, emphasized the preaching of the gospel,
and lived in sight of the kingdom. Although numerous scholars have successfully utilized
other definitions based on practice or history, the definition outlined above seems most
fitting for a study centered on theological rhetoric in a historical moment when Americans
themselves labeled these beliefs as evangelical.55
Broadly speaking, evangelicalism as defined above includes Protestant Christians of
the following persuasions: the Baptists, Methodists, Presbyterians, and Disciples of Christ
(Campbell) who gained prominence after the Second Great Awakening and the
David Bebbington, Evangelicalism in Modern Britain: A History from the 1730s to the
1980s (Winchester, Mass: Allen & Unwin, 1989), 2–17; Heath W. Carter and Laura
Rominger Porter, “Introduction,” in Turning Points in the History of American
Evangelicalism, ed. Heath W. Carter and Laura Rominger Porter (Grand Rapids, Michigan:
William B. Eerdmans Publishing Company, 2017), xvii; D.G. Hart, Deconstructing
Evangelicalism: Conservative Protestantism in the Age of Billy Graham (Grand Rapids, Mich.:
Baker Academic, 2004); Fisher, “Evangelicals and Unevangelicals: The Contested History of
a Word, 1500-1950”; see also, Sean Scott, A Visitation of God: Northern Civilians Interpret
the Civil War (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 2011), 7.
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Episcopalians, Lutherans, and Presbyterians who were influenced by mid-nineteenth
century millennial theology.56 Numerous white Southern evangelicals included in this study
do not fit neatly into these denominational labels, either because they abandoned their
faith, attended services of multiple groups or none at all, or left no historical record of
theological preference. Whenever possible, I have indicated an individual’s denominational
background, keeping in mind that a person demarcated as “Baptist” was one who had some
affiliation with the Baptist tradition rather than an indication of active membership in the
Baptist Church. The descriptor “Christian” indicates an affiliation with the Disciples of
Christ rather than a more general label. Persons with no designation are either unaffiliated
Christians or those with no known religious affiliation; the distinction should be inferred
from the context. Furthermore, if a person is known to be a minister of some kind, a
specification of clergy is included.
Although this definition of evangelical may appear to be excessively broad, I
specifically exclude the many Southerners who were not religious as well as those who
belonged to other categories of pious peoples. Eight types of non-evangelical peoples in the
South bear mentioning: Roman Catholics and Jews as non-Protestants; Unitarians,
Universalists, and Mormons with limited presence in the South; and the Quakers,
Mennonites, and Moravian Brethren which have traditionally been considered “peace
churches” in the American context. I have included examples from these non-evangelical
Because my focus is not on institutional history, I have chosen to use broad
denominational terms for these various groups. As such, I have shortened “Methodist
Episcopal” to “Methodist” and “Protestant Episcopal” to “Episcopal.” I have also grouped
together the various sects under the broad umbrella of each denomination. For example,
the Old School, New School, and Associated Reform Presbyterians are all represented by
the broader label “Presbyterian” and Free Will Baptists, Missionary Baptists, etc. by
“Baptist.”
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pious people whenever relevant to showcase nuance within American religion and to
provide relevant contrast to the white Southern evangelical mindset. In some instances,
theological differences have led to markedly different incentives and motivations in
consideration of secession as a moral imperative.
Evangelicals comprised a significant portion of the Southern white population,
particularly when the label “evangelical” includes those familiar with evangelical rhetoric.
Scholars estimate that as many as half of white Southerners were evangelical, although
fewer attended services regularly and still fewer were registered church members. Other
measures of the influence and impact of evangelical Christianity are perhaps equally
illuminating. Southern church buildings contained pew seating for more than 100% of the
white population. Even if many of those seats were empty, churches still held regular
outdoor revivals for large crowds and recorded the yearly admission of converts to their
membership.57
Beyond the boundaries of sacred space, evangelical ideas and standards permeated
much of the white Southern population. As historian Charles Irons has noted, “Adherents to
other religious traditions – including several thousand Quakers, Lutherans, Catholics,
members of the Christian church, and Jews – and tens of thousands of unchurched
Virginians largely deferred to white evangelicals when it came to the central political and
moral issue of the age: [slavery.]”58 A similar pattern emerges in other Southern
communities. Furthermore, Catholic, Jewish, Quaker, and Moravian clergy regularly
Irons, The Origins of Proslavery Christianity, 3–10; George Rable, God’s Almost Chosen
Peoples: A Religious History of the American Civil War (Chapel Hill: University of North
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complained of their own members marrying outside the tradition; these “unequal”
partnerships were just as likely to be with an irreligious person as an evangelical one.
Lastly, the use of evangelical language in Confederate documents and the presence of many
evangelical chaplain in the Confederate Army suggests that most, if not all, white
Southerners had some exposure to evangelicals and that this type of Christianity had
already gained a degree of credibility among white Southerners.
Lived Religion and Lived Theology
In order to properly capture the connection between religious belief and political
action, I have employed the principle of lived religion used by scholars of religion.
Pioneered by David Hall and Robert Orsi, the principle of lived religion holds that the true
meaning behind any religion is reflected in its adherents’ everyday living. Lived religion
thus explores belief in action, how particular teachings or rituals impact a person’s daily
life. For example, Orsi has explored the meaning of the veneration of the saints by probing
the experiences of laypersons who appealed to St. Jude, the patron saint of hopeless
causes.59
Several scholars have advanced this idea of lived religion into lived theology, that is,
they have explored the ways that central tenets of a faith have influenced the attitudes and
behaviors of their adherents. In Original Sin and Everyday Protestants (2009), Andrew
Finstuen explores the ways that postwar evangelicals found solace in the doctrine of
original sin as they faced the chaos and anxiety of the atomic age. Heather Curtis in Faith in
David Hall, “Introduction,” in Lived Religion in America: Toward a History of Practice
(Princeton, N.J.: Princeton University Press, 1997), vii–xiii; Robert Orsi, The Madonna of
115th Street: Faith and Community in Italian Harlem, 1880-1950 (New Haven: Yale
University Press, 1985); Robert Orsi, Thank You, St. Jude: Women’s Devotion to the Patron
Saint of Hopeless Causes (New Haven: Yale University Press, 1996).
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the Great Physician (2007) investigates, among other things, the ways in which
understandings of God as Father became the foundation for many women seeking
miraculous healing and engaging in spiritualist practices. Likewise, Darren Dochuck in
From Bible Belt to Sunbelt (2011) traces the connections between evangelical teachings and
conservative politics in southern California.60
The scholastic approach of lived theology allows the scope of this dissertation to be
enlarged beyond Southern divines to include laypersons as well as unbelievers who
borrowed the language of evangelicalism to make sense of their world. In principle, a poet’s
use of the crucifixion scene in a poem contributes meaning to the theology of redemption
and of suffering whether the poet is conscious of this or not. This approach is much more
organic than merely considering what theology was formally taught and allows for the
historical actors to speak on their own behalf rather than relying solely on the scholar to
link teachings from the pulpit to actions in the legislature. Furthermore, it creates the
potential to measure the impact and depth of pastoral influence in this particular juncture.
The Gender Question
Any academic study of nineteenth-century Southern theology begs the gender
question in its premise. American evangelicalism tended to discriminate between genders
by allocating positions of leadership, influence, and power to men while associating
practices such as devotion, submission, and prayer with women. Studies of sermons,
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institutional change, and clergy have inadvertently become studies of white men and the
ways in which they conceptualized and executed religion in the public arena. As one
scholar has noted, this “pattern of careless exclusion” of women in the scholarship of
American religious history originates from the reality that women were excluded from
positions of authority in most churches and religious settings in the nineteenth century.61
At the same time, the nineteenth-century ideals of womanhood such as republican
motherhood and the cult of domesticity have associated piety and private devotion with
women in the private sphere. As such, scholars of nineteenth-century domestic life have
focused somewhat narrowly on the ways in which mothers, daughters, and wives used
religion to make sense of their world and the limitations it placed on women.62
This project confronts this gender bias with two deliberate strategies. Firstly, a
focus on lived theology assigns equal or increased merit to the voice of laypersons – male
and female – by highlighting Christian behavior rather than honing in on Christian
teachings themselves (where the teachers were dominated by an elite groups of males.)
Here the social and ecclesiastical statuses of the historical actors are irrelevant because
each individual was compelled to rationalize his or her own truth according to the
evangelical principle of the priesthood of believers. Studies of lived theology treat each
individual as an equal unit, which enables the comparison of a variety of individuals even
when the types and extent of expression differ.
Catherine Brekus, The Religious History of American Women: Reimagining the Past
(Chapel Hill: University of North Carolina Press, 2007), 5.
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Secondly, this study utilizes a method for gender history recommended by women’s
historian Gerda Lerner that challenges the limits of traditional sources. Lerner suggests
that women were often the unofficial keepers of organizational history, those who gathered
and maintained information before (male) leaders decided to create formal records. More
often than not, those records are found in different places from traditional sources.63 I have
deliberately included certain kinds of media where women were more likely to speak for
themselves or to do the initial work of preserving that history. In particular, I investigate
poetry, op-eds, and short stories that were published anonymously but were often a
creative outlet for women. A 202-page ballad titled Progression, or The South Defended
(1860) by Mary Homes is just one example of a public platform created by a woman to
articulate her rationale for secession and Confederate identity.64 Furthermore, I have
deliberately used scrapbooks and other collections assembled by women as a window into
local discussions and as evidence of women’s opinions through compilation. Because
evangelical theology was so fluid at this time and individuals created their own rationale
for political action, this project demands the inclusion of many different voices to be
comprehensive.

Organization
This study investigates the theological rhetoric by which white Southern
evangelicals rationalized secession as a moral obligation. It acknowledges but does not
focus on the tremendous power of American civil religion, which also served to underscore
Gerda Lerner, The Majority Finds Its Past: Placing Women in History (Chapel Hill, NC: The
University of North Carolina, 1979), 136–38.
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Southern political and military rhetoric. The ways in white Southerners saw secession and
the Confederate cause as constituting a “national rebirth” through a “baptism of blood” has
been explored by other scholars including Harry Stout and Drew Gilpin Faust.65 Instead this
dissertation investigates the ways in which evangelical teachings and doctrine, that is, core
and defining beliefs of the Christian faith, became the impetus and moral rationale behind
secession and the subsequent war. Rather than focus on the ways in which Confederates
elevated their cause to a holy status, this study answers how white Southern evangelicals in
the course of their personal and private walks of faith found themselves compelled to
participate in political turmoil and to align and even dedicate themselves to secession and
the Confederacy. This study addresses the counterfactual we sometimes forget to ask
ourselves: why weren’t more Christians neutral in the political tussle over secession and
how could a population influenced by a gospel-centered Christianity become entangled in a
bitter civil war? The extent to which faithful Christians became the driving force behind
political separation from the Union and the call for bloodshed and violence often obscures
the depth of moral conflict in pious Christians clamoring for and then executing war. While
any historical study is limited in its explanation for why a more obvious course was not
taken, this historical study at least details how Christian secession came to be and
ultimately rejects the possibility that Christian perpetrators of war simply set aside their
piety for the duration of the war.
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This dissertation details four specific tenets of evangelical theology with a fifth
chapter on the sense of religious duty. Chapter one considers the fictive tie white Southern
evangelicals created with the Puritan colonists of New England, arguing that these
Southerners envisioned themselves building a holy nation for God. They determined to
ground the Confederacy in Christian values that the Union had forsaken, believing that God
had called the South to separate from the degraded Union. Chapter two explores the
connection between millennial theology and nation building. White Southern evangelicals
hoped for a coming kingdom of God. They believed that secession was a necessary step to
achieve this end and were, therefore, willing to take enormous risks to achieve it. Chapter
three details the way in which the evangelical emphasis on personal salvation translated
into a personal approach to rationalizing secession. This notion of individual agency meant
that white Southern evangelicals came together to fight a common cause, but such an
approach also undermined any sense of communal identity. Chapter four investigates the
theological principle of providence and destiny, particularly the ways in which white
Southern evangelicals understood secession as part of God’s master plan for the world.
Chapter five examines the rhetoric of spiritual duty and obligation, arguing that the
evangelical commitment to Southern independence was powerful and grounded in
evangelical tradition even if it appeared rapidly.
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CHAPTER ONE: A CONFEDERATE “CITY UPON A HILL”
By May 1861, the American Civil War was in full swing. Union forces in South
Carolina had surrendered Fort Sumter after Confederate bombardments. Abraham Lincoln
had issued a national call for troops to subdue the Southern rebellion. Confederate troops
were preparing for battle, and the Confederate Congress had already been in session for
several months. Until that point, the state of North Carolina had tarried over the question of
allegiance to the United States. And so it was with much consideration, careful deliberation,
and significant fanfare that the North Carolina Secession Convention gathered to vote on
and ratify an ordinance of secession.
Invited to open the Convention on the day of the ratification of the Ordinance of
Secession was Methodist minister Charles Deems. He prayed that this new era for North
Carolina and the South would begin on holy ground and be established in proper humility
toward a holy end. Because North Carolina had waited until the Civil War began to secede
from the Union, Deems did not focused on a hope for peaceful or quick political separation,
an option that no longer seemed viable. Rather, he appealed to God for His direction, His
presence in the inevitable battles for independence, and His pardon to the enemies of
North Carolina.
Thou Ruler of nations, Thou Controller of all events, grant that the results of
this act may bring peace, prosperity, and honor to our people…. God, be
merciful to us, and bless us, and cause the light of Thy countenance to shine
upon us, that Thy way may be known upon earth and Thy saving health
among all nations. …Defeat the designs of our enemies, perplex their
counsels, and bring them into confusion. Have mercy upon our enemies.

Pardon and forgive them. Turn them from their evil ways. And finally,
establish peace in our day and bring us to life everlasting. 1
Charles Deems’ petition on behalf of his political enemies reveals more than a
forthright commitment to warfare and an ideological position. Deems specified his desire
that the testimony of God’s way and His salvation be known through the action of North
Carolina in secession and in the firm establishment of the Confederacy as an independent
state. Under such reasoning, this proclamation of a heavenly enterprise (separate and
distinct from Northern politics) served as a catalyst for the North to recognize the ideal
society and withdraw their challenge to Southern independence.
Underneath its political and military quest for autonomy, the Confederate project
embodied a vision to create a new society that would serve as a model to the world. Much
like the colonial Puritans hoped that the settlement of Boston would become a shining
inspiration to the world, white Southern evangelicals saw secession as an opportunity to
establish a new world order that gave due deference to God and made the glory of God and
the testimony of His people manifest on earth. Deems’ opening prayer for divine assistance
to make “Thy way… known upon earth” represents a critical piece of this pursuit of
Christian nation-building.

While white evangelical Southerners may have felt compelled to secede because of
political, economic, and social pressures, they themselves understood secession as an issue
of morality informed by their religious beliefs. These historical actors deeply believed that

Charles Deems, prayer, May 20, 1861, [Charles] Deems Paper, State Archives of North
Carolina, Raleigh (hereafter cited as SANC.) This prayer is modeled after the Aaronic
blessing from Numbers 6:22-26.
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their status as Christians required them to support and advance secession and to defend it
in the case of civil war. During the winter of 1860-1861 as political tensions rose with the
presidential election, white evangelical Southerners began to understand and rationalize
secession in the context of their already strongly held beliefs. With a concern over their
eternal fate and a sense of divine calling, these Southerners fervently embraced secession
at any cost, willing and eager to endure any trial to pursue this radical political choice.
When committing to secession ideologically, white evangelical Southerners talked
about establishing a new nation that would stand apart as a particular testimony of God’s
people to the world. Setting aside modern skepticism of the exemplary status of any society
sustained by the practice of chattel slavery, it becomes evident that Southern divines and
Confederate evangelicals viewed the project of secession not merely as a means to gain
independence but even more as an avenue to establish a godly example to the misguided
and sinful nations of the world. They appropriated the Puritan vision of establishing a “city
upon a hill,” that is, a model society in the midst of fallen and corrupt civilizations. For such
an experiment to be successful, the Confederate nation and its citizens needed to aspire to
and attain holiness, purity, and perfection. Despite the fact that the Confederate
government was itself secular in nature, evangelical Confederates imagined their new
nation as a New Israel grounded in Christian values and demonstrating Christian virtue.

The Puritan Example
Confederate rhetoric matches the model of Puritan exceptionalism from the
seventeenth-century founding of a theocracy in Boston. White Southern evangelicals saw
themselves as inheritors of the Puritan legacy and frequently associated colonial Puritan
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theology with the Southern heroes of the American Revolution.2 Their conflation
conveniently ignores the nearly century and a half gap in chronology and the geographic
distance between New England and the American South. However, placing secession ideals
in juxtaposition with early Puritan sermons does reveal a noteworthy parallel in imagery
and goals. Both white Southern evangelical thinkers and Puritan divines hoped to establish
an exemplary nation that would showcase Christian virtue and goodness to the world. Both
communities appropriated the religious obligations of a Christian society in establishing
new political enterprises.
At the inception of the colonial settlement of Boston in 1630, Puritan leaders
preached the importance of creating a virtuous theocracy both as a means of establishing
political order and as the basis for a model society. En route to the New World, layman John
Winthrop described his vision for the model Christian society he hoped to build:
…we must be knit together, in this work, as one man. We must entertain each
other in brotherly affection. We must be willing to abridge ourselves of our
superfluities for the supply of other’s necessities…. So shall we keep the unity
of the spirit in the bond of peace. The Lord will be our God, and delight to
dwell among us, as His own people, and will command a blessing upon us in
all our ways. …when He shall make us a praise and glory that men shall say of
succeeding plantations, “The Lord make it likely that of New England.” For
we must consider that we shall be as a city upon a hill. The eyes of all people
are upon us. So that if we shall deal falsely with our God in this work we have
undertaken, and so cause him to withdraw his present help from us, we shall
be made a story and a byword through the world.3
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Therefore, the Puritans of colonial New England believed that they held a particular
commission to establish a Christian community that would serve as a shining example in a
dark world, a “city upon a hill.”4 In this way, the community would enjoy prosperity, peace,
and divine blessing. More importantly, other nations would then emulate such godliness,
purifying the world of its rebellion and sacrilege.
While historian Perry Miller’s claim of the Puritan community as representative of
the American origin story may be too narrow-minded, his careful study of the Puritan
vision for their society demands attention because the Confederates themselves referred
often to this heritage.5 Unlike many other pious colonists who came to the New World to

Matthew 5:14, 16 – “Ye are the light of the world. A city that is set on an hill cannot be
hid…. Let your light so shine before men, that they may see your good works, and glorify
your Father which is in heaven.”
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Society.
There has been much discussion among scholars of Puritan America over the utility of
Perry Miller’s interpretation of the Puritan mission and the extent to which Puritan settlers
actively concerned themselves with their influence beyond colonial New England.
Theodore Dwight Bozeman, for example, has concluded that the vast majority of scholars
have misunderstood Miller’s original argument in “Errand into the Wilderness” and
erringly presumed that colonial Puritans knew that their novel experiment would be
successful and had the potential to influence the world. On the other hand, Avihu Zakai has
argued that Puritans were fully conscientious of their project of “religious migration” which
would advance both the church and the gospel in God’s plan.
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seek freedom of worship, the Puritans came committed to a specific type of theocracy that
excluded non-conformists from their midst. For evangelical Confederates to adopt this
mindset indicates a deliberate choice to form an insular society that drove out the
unwanted and left scarce space for dissent, a choice that matched their absolute hatred of
abolitionism.
The need to establish a holy enterprise gave colonial Puritans a positive sense of
purpose in coming to the New World. The mission to become a “city upon a hill”
superseded their need to escape religious persecution and their desire for better
opportunities and fortunes. Unlike the Pilgrims who were driven out of England and
Holland and who would have been otherwise content to remain in Europe as a religious
minority indefinitely, the Puritans choose to leave England “to improve our lives to do
more service to the Lord, to increase the body of Christ, and to preserve our posterity from
the corruptions of this evil world, so that they in turn shall work out their own salvation

I have chosen to frame the discussion of Confederate reverence of Puritan ideology
around Miller’s original argument, not because evangelical Southerners had the privilege of
reading Miller’s interpretation and perceiving the past through his lens but because they
themselves spoke of the legacy of the Puritan experiment and also envisioned their new
nation as a beacon to the world. The extent to which Miller’s thesis adequately explains
colonial Boston and its mission is a question I leave to scholars of that time and place.
However, the Confederate ideal of a Christian nation that showcases the glory of God, the
prosperity of the gospel, and the holiness of slavery matches Perry Miller’s reading of
Winthrop’s 1630 sermon regarding the building of a city upon a hill and the consequences
of failure.
Miller, Errand into the Wilderness, 1–15; Michael Winship, Godly Republicanism:
Puritans, Pilgrims, and a City on a Hill (Cambridge, Mass.: Harvard University Press, 2012),
233; Theodore Dwight Bozeman, “The Puritans’ ‘Errand into the Wilderness’
Reconsidered,” The New England Quarterly 59, no. 2 (1986): 232–33, 239; Avihu Zakai,
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under the purity and power of Biblical ordinances.”6 This society was explicitly designed to
succeed and prosper without being distracted by human ambition and sinful covetousness.
It could be achieved only in isolation from English influence.
The Puritan experiment failed, according to Miller, not because the errand itself was
unsuccessful or unsustainable but because no one else cared. Winthrop’s primary
justification for building the “city upon a hill” was that the eyes of the world were watching;
the praise or cursing of God’s name by the human race depended on the purity of this
exemplary society. Instead, the Boston community “found its lesson was rejected by those
choice spirits for whom the exertion had been made.”7 Cromwell’s reign over England,
however politically successful, made a laughingstock out of the Puritan demand for
religious orthodoxy. Closer to home, the exile of religious dissidents such as Roger Williams
and Anne Hutchinson fostered the creation of competing pious communities which added
to the religious landscape rather than focusing all eyes on Puritan New England.
Winthrop’s notion of a “city upon a hill” was abandoned by second and third generation
Puritans tired of sermons condemning the sins of the community for its lack of success.8
While the Puritan experiment defined its political success in terms of its religious
influence on other communities, its theological ability to connect an upright theocracy with
committed patriotism remain important for understanding the secession crisis. The Puritan
concept of the jeremiad – the sermon calling for contrite repentance for communal sin –
This utterance is Perry Miller’s paraphrased summary of a Puritan sermon. Miller, Errand
into the Wilderness, 5–6.
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gained considerable national traction during the Revolutionary War. God’s covenant with
the Puritan society indicated that He would protect the integrity and vitality of their
community if they repented of forsaking Him. During the American Revolution, the
Continental Congress and local and state governments along the Atlantic seaboard
proclaimed fast days and days dedicated to humiliation and prayer. As termed by Miller,
these calls for national repentance became part of a new “federal theology” based on the
New England notion of the covenanted nation: God would bless His chosen people – these
liberty-seeking persons – with independence from tyrants provided they forsook their own
sins.9 Although these supposed sins were unspecified in the calls for prayer and rarely
clarified in jeremiads, these appeals had immense power in calling colonists to arms to
fight the Revolution with the hope of God’s vindication.10 As Miller has argued, these

While the Puritans themselves understood patriotism in theological terms, scholars
disagree whether subsequent connections between American loyalty to the state and
religious ideology represents a type of religious faith or a secular one. Scholars such as
Miller and William Hutchison have posited that in cases where Americans were already
pious, their political convictions were the outgrowth of their deeply-held religious values.
Others like Robert Bellah have argued for the existence of a “civil religion” which
functioned like a faith in a higher power with sacred time and even sacred language but
lacking grounding in sacred text and sacred space. In the case of antebellum white
Southern evangelicals, their emphasis on the idea of a “covenanted nation” together with
their vision of a “city upon a hill” gives the Confederate project an aura of spirituality much
like that of the colonial Puritans and the American patriots. William R Hutchison, Errand to
the World: American Protestant Thought and Foreign Missions (Chicago: University of
Chicago Press, 1987); Robert N. Bellah, Beyond Belief: Essays on Religion in a PostTraditional World (New York: Harper & Row, 1970); Robert N. Bellah, “Religion and the
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and Steven M. Tipton (Durham: Duke University Press, 2006), 246–264.
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appeals to spiritual introspection and reformation functioned as forthright trumpeting for
revolution and bloodshed.
Like the Puritans who came before them, many white evangelical Southerners
concluded that the only way to restore America to its pure origin was to leave the old
government behind and start anew, creating a separate nation properly grounded in
Christianity and piety. Separation from the North would cut off the influence and
challenges of abolitionists and perhaps would create room for the Southern practice of
slavery to be reformed. The idea of building a new “city upon a hill” or embarking on a
Confederate errand gave Confederates a positive sense of purpose that propelled white
Southerners through the secession crisis and into the Civil War itself. It also served as a
poignant rallying cry to pious individuals who were committed to a holy testimony but
remained wary of political affairs.
Although some Confederates traced a direct connection to their supposed Puritan
forefathers, this ancestry was more mythological than biological. To be sure, patriotic
heroes like George Washington, Thomas Jefferson, James Madison, and James Monroe were
Southern men who were born and died in the South, owned slaves on massive Southern
plantations, and embraced Southern values. But they did not espouse or even endorse
Puritan theology. Thomas Jefferson went so far as to create his own abridged version of the
Scripture and challenged the deity of Jesus, two moves that directly challenged the
puritanical orthodoxy. Yet in the minds of white southern evangelicals, patriotism and piety
were inseparable. As Georgia Methodist Susan Shewmake wrote on Washington’s birthday,
“We of the South rejoice that he was ‘one of us,’ trained amid the same surroundings as the
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Southerner of today.”11 Most Confederates likely agreed with J.M. Dewitt’s 1861
observation: “There exists that same patriotism which animated our forefathers in the
struggle for independence – that the brave sons of the South knowing the justice of their
cause and remembering the blood of their sires will die martyrs.”12 Similarly, Georgian
Shepherd Pryor reminded his wife, “Our revolutionary fathers fought for seven long years
for their independence and the independence that we once enjoyed.”13 Confederates
perpetuated this myth of the heritage of Christian patriotism even though none of the
southern-born founding fathers they revered were Puritan nor had ties to any New
England theocracy.
Evangelical Confederates constantly reminded each other of the blood that flowed
through their veins, as they idealized a vision of a “city upon a hill” as the focus of God’s
blessing. As Rev. Thomas Smyth explained to readers of the Southern Presbyterian Review
in April 1859:
It was amidst the influences of a pure and free Christianity, were born and
cradled our Colonial Independence, and the institutions to which it led. Our
patriot forefathers were inspired by high and lofty principles, such as a pure
and free Christianity always nurtures. When the Declaration of Independence
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was adopted, there was such a depth of principle required among those who
signed it, as made them ready to seal their attachment to it with their blood.14
This logic proclaimed that only the purest Christian citizenship could bring God’s blessing
upon a nation because the slightest imperfection would corrupt the testimony and
therefore invite the wrath of God. Across the South, ministers and laymen alike invoked the
jeremiad to encourage repentance, reform, and revolution.15 To the extent that evangelical
Confederates could legitimately claim themselves true descendants of the Puritans, it was
through their shared theology and its connection to their political choices more than any
lineage of blood and flesh.16
White Southern evangelicals fully embraced the Puritan notion of a separated, holy
nation and its connection to patriotic revolution, but they also argued that by the midnineteenth-century, the Puritan realization of its own vision had become corrupt.
Confederate writers left little to the imagination regarding the downfall of the New England
example, penning such lines as:
How peaceful and blest was America’s soil
‘Till betrayed by the guile of the Puritan demon
Which lurks under virtue and springs from its coil,
To fasten its fangs in the life-blood of freemen.17
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Southern complaints of New Englanders were not limited to condemning the words and
works of abolitionists. They also criticized the rise of secularization, the proliferation of
liberal Christianity theologies such as Unitarianism and Transcendentalism, deviation from
the sanctity of scripture, and the profaning of the Sabbath. The latter two, in particular,
were heavy accusations of blasphemy. Tennessee Presbyterian Eliza Fain, for one, criticized
Northerners who dared to despise their slaveholding brethren. “They have rejected us and
set at naught the word of God,” she wrote in April 1861. A few weeks later, she sent her
sons to battle against those “who would soon take our holy Bible and mutilate it until the
word of God would become the traditions of men.”18 Similarly, North Carolina Presbyterian
Robert Morrison predicted that God would fight the “enemies of Holiness” who frustrated
the practice of the Christian Sabbath.19
Confederate evangelicals celebrated their idealization of seventeenth-century
Puritanism even as they simultaneously denounced the Northern degradation of this
theology. They freely cursing the intellectuals who dared to challenge the institution of
slavery or to vote for the “sectional” candidate of Lincoln. North Carolina Presbyterian C.H.
Wiley readily acknowledged a common perception of the “old Puritan leaven” that
poisoned whatever holy government or society it touched. Relying on the imagery of old
Mark 7:7-8, 13 – “Howbeit in vain do they worship me, teaching for doctrines the
commandments of men. For laying aside the commandment of God, ye hold the tradition of
men…. Making the word of God of none effect through your tradition, which ye have
delivered: and many such like things do ye.” Eliza R.A. Fain, diary, April 24, May 12, 1861 as
published in Eliza Fain, Sanctified Trial: The Diary of Eliza Rhea Anderson Fain, a
Confederate Woman in East Tennessee, ed. John N. Fain (Knoxville: University of Tennessee
Press, 2004), 9, 10.
18
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leaven as useless, Wiley suggested that contemporary Northerners had forgotten the
meaning behind their own traditions20 Alabama Methodist Augusta Evans prayed that the
victory would be won over these “latter-day Philistines, the plague of Puritanic locusts that
threaten our sunny borders.” This casual reference to the neighboring and warring enemies
of the Israelites and the eighth plague of locusts that covered the surface of Egypt while the
Israelites were in slavery evokes imagery of pestilence which can only be exterminated by
pious devotion and divine intervention.21 Still another evangelical Confederate described
Puritanism as like atheism, “a whitened sepulcher which fools and knaves idolize.”
Northerners, then, were like the Jewish teachers of old whom Jesus denounced as white
sepulchers, beautiful in outward appearance but full of rotting bones.22
The splintering of the Union following Lincoln’s 1860 election only intensified these
outcries of Northern sacrilege. A New York Episcopalian priest admitted in confidence to
his North Carolina colleague Moses Curtis that great action was necessary “to counteract
the damnable heresies of the Puritans…. Individual infallibility, Pharisaical selfrighteousness, and an impertinent meddlesomeness are the elements of the New England
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leaven which has been for years fermenting the Northern mass.”23 No devout Southerners
could remain deluded by the possibility of remaining in communion with those who
nurtured such spiritual poison. Lewis Grimball of South Carolina spared no words in
accusing the North of worshiping the Idol of the “Glorious Union” and of proffering “a
treacherous compromise to lull the South to a false impression of security.” No respectable
Christian could, in clear conscience, remain yoked to a people who dared worship the
Union rather than God.24
White evangelical Southerners hoped that they could split from the Union peacefully
and amicably. Historian C.C. Goen has argued that the peaceful schisms of the
denominations – Presbyterian, Methodist, and Baptist – over questions of slavery and
church governance lulled Southern evangelicals into a false confidence that a peaceful
political rupture was attainable.25 In his widely circulated November 1860 sermon,
Louisiana Presbyterian minister Benjamin Palmer encouraged readers to consider the
peaceful separation of Abram and Lot as a model for dealing with irreconcilable differences
among kindred. Palmer referenced Genesis 13 where the servants of Abram and his
nephew Lot refused to coexist peacefully; the patriarch suggested that because their people
had grown apart, they should move in separate directions rather than continue to labor
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toward a compromise.26 A year later, Presbyterian minister James Thornwell wrote of the
creation of the Presbyterian Church in the Confederate States of America: “We have
separated from our brethren in the North as Abraham separated from Lot because we are
persuaded that the interests of true religion will be more effectually subserved by two
independent churches.”27 The biblical example existed and the peaceful splits of major
denominations proved to Confederate logic that the dissolution of the Union could be
achieved peacefully and to mutual satisfaction.
No matter how pacifist white evangelical Southerners believed themselves to be, the
fact that they appropriated the theological charge to become a “city upon a hill” meant that
they embraced the necessity of sacrifice, revolution, and redemptive bloodshed. By virtue
of accepting a commission to establish a new political order that rejected the status quo as
hopelessly corrupt, they subconsciously committed themselves to use any means necessary
to claim independence. As one Southerner explained to Confederate Vice President
Alexander Stephens, the salvation of the South required the exposure of the corruption and
tyranny of the North and of the Lincoln administration in particular. The testimony of
redemption required other nations to also challenge the “infernal tactics and hellhounds of
old Abe: stop your Bloody and unhallowed course or we unite with the South and swallow
Genesis 13:8-9 – “And Abram said unto Lot, Let there be no strife, I pray thee, between
me and thee, and between my herdmen and thy herdmen; for we be brethren. Is not the
whole land before thee? separate thyself, I pray thee, from me; if thou wilt take the left
hand, then I will go to the right; or if thou depart to the right hand, then I will go to the left”;
Benjamin M. Palmer, “The South: Her Peril and Her Duty (November 28, 1861),” in
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you up in the vortex of war.”28 A secret (and cowardly) dissolution of the Union in the
darkness of night could never accomplish the mission to awaken the world to the dawning
of a new model society. Rather, an abrupt and dramatic rejection of the backslidden Union
was required to garner the attention of the eyes of the world.
Exposing the sinfulness of the federal government created a moral obligation for
white Southern evangelicals to overthrow its authority. Like the political preachers of the
Revolutionary period, these Southerners claimed that because liberty was of God,
corruption in the federal government demanded resistance as the only godly response.29
On a fast day in mid-June 1861, Episcopalian Bishop William Meade encouraged individual
piety, reminding his congregants, “If our ancestors had good reason for taking up arms in
1775, surely we had much better, for the oppression they suffered from the mothercountry was not a tithe of the provocation we have received from the Government in
Washington.”30 In his prayer at the North Carolina secession convention, Methodist Charles
Deems outlined the sins of Northern fanatics: “Thou sees that our enemies have cast Thy
word behind them, have broken their ancient faith, have flung away the bond of
brotherhood, and gathered themselves to lay waste our heritage and desolate our
homes.”31 His petition laid out a logical sequence of judgment from God: defeat the enemy
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through internal conflict, then forgive them for their follies, and lastly cause them to step
away from their wrongdoings. By 1862, Methodist Bishop George F. Pierce felt confident
enough to proclaim publicly that if any government came into conflict with God, then its
Christian people were obligated by their faith to overturn that government and dethrone
the false prophet who dared to defy God and His omnipotence.32
These pious revolutionaries recognized that the process of becoming a “city upon a
hill” demanded not merely a rejection of the current political order but even further the
creation of a new and more godly order. Desiring the attention of the world, evangelical
Confederates described their ideal nation as one that was holy, pure, and perfect with a
balance between church and state, one that deserved the title of a New Israel for God. The
closer the Confederacy approached this ideal state, the more confident its citizens could be
for God’s vindication and blessing upon their endeavor for permanent independence. Calls
for fast days and private spiritual musings reflected this idea that success depended both
on the desire to be more godly and a commitment to separation from an already
condemned Northern government.

A Holy Enterprise

Evangelical Confederates believed that, as a people called out by God, they ought to

have a holy nation, one that was godly in its essence and pure in its purpose and attitudes.
Acknowledging God in the Confederate Constitution was an adequate starting point, but in
and of itself was not sufficient to demarcate the government and its society as holy.
Evangelical Confederates readily incorporated the rhetoric of holiness into their prayers
and writings on the implementation of secession and the formation of a new republic. Upon
32
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the opening of the convention at Montgomery, for example, Georgia Methodist Susan
Shewmake mused, “May He overrule all things for good and make of us a great people, not
great in a worldly sense merely, but a people eminent for faith and good works, a gospelloving and God-fearing people.”33 In this, she believed, the North would recognize the
Confederacy as a holy testimony to the nations.
Two months later after the capture of Fort Sumter, Georgia Methodist minister
Alexander Means reminded his congregation of 1 Peter 2:9 – “But ye are a chosen
generation, a royal priesthood, an holy nation, a peculiar people; that ye should shew forth
the praises of Him who hath called you out of darkness into His marvelous light.” Means’
juxtaposition of a “chosen generation,” a “holy nation,” and a “peculiar people” with the
victory at Sumter served to remind the congregation that such a victory came with a price;
they, as faithful citizens, had a responsibility to carry forth a testimony as the people of God
in order to continue to hope for divine blessing.34
As a holy people, these white evangelical Southerners believed that they could enjoy
the presence of God and live in peace with all men. J.A. Ledbetter, a North Carolina
Christian minister, reminded his congregants of their duty to God: to submit to Him in all
things and to delight only in Him. He used the exhortation to the Hebrew believers –
“Follow holiness, without which no man can see God” – to emphasis the need for
absoluteness in this duty.35
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While nineteenth-century evangelical theology often linked the injunction to keep
peace with all men with the uprightness of a community, secession-leaning evangelicals
easily explained the necessity of a holy people inciting a revolution and engaging in war.
After all, the same Hebrew verse that implored its readers to “follow peace with all men”
also commanded believers to follow holiness. In his sermon, Ledbetter explained that the
pursuit of holiness had priority over peace, which meant that pious Confederates should
only seek such peace as could be obtaining while striving for true holiness. As Episcopalian
Hannah Gray summed it up, “The controversy is between God and the Deceiver.”36 The
supernatural battle between spiritual powers of good and of evil made it not merely
impossible to avoid conflict but even further required the wielding of the sword by the
followers of God. Any violence was justified if it achieved a holy end.
Confederate evangelicals challenged their naysayers with proclamations of
assurance of the holy nature of their cause. Maryland soldier Randolph McKim
acknowledged his mother’s critique of his choice to enlist but also remonstrated her for
neglecting to understand his “holy duty for [my] country” and “the profound conviction I
have of the holiness and righteousness of this cause.”37 Enlisting out of a devotion not only
to country but even more to God gave McKim the boldness to claim the necessity of
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secession and the assurance of heavenly reward. Similarly, Georgia soldier David Winn
assured his wife, “I am encouraged by the manifest justness of the cause in which we are
engaged to believe that He is with us and will prosper our understanding.”38 The desire to
create a holy nation quickly became the conviction that God would vindicate a people
fighting for good against evil. The South Carolina Tract Society and other organizations
went so far as to reprint The Soldier’s Pocket Bible issued in 1643 for the Puritan soldiers in
Oliver Cromwell’s Army. The volume promised to equip a Confederate soldier “to fight the
Lord’s battles, both before the fight, in the fight, and after the fight.”39
As Christine Heyrman and other scholars have highlighted, the Christianity that
emerged in the South out of the Second Great Awakening contained a distinct awareness of
the forces of evil actively working to challenge and hinder the pursuit and faith of the true
believer. Evangelicals worried that satanic forces would stumble them and cause them to
backslide or even to lose their salvation.40 While fears of demon-possession had somewhat
calmed by the mid-nineteenth century, Southern evangelicals still wrote of their fears of
distraction by sinful practices such as alcohol consumption, novel reading, dancing gossip,
and horseracing. As one earnest Baptist wrote to his former classmate Young Allen, “I feel
as much determined by God’s grace, to get to Heaven as I ever did, but I frequently find
38
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myself led off by the things of the world…. I desire an interest in your petitions at the
throne of grace that I may hold out faithful.”41 The desire to focus on a holy lifestyle
required vigilance and the eschewing of improper influences.
During the secession crisis, white evangelicals used the same language of spiritual
warfare and physical separation from the world to understand ongoing political tensions.
One Southern businessman living in New York observed that Southern-born men talked
about the distinction between living in the North and becoming of the North. We long, he
wrote, to live in peace with all men but such an expectation can never be realized without a
physical separation from the North. Trying to compromise or somehow coexist with the sin
of a North that rejected God’s world order was like signing a compact with devil; it was
both foolish and unwise.42
Evangelical Confederates were not the only pious persons who saw the secession
crisis and subsequent war as an opportunity to showcase a devotion to a holy purpose.
Yves-Marie Le Conniat, a Catholic priest in rural Louisiana, explained this sentiment to his
parents in France. “We believe, actually, this conflict will bring benefits to the Catholic
religion because here there is really a war between the good and the bad like those that
menace you in Europe.”43 The clearcut moral battle in secession solidified Le Conniat’s
conviction that God would vindicate the South gloriously. Catholic chaplain Louis-Hippolyte
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Gache assured his parish priests in Louisiana that Confederate camps were ripe with
opportunity to convert persons to Roman Catholicism and to showcase the piety and
intelligence of faithful Catholics. He urged the sending of more Catholic chaplains for this
rare moment when the fields of conversion were ripe for harvest. The war, for Gache,
became an opportunity for Catholics to gain access to the “pagan land” of Virginia and
showcase true worship to the Protestants there.44
Northern Protestants readily connected secession with the forces of evil but rather
than shake off the burden of a disillusioned people lost in sin, the Northern pious felt a
moral obligation to return Southerners to the fold. Northerners reasoned that the South
had been duped by Satan into rebelling against the federal government. After all, as one
minister put it, “the first secessionist was Satan” who rebelled against God’s authority to
establish his own competing kingdom. In a classic move of loving the sinner and hating the
sin, Northern divines extolled the virtues of redeeming the South from its folly and delusion
and thereby restoring spiritual order in American politics.45
Yankee Protestants quickly determined that God was using disunion to punish the
North for its complicity in the institution of slavery. As historian Sean Scott has argued,
A theological understanding of the war justified the conflict, offered hope
during dismal periods of defeat, and infused their instinctive patriotism with
godly zeal. By maintaining that the war was a divinely sanctioned contest,
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Northern Protestants could claim the moral high ground and denounce
national sins, particularly slavery, without compunction or apology.46
Congregational preacher Henry Ward Beecher, for instance, saw the conflict as an
opportunity to take a public stand for proper Christian values. “Safety and honor come by
holding fast to one’s principles; by pressing them with courage; by going into darkness and
defeat cheerfully for them. And now our turn has come. Right before us lies the Red Sea of
war. It is red indeed. There is blood in it.”47 Northern Protestants agreed with Confederate
evangelicals that the question of secession was indeed a battle between the forces of good
and evil, but Northerners generally refused to criticize Southerners directly, instead
choosing to confront Southern ideals and practices.

A Pure Society
Confederate evangelicals recognized that their holy community also needed to be
purified in order to be worthy of exemplary status. Jeremiads and calls for prayer and
fasting reminded Southern citizens that unless they seriously reflected on their personal
behavior and their social practices, they could not expect divine intervention on behalf of
their cause, no matter how holy it was.
Southern ministers disagreed over the extent to which their society needed
purification. Some called for a complete overhaul of society, including the closing of taverns
on the Sabbath, the abandonment of all novels and dancing, and a reworking of the
institution of slavery. Others emphasized repentance and a new attitude of humiliation
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before God.48 Some demanded piety from all Confederate citizens. Others believed that the
uprightness of a few would be sufficient to curry God’s favor for the South.49 On a day
appointed for fasting and prayer, South Carolina Episcopalian Emma Holmes noted in her
diary “the sins for which God is now punishing us: pride and boasting, profanity, and
Sabbath breaking.”50
Once the Civil War broke out, Confederate evangelicals immediately became
concerned with the spiritual integrity of military encampments. If soldiers were fighting for
a holy cause, they needed to reflect a pure (and Christian) society. In this vein, evangelical
Confederates enjoyed retelling the story of North Carolina Methodist Adolphus Mangum’s
pocket Bible which stopped a bullet from entering his heart at the Battle of Manassas.51 Not
only was this an example of the extraordinary protection of God over Confederate soldiers,
but even further it demonstrated the extent of a young man’s pious conduct. As Georgian
Howell Cobb detailed to his wife, the Bible given by his sister was inscribed: “My Dear
Brother, be sure to read a portion of this book every day.”52
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In their own writings, however, evangelical Confederate soldiers were far more
suspicious of the purity of camp life. Methodist Thomas Harwell of the 12th Tennessee
Infantry explained, “Ma, I am trying to live religious[ly] though this is a very wicked
place.”53 Georgia soldier Shepherd Pryor complained in letters to his wife that less than half
the soldiers in his camp attended either of the two Sunday worship services, even though
“this is the place that we need religion most if it is possible for us to need it most in one
place over another.”54 Drunkenness, profanity, and disregard for the Sabbath plagued camp
life to such an extent that soldiers took notice when officers or chaplains openly promoted
temperance, moderate speech, and Sabbath-keeping.55 Observing the neglect of the
Sabbath and the carousing among the soldiers, Methodist Alfred Fielder also of the 12th
Tennessee Infantry wondered how the rulers of the Confederate nation could expect to
gain God’s favor in such an impure environment. He added this verse to his dairy entry –
“Righteousness exalts a nation but sin is a reproach to any people,” indicating that he
believed the spiritual status of the nation could determine its political future.56
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In the midst of conflicting interpretations over the purity of Southern society, most
white evangelical Southerners agreed that the practice of slavery itself needed to be
purified. Abolitionists were successful in forcing Southerners to concede that slavery as
practiced in 1860 left much to be desired, and pious Confederates resolved to use the
secession crisis as a means of reforming the institution.57 Proslavery divines continued to
argue that Christian slavery served the Creator and the nation, and they advocated not
merely a proslavery Christianity but even a Christian slavery within a Christian society.58
Thus, slaveowners were obligated morally to bring the gospel to the enslaved and to treat
them in a manner well-pleasing to God. Southern clergy emphasized the consequences a
slaveholder could face before a righteous God if he mistreated his slaves or refused to give
adequate opportunity and encouragement for a slave to convert to Protestant Christianity.
Yet, for the most part, Southern churches respected the sanctity of a slaveholder’s
domain and relied on religious guilt to inspire masters to exercise proper morality.59 Not
only did this render such moral expectations unenforceable, but even further, it left the
definition of true Christian behavior to individual slaveholders. The excessive whipping of a
slave witnessed on several occasions by Louisiana Presbyterian Priscilla Bond60 was
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recognized throughout her community as unchristian, and her father-in-law Josh Bond was
openly and widely criticized for the brutality on his plantation.61 Yet, the situation North
Carolina Presbyterian Hattie Vance faced with her stubborn slave Hannah was less clear.
She explained to her husband Zebulon that after much prayer and longsuffering toward
that slave who refused to obey her, she wanted to sell Hannah and her children as
punishment unless Hannah recognized her sins and begged for pardon. She hoped he
would agree that she had satisfied her duty as mistress in attempting to train this slave and
could now in clear conscience sell the woman with her children. The necessity of this sale
to settle old debts was mentioned only as a passing afterthought.62 While Christian virtue
cringed at Josh Bond’s inhumanity, the place of Christian obligation for Hattie Vance was
ambiguous within Southern evangelical code and left to the discretion of her husband. At
no point did the Vances have to consider that the fate of Hannah would be debated or even
commented on by their peers because the jurisdiction of such a decision was left to the
personal conscience within the private household. Neither Priscilla Bond nor Hattie Vance
contemplated the possibility that the institution of slavery itself lay at the root of their
ethical dilemmas.
Unwilling to directly challenge the slaveholding practice of prominent and wealthy
parishioners, Southern divines and politicians countered abolitionist critiques of slavery
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with the claim that Confederate independence would make it easier to improve and
Christianize the institution of slavery. Under the existing political system, any large
slaveholder who attempted to reform his own behavior towards his slaves ran the risk of
being labeled a traitor at best and an abetting abolitionist at worst.63 As South Carolina
Presbyterian minister James Thornwell explained, We secede to protect our slaves “from
the remorseless extinction of the negro race.” Thornwell conjectured that abolitionists
desperate to maintain white supremacy were eager to rid the country of African Americans,
and therefore, white Southerners had a moral duty to intervene on behalf of their slaves, by
cutting of the political power of Northern abolitionists.64
Theoretically, without the pressures of Northern lawmakers claiming credit and
victory for legal changes which protected slaves or placed a greater burden on slaveholders
for the wellbeing of their slaves, Southern politicians could institute new statutes to reform
slavery at the state level. Yet, the Protestant churches’ refusal to hold any of its members
accountable for blatant abuses within slavery and the unwillingness of politicians and civic
leaders to challenge wealthy and successful slaveholders, a category which often included
themselves, suggest that tangible, large-scale reform was unlikely even in a fully
independent South.
Some clergy directly connected the immorality of slaveholders with the trials
inflicted upon the South. In their minds, God allowed the oppression of Northern
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abolitionists upon Southern slaveholders because of the inhuman practice of Southern
slavery (not because of the inhumanity of slavery itself.) South Carolina Baptist professor
James P. Boyce qualified his pro-secession and pro-slavery sentiment to his brother-in-law,
writing, “I feel that our sins as to this institution have cursed us, that the negroes have not
been adequately cared for in their marital and religious relations as they should be; and I
fear God is going to sweep it away, after having left it thus long to show us how great we
might be, were we to act as we ought in this matter.”65 Boyce considered the institution of
slavery to be of God but felt substandard stewardship of slavery brought about this attack
on slavery and perhaps even the decline of the institution of slavery.
Despite any admitted shortcomings in the practice of slavery, many white Southern
evangelicals were convinced that the institution of slavery and Southern society were pure
in essence, and with proper commitment to restoration, the South would fulfill its purpose
as an exemplary nation. According to Georgia Methodist Eliza Thomas, the courage and
boldness to confront and overthrow the fallen North “proves that southern blood has not
degenerated in consequence of the life of luxury and ease we have been living.”66 In other
words, successful secession proved that the luxurious life made possible by slave labor was
indeed noble and pure in essence. In time, God would vindicate the South, especially if it
took a position of humility and a spirit of reformation. War promised to purify society and
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lift it heavenward, bringing the Confederacy closer to its destiny as that “city upon a hill”
for all to see and emulate.67

Achieving Perfection
Confederate evangelicals held both personal and communal perfection necessary for
their “city upon a hill.” To have merely a purified society, that is, ridding society of its vices
and sinful practices was not sufficient. Evangelical theology also demanded a perfected
society, sanctified and made holy to honor and glorify God.68
White evangelical Southerners reasoned that God allowed for the temporary
domination of the North to force Southern society to be purified and then perfected. They
looked for signs of superior Christian virtue that might indicate particularly godly behavior
and thus confirm their intuition that Southern society was of God. With the building of the
secession crisis, many white Southern evangelicals wondered if Northern influences
hindered the full blossoming of a perfected society. Some astute observers even pointed
out that the crisis provided the perfect opportunity for the whole South to unite as one to
fight the corruption of the North. Virginian John Cunningham encouraged his fellow
countrymen to enlist in this revolutionary cause, reminding them that as myriad troops
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went forth, the whole world would witness the glorious victory and subsequent prosperity
of the South over an insolent foe.69
These Confederate evangelicals proclaimed their confidence in the South as both a
progressive and a progressing region. With continued efforts to reform the practice of
slavery, a more perfect Christian order could be achieved.70 The stand for independence
and the subsequent war served as a means to discipline the nations, giving the South the
opportunity to be perfected before the North was defeated once and for all.71 As such, God
permitted temporary Union strength “in order to render more widely instructive the
mockery of its triumph and the story of its fall.”72
On the battlefield, evangelical Confederate soldiers strove to lead exemplary and
holy lives and often wrote home of instances that proved to them that Confederate society
was itself morally superior to that of their enemies. Howard Wright of the 30th Louisiana
Infantry reminded his mother that in this life, we control little, but “we have the
consolation of knowing that there is peace and reunion for all those who act well their part
according to the dictates of conscience and the simple moral code of our Savior.”
Endeavoring to live more righteously gave Wright confidence of God’s acceptance in the
next life and assured him that the potential sacrifice of his life also brought the Confederacy
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closer to full independence.73 South Carolina Baptist soldier Daniel Boyd assured his
parents that the Yankee soldiers would soon recognize the humanity and godliness of the
Confederates and withdraw from the battlefield. Following the battle of Manassas, “the
enemy have again left their dead unburied and their wounded uncared for. Where is the
civilization and religion? Where is all that philanthropy that they claim? This act alone is
enough to bring down Heaven’s judgments upon them, if nothing else.”74 Boyd hoped that
Confederate men doing the holy work of caring for the Union wounded and of burying their
dead at the very least would earn the vindication of God for the perfection of Confederate
virtue.
Because they believed that perfecting the Southern nation would lead to decisive
victory, so Confederate evangelicals emphasized the urgency of this project. God could only
hold the attention of Northerners for so long, and as had been made plain in the case of the
Puritans, time was of the essence. In 1630, John Winthrop’s Model of Christian Charity had
highlighted God’s promise of material blessing to His faithful in Deuteronomy 30:19 – “I call
heaven and earth to record this day against you, that I have set before you life and death,
blessing and cursing: therefore choose life that both thou and thy seed may live.”75
Referencing this same verse in December 1861, Virginia Episcopalian divine Aristides
Smith encouraged two congregations to make sure of their choice between eternal life and
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eternal death. That Smith saw a connection between his listeners’ personal perfection and
the perfection of Confederate society is likely as he emphasized the finality of mortal life
and the need to be sure that one’s life had proper impact on the earthly society.76 Mortal
man had a finite lifetime, and the country needed to live up to its calling before the entire
Confederate experiment failed.

The Separation of Church and State
While Confederates boasted of the holy nature of their enterprise and claimed
evidence of divine favor, they still had to grapple with the American practice of the
separation of church and state, dating back at least to the passage of the First Amendment
in 1791. The place of the church in the political sphere was debated among Confederates,
particularly because of the diversity of Protestant traditions in the South and the long-held
practice by evangelicals of restricting the sphere of ministers to spiritual matters.
Historians disagree over the extent to which American citizens North and South
understood the role of religion and spirituality in public affairs. Neither the United States
nor the Confederate States ever instituted a national church comparable to the Church of
England or the Roman Catholic Church in European countries. Most American Protestants
believed that Christian morality made a believer a better citizen and therefore spirituality
could benefit the public good; yet most also held that the church as an institution should
remain separate from the sphere of governance.
Scholars suggest that Protestant citizens in the North were pulled in two directions.
Firstly, science and intellect gained prominence among Northerners who questioned the
Aristides S. Smith, sermon, “Lessons drawn from the consideration of the certainty and
nearness of the approach of death,” December 21 and 29, 1861, Harrison and Smith Family
Papers, SHC.
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sanctity of scriptural text and wondered if truth could be found in nature or through spirits
without the mediation of clergy and the institutional church. Abolitionists and other critics
of slavery wondered how a divine Creator could permit the practice of human bondage, and
these skeptics often rejected a literal reading of the sacred text or abandoned Christian
theology altogether. The movements of transcendentalism and humanism promoted by
public intellectuals such as Ralph Waldo Emerson, Walt Whitman, and Nathaniel
Hawthorne created alternative worldviews to those of traditional Christianity. Secondly,
Northerners who clung to more traditional Protestant churches tended to promote the idea
that the church bore both a social and a civic responsibility to improve society. The rise of
church-sponsored temperance societies, Sunday School missions, orphanages, and
missions to the poor and destitute reflected this conviction of a need for an organized
Christian influence on the public order.77
The Southern narrative is less clear, at least according to scholars who have
considered Southern debates over the proper place of religion in politics. Southern divines
emphasized that the church’s sole responsibility was to preach the gospel, reaching both
the congregation directly and also spreading through outreach to the next generation of
congregation members, the enslaved population, the Native Americans, and the heathens
outside the United States. Yet many Southern churches also participated in the national
Sunday school movement and contributed money to domestic missions such as the
distribution work of the American Bible Society.78
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As historians Mitchell Snay and C.C. Goen have carefully laid out, Southern religious
leaders resented efforts on the part of Northern divines to bring the issue of slavery into
ecclesiastical discussions. When some Northern Methodists criticized the candidacy of
James Osgood Andrew as bishop in Georgia because of his status as a slaveholder, the
denomination split North and South rather than resolve the conflict within the church.
Southern Methodists claimed the schism preserved the “doctrinal purity” of the church by
keeping the regulation of slavery out of the sphere of the church.79
While the geographical fracture of the Methodist Church in 1844 demonstrates the
polarizing power of the issue of slavery, it is telling that Southern ministers were less
interested in the details of Andrews’ slaveholding status and much more appalled at the
audacity of Northern ministers to bring a question of legality under the authority of the
church. Chroniclers of Bishop Andrews have pointed out that he may have been saddled
with slaves through inheritance and marriage; by not purchasing slaves himself, his status
as a slaveholder was something that happened to him rather than something he sought,
which perhaps lessened his ties to slavery itself. Some have pointed out that Andrews paid
for some of his slaves to move to Liberia but that Georgia law precluded him from freeing
those slaves who were unwilling to travel to Africa; therefore, these biographers suggest,
Andrews practiced a progressive view of emancipation for his time and place.
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“accidental slaveowner,” pointing out that it was well-known within his community that
the bishop was the father of his slave Kitty’s children, and subsequent DNA testing of
descendants have proved these claims. Therefore, Andrews was much more complicit in
the institution of slavery than his defenders would have us believe.80 Even so, minutes of
the General Conference of the Methodist Church indicate that the principal debate was over
whether the church could regulate the ownership of slave by its members or clergy, not on
the morality of or particulars of slave ownership itself.81 A similar pattern emerged with
the fraction of other mainstream Protestant denominations because Southern clergy were
reluctant to push for legal change or even to suggest political positions through the
church.82
No matter how often antebellum Southern evangelicals and modern scholars of
those evangelicals assert that Southern theology called for the separation of politics from
the religious sphere, the new nation as imagined by white evangelical Southerners gave the
church and spirituality much more space in the government and political affairs than it had
in the American republic. Historian Timothy Wesley challenges us to confront
the realities of Civil War-era southerners’ politicized religious life and not
perpetuate the myth that the religious and political leaders of the Old South
practiced the separation of church and state as much as they preached it.
…Wartime Southern culture was a conglomerated entity comprised of equal
parts religion and politics, chronicled by partisan pundits, and watched over
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by church leaders who believed their burgeoning Confederacy was to be a
sanctified theocratic republic.83
Put more succinctly, Confederate evangelicals saw no need for their new government to
establish a church, but they did envision an active role for evangelical theology, values, and
practices in this new nation.
Unlike seventeenth-century Puritans, Confederate evangelicals were unwilling to
claim their nation as an outright theocracy. As South Carolina Presbyterian minister
Thomas V. Smyth explained, “To convert the pulpit into an instrument of political agitation
is most certainly to invade its sacredness.”84 North Carolinian H.L. Harriss summed it up
even more bluntly: “Every Republican government that has ever existed under the
heavens… has been overturned by the intermingling of politics and religion.”85 Yet, by
making secession into a moral question rather than a political one, religion gained the
ability to comment on and inspire political affairs.
If the political question of secession and eventually the war concerned freedom and
independence as moral rights, then the most devout Christian had to defy the satanic forces
that hindered access to these. No true Christian could remain entrapped in immorality and
expect God’s forgiveness for failure to act under the oppression of sinful forces. Rev. Smyth
explained in the same sermon that God allowed the creation of human government
following man’s fall from grace as a means of regulating man’s depravity. Religion, then, as
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the sphere of man’s moral agency, had the obligation to challenge any government that
itself had become usurped by man’s depravity.86
Confederate evangelicals had mixed reactions to the comingling of religion and
politics. South Carolina governor William Gist embraced the power of faith in his early
proclamation of a day of humiliation and prayer, writing, “It is proper and becoming for a
people who acknowledge the hand of God in every event and bow in reverence to God’s
will.”87 In contrast, Virginia governor John Letcher refused to take any position on the
political discussions, claiming that as elected leader of the state, he had to represent all of
Virginia.88
The mixture of religion and politics made it difficult for other pious Southerners to
avoid taking a position on the issue of secession. Georgia Methodist Anna Green was less
confident about the consideration of politics while keeping the Sabbath but eventually
justified it by writing, “There can be no sin to write a little upon the state of our Country.”89
Still desperate to remain neutral during the secession crisis, North Carolinian E.F. Rockwell
complained, “We are so tired of the so-called religious papers that are endeavoring to bring
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a civil war.”90 By the time Confederate President Jefferson Davis appointed a day of
thanksgiving following the Confederate victory at Manassas in July 1861, most evangelical
Southerners had become committed to the idea that prayers, sermons, and religious
dialogue could extend to include the political context and happenings.
This mixture of faith and politics was not universally received or altogether
inclusive. The proud endorsement of the Confederate cause by white Southern evangelicals
left pious persons of other faith traditions in a peculiar position. During the Civil War,
Catholic priests gained access to the chaplaincy although they were often limited to
Catholic regiments.91 Confederate law specifically excluded Jews from being commissioned
as chaplains, even to their own people.92 The three known Jewish chaplains of the
Confederacy – Max J. Michelbacher, George Jacobs, and James Guthiem – were civilian
chaplains who volunteered their time to minister to soldiers. Two other rabbis – B.
Nordlinger and Uriah Feibelman – were enlisted men who may have served as unofficial
chaplains.93 When Michelbacher requested a special furlough for the observance of Jewish
holy days in September 1861, Commanding General Robert E. Lee rejected a general
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absence by Jewish soldiers, explaining that fighting such a holy war was on par with any
religious observance. He assured Michelbacher, “Should any be deprived of the opportunity
of offering up their prayers according to the rites of their Church, I trust their penitence
may nevertheless be accepted by the Most High, and their petitions answered.”94 Pious
persons in the South who rejected secession and war altogether faced even more serious
consequences.
For Southern Quakers and Mennonites, the political issue of secession was
somewhat murky, but participation in war was unquestionably in conflict with their faith.
Members of these peace churches held various positions on slavery and secession. In
principle, Quakers opposed slavery on moral grounds, but, as historian Glenn Crothers has
pointed out, Friends often became complicit in slavery by hiring slaves and by supporting
proslavery ideology in order to promote peace and order within their communities.95
Mennonites had long opposed slavery but diverged on the matter of secession.96 Because of
these groups’ refusal to understand secession as a moral cause and because of their
hesitation over or denunciation of slavery, Quakers and Mennonites became outsiders
within Southern society and quickly gained a reputation as disloyal citizens.97
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As the regions moved to war, these pious Quakers and Mennonites struggled to find
their place in an increasingly polarized society. North Carolina Quaker Joseph Parker
worried that reports of Virginia Quakers plundering secessionist houses reflected poorly
on the orthodox Friends in his own state. He hoped that the Confederate government in
Richmond would show mercy toward conscientious objectors, but hut his ultimate goal
was to “be found in the faithful discharge of [my] Christian duties.”98 Once the draft was
instituted in 1862, the Confederate government did provide provisions for conscientious
objectors to pay a $500 fine to avoid military service.99 Mennonites such as Virginia Joseph
Miller raised money among their fellow parishioners to meet this expense or agreed to
serve as teamsters, couriers, and staff. Commissioned only to avoid killing their fellow men,
Southern Mennonites were “friendly to the South, and they express[ed] a willingness to
contribute all their property if necessary to establish our liberties.”100 Quakers, on the
other hand, were forced to prioritize either their faith, which precluded the aid or
assistance of a warring government, or their national allegiance. Men such as Tennesseean
Tilghman Vestal found themselves captured and tortured by the Confederate Army while
others such as Virginians Charles and William Winston enlisted in the service.101
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This refusal by Confederate leaders to acknowledge the traditions of other pious
persons who were eagerly committed to the Confederate cause reflects the narrowness of
nineteenth-century Southern evangelicals in forming a political and religious consensus
that excluded non-Protestants. Catholics maintained their status in an evangelical Southern
world by acclimating themselves to Southern culture, emphasizing personal piety, speaking
out in favor of slavery, and fighting for the Confederacy. Historian Randall Miller suggests
that such assimilation is responsible for the relegation of nineteenth-century Southern
Catholics to historical obscurity.102 Those who were too far from the evangelical orbit such
as the Jews were forced either to adopt evangelical culture or practice their own faith in
private. On the surface, such a pattern suggests the universality of evangelical culture in the
South; yet, a closer look reveals the active undermining of other religious persuasions.
By allowing evangelical values to become essential in uniting disparate peoples
together, Confederate evangelicals effectively marginalized those who subscribed to
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significantly different faiths.103 Despite a lip service of commitment to the spirituality of the
church, white evangelicals Southerners created an insular society that promoted a specific
theology with its values and practices. With more dedication than they perhaps were
willing to admit, evangelical Confederates worshipped a God who valued conformity over
genuine spirituality, a God who blessed those who understood the divine mysteries in the
same way.

A New Israel
The fracturing of the main evangelical denominations – the Presbyterian Church in
1837, the Methodist Episcopal Church in 1844, the Baptist Church in 1845, and the
Presbyterian Church again in 1857 – seemed to confirm doubts that the United States could
ever become a unified Christian nation under its existing political structure.104 The political
climate of secession added to that fear. In late 1860, South Carolina Baptist Keziah Brevard
prayed for strength in desperate times, pleading that even if her life be not spared, the
future of her country would be blessed. “Oh Heavenly Father, save my country and have
mercy on Thy unworthy servants. Let not the horrors of India be acted here on American
soil, the soil that has been hailed the refuge of the oppressed of other lands.”105 To replace
the inadequate Union, white Southerners concluded that God called for the creation of a
new Christian nation. Historian Ronald Lee argues that Confederate fast day sermons
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proposed that “God was raising up and training an evangelical Confederate Israel that was
destined to play a pivotal part in the salvation of mankind.”106
Southern evangelicals believed that God’s honor was reflected in the actions of the
believers. As historian Robert Elder has shown, discipline within the church reflected the
principle that God’s honor was tarnished through the dishonorable acts of church
members. In the same way that the church had a responsibility to excommunicate or
exclude embarrassing members who failed to meet the expectations of its sacred
community, the Southern region had a duty to separate itself from a diseased North,
corrupt beyond repair in its denial of God and rejection of His Scripture (including its
perceived sanction of slavery.)107 For some such as Robert E. Lee, honor was the only
permissible justification for separation from the Union.108
Confederate evangelicals took great pride in their forthright acknowledgement of
God from the very beginning. On a fast day in November 1861, Tennessee Presbyterian
minister Robert Caldwell summed up the impressiveness of the Confederate
acknowledgement of the Most High:
Most devoutly should we as a Christian people be grateful to God for so
propitious an era in our new republic when its Chief Magistrate is found
humbly acknowledging that the Most High rules over the kingdoms of men –
that in his hands are the destinies of nations. We should rejoice that the
banner of Christianity proudly floats over our Capitol, that this nation is
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professedly Christian, that the God of the Bible is the confessed Deity of our
Country.109
Confederate evangelicals determined to create not merely a Christian nation but the
Christian nation. They compared the Confederacy itself to the land of Canaan, promised to
Abraham’s descendants, a place whose center was Mt. Zion, the city of David. Considering
the chaos of secession, one North Carolina Presbyterian prayed, “May God in His infinite
mercy… save our beloved country and Zion.”110 A Louisianan referred to “this land of
promise [where] ‘there is weeping and wailing in the land of Israel,’” a gesture to the pain
experienced by Southerners in being held hostage by the North.111 According to this
rationale, the geographic region of America, or at least the South, had been chosen by God
as an inheritance of His people, and therefore, they concluded, it became their moral
obligation to create a New Israel within it.
In sermons, Southern clergy readily conflated the spiritual mission of the church
with the political agenda of the South, borrowing imagery from the captivity and
restoration of the nation of Israel detailed in the books of Ezra and Nehemiah. In late 1861,
North Carolina Christian minister James Wellons preached on Nehemiah 10:39: “we will
not forget the house of God.” Wellons emphasized the urgency in Nehemiah’s work. While
Robert Caldwell, sermon, November 15, 1861 as summarized by Martha Abernathy,
November 1861 in Martha Abernathy, The Civil War Diary of Martha Abernathy: Wife of Dr.
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Wellons did conclude his sermon with a general call for his listeners to bring families,
friends, and neighbors to church services, his overwhelming emphasis was Nehemiah’s
earnestness in rebuilding a house for God, a parallel to the ongoing mission to build a New
Israel through the Confederacy which listeners doubtless recognized.112 Tennessee
Methodist minister James Stringfield referred to the same desperate appeal to the Persian
king to rebuild God’s house in a sermon only three days later. He implored his congregation
to recognize that however insignificant an individual may feel, with proper “humility of
heart and with strong confidence” in God, such an individual could become the means of
God’s operation in the world.113 In other words, God had a work on the physical earth
which demanded the prompt action of His people in order to carry it out. The suggestion
that this work had to do with building a house for God created an effective parallel to the
political commitment to nation building.
Confederate evangelicals freely propagated the imagery of an independent South as
a New Israel. Historian George Hurst has argued that of the works of fiction bearing a
Confederate imprint, “almost all of the Confederate war novels make some reference to the
South’s favored place in God’s eyes.”114 In particular, Dollie and Mollie’s Our Own Heroes
(1863) captures this notion by describing the purpose of the war: “To rescue our land from
a worse than Egyptian bondage, our noble youth and many gray-haired sires formed
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themselves into warrior bands.”115 Similarly, Louisiana Presbyterian minister Benjamin
Morgan Palmer explained in an 1861 sermon to departing troops: “Eleven tribes sought to
go forth in peace from the house of political bondage, but the heart of our modern Pharaoh
is hardened, that he will not let Israel go.”116 The South as a region, then, embodied the
hope for God’s testimony on earth, a “city upon a hill” that was besieged by Northern
oppressive powers.
While appropriating imagery from Judaism, the notion of the Confederacy as a New
Israel did not coincide with the Jewish understanding of the biblical promise of a New
Israel. Historian Jennifer Stollman has found that Confederate Jewish women felt alienated
by the Confederate appropriation of their sacred past. “Southerners,” Stollman writes,
“located themselves within the biblical narrative and by assuming the Israelite position,
southern Gentiles co-opted the biblical experience.” As American Christians had during the
Revolutionary War and westward expansion, white Southern evangelicals imagined their
new nation as a modern Promised Land of blessing. At times, Southern Jews took advantage
of the opportunity to highlight their work ethic, commitment, and patriotism for the
Southern cause, but, by and large, this notion of a Confederate Israel remained an
evangelical dream that excluded non-evangelicals.117
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Although scholars disagree on the best way to generalize the Jewish experience in
the Civil War, it is certain that Jewish Confederates fought for freedom and liberty,
including the right to own slaves, and were compelled to fight under Confederate draft
laws.118 Yet for Confederate Jews, the notion of a “New Israel” embodied a long-standing
hope for a dedicated nation for persons of Jewish descent, where they could be free from
persecution and anti-Semitism, something deeply embedded in Southern culture.119
Southern Jews’ allegiance to the Confederacy and willingness to fight on its behalf did not
necessarily void their longing for their own homeland,120 a perspective that white Southern
evangelicals freely trampled over.
While the language of a Confederate Israel may be more of a distortion of Jewish
theology, nonetheless the idea of the Confederacy as the chosen nation of God fits into a
long tradition of American ideas of Christian nationhood. According to historian Sidney
Mead, the power of the American notion of a providential destiny lies in the peculiar nature
of immigration to the United States from many different nations. The hope to build a
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covenanted nation, blessed by God, brought together disparate people united by a common
future.121 Whatever the circumstances, Americans have become wedded to an identity as
“God’s New Israel, his newly chosen people.”122 For Confederates to claim this holy status
for their own nation was no large leap of logic even when it grossly misappropriated Jewish
rhetoric.
Furthermore, the pairing of a spiritual mission with a political project also had
significant precedent. While Confederates lionized the “godly republicanism” of their
Puritan forefathers, other examples abound. Historian Emily Conroy-Kurtz, for instance,
has demonstrated the prominence of “Christian imperialism” among American
missionaries in the days of the early republic. “These missionaries were always political;
their work of evangelization was, even in their own eyes, closely linked to the spread of
civilization, and they were deeply invested in politics where they found it to involve
morality (as they often did.)”123 In particular, evangelical missionaries living among the
Cherokees deliberately defied Georgia state law on moral principle to protest the proposed
Cherokee removal. Although they later concluded that their spiritual work would be just as
effective in the West as in Georgia, in 1830 missionaries Samuel Worcester and Elizur
Butler insisted that lobbying on behalf of their Christian brethren was a moral imperative
and therefore not a matter of partisanship. In 1861, white evangelical Southerners
hearkened to a similar moral call to take a defiant stand for God even when it entailed
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abandoning the security of an established nation, choosing secession, and building a new
country.124

For evangelical Confederates, the need to establish a godly republic, a “city upon a
hill,” fueled their commitment to political separation by justifying a independent,
exemplary nation under God’s blessing. This lofty aspiration based on an imagined tie to a
Puritan past gave the Confederate project a progressive mission of purifying society for the
benefit of humankind. Yet in their desperation to dissociate from the influences of
abolitionists and the impurities of Northern culture, they established a new government
and society that was deliberately exclusive. Although white Southern evangelicals
recognized plurality within Southern Protestantism and celebrated the liberty of
conscience in political matters, their new society had little tolerance for those who doubted
the wisdom of secession, those who questioned the morality or brutality of slavery, and
those who had no desire to live in a Protestant country.
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CHAPTER TWO: A MILLENNIAL HOPE
Following Lincoln’s election in November 1860, Louisiana Presbyterian minister
Benjamin Morgan Palmer issued this warning to his congregation:
If [the South] has grace given to her to know her hour, she will save herself,
the country, and the world…. But I warn my countrymen the historic moment
once passed, never returns…. If she succumbs now, she transmits that curse
as an heirloom of posterity…. If dead men’s bones can tremble, ours will
move under the muttered curses of sons and daughters denouncing the
blindness and love of ease which have left them an inheritance of woe.1
The South stood at a critical threshold, according to Palmer. The South could remain
passive and suffer minimal consequences in the present. Such inaction guaranteed “an
inheritance of woe” to subsequent generations. The responsibility of upright Christian
Southerners, like that of the Israelites of biblical times, was to seize the historic moment. In
this way, the South as a region could act in unity through the grace of God and choose to
save not only herself but also her country and the world.
Palmer’s sermon highlighted an urgency in his call to action: “the historic moment
once passed, never returns.” His congregants would have been familiar with the Christian
rhetoric that time was fleeting and man was mortal, but this principle was typically tied to
altar calls and an emphasis on accepting God’s offer of eternal salvation. Palmer evoked this
idea of limited time, but his application was specifically toward the political atmosphere
and the threat of Lincoln’s presidency.
Benjamin M. Palmer, sermon, November 28, 1861, Psalm 94:20 and Obadiah 7, “The
South: Her Peril and Duty” in Jon L. Wakelyn, ed., Southern Pamphlets on Secession:
November 1860-April 1861 (Chapel Hill: The University of North Carolina Press, 1996), 77.
1

By 1860, many white Southerners had concluded that they lived in desperate times.
Ongoing political disagreements over slavery and fugitive slave laws, a host of new
egalitarian movements in the North, and the renewed questions of territorial expansion
suggested to many Southerners that the United States existed on the verge of a crisis. White
evangelicals, such as Benjamin Palmer, agreed on this sense of urgency, but their religious
rhetoric betrays a spiritual perspective on the need for immediate action and on the means
necessary to resolve the conflict.

The theological rhetoric of white Southerners at the moment of secession frequently
referenced the “kingdom” and the promise of a future millennium. These ideas were a
fundamental part of evangelical eschatology, but in the political context of secession, they
serve as an important reminder that Southern evangelical theology was future-oriented
and driven by apocalyptic hope. This confidence of future blessings for God’s faithful
people motivated white evangelical Southerners to assume the risk of secession in spite of
the high cost of such a political course and the very real possibility of failure.
While Southern evangelicals disagreed on the specifics of millennial theology, they
shared a vision of a perfected future society that governed their worldview. As historian
Beth Schweiger argues, the evangelical gospel of the antebellum South was one that
“worked up,” a faith in progress that focused on the future rather than the past.2 For them,
the true measure of success or failure lay in the future and depended on the sincerity of the
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individual’s faith and the extent to which they behaved according to their convictions. The
success of secession, therefore, depended not on political independence or victory on the
battlefield, but on future divine blessing and progress toward the kingdom.3 Some
Southerners were concerned that if slavery as practiced in the South violated moral laws,
future millennial retribution was inevitable unless immediate action was taken. Because
the goal of evangelical Confederates centered on future blessings and divine intervention,
understanding the millennial aspects of secession rationale are essential to a complete
understanding of Southern commitment to this political cause.

A Brief History of American Millennialism
A governing principle of nineteenth-century evangelical theology was a profound
concern with the kingdom and the millennium – a promised thousand year time period in
the future where Christ would reign with His chosen people. While eschatology has
typically been relegated to the esoteric quirks of American religious beliefs, understanding
the architecture and nuance of this obsession with the future grants us a window into the
profound hope that these biblical promises of a better future gave white evangelical
Southerners at the moment of the sectional crisis.4
The Christian preoccupation with a coming kingdom traces back to the words of
Christ in prophecy concerning it. In the utterance of the Lord’s prayer in Matthew 6, the
kingdom itself is referenced at the beginning – “Our Father which art in heaven, Hallowed
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be Thy name. Thy kingdom come.” – and in closing – “For Thine is the kingdom, and the
power, and the glory, for ever. Amen.”5 As various scholars have noted, this promise of a
future kingdom has motivated many Christians to suffer persecution, risk their lives, and
sacrifice their fortunes and livelihoods in hopes of being eligible to be part of God’s
kingdom.6 Because the kingdom prophesied in Matthew is to be one thousand years in
length, that is, a millennium, the theology of this millennial kingdom is typically referred to
as millennial theology.7
Millennial theology was a vital characteristic of nineteenth-century American
Christianity. Many historians have focused on the distinction between premillennial and
postmillennial thought and the behavior associated with the two opposing categories.
According to this interpretation, premillennialists, believing that Christ’s return will bring
in the kingdom, focused on the purification of the Christian life and expected the world to
continue falling into chaos and degradation. In contrast, postmillennialists worked to better
contemporary society through reform and charity, creating the kingdom of God on earth,
which would close with Christ’s second coming.8 In recent years, however, historians of
American Christianity have begun to challenge the importance of such a dichotomy,
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observing that mid-nineteenth century American evangelicals did not see themselves as
proponents of a particular theology. The premillennialist Millerites supported reform
movements, such as temperance, while postmillennialists actively supported mission work
through the American Tract Society. The lack of a systematic theology meant that many
believers did not have a clear understanding of the future and sometimes embraced
contradictory ideas.9 Nonetheless, for the purposes of this analysis, the focus remains on
the behavior inspired and informed by millennial beliefs at large, behavior that is often
similar even when the precise theology differs.10
Historians who have studied the impact of so-called “end-times” theology, properly
called eschatology, have charted an unfailing optimism that matches American ideas of
manifest destiny and the lure of the frontier. They have suggested that Americans latched
onto the promises of the millennium precisely because of the bleakness and dangers of the
frontier.11 When facing certain death, disease, and starvation, Americans found comfort in a
better future because no such hope could be anticipated in the present. Ernest Sandeen has
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gone so far as to propose that the American affinity for eschatology superseded its need to
establish a systematic theology.12
A millennial focus on the future often correlated with a linear view of time rather
than a cyclical pattern of events.13 As historian Frederic Baumgartner has argued,
nineteenth-century American evangelicals reacted to the political events and economic and
social pressures of the present with an acute concern about the future and their status in it.
This view placed less emphasis on precedence and past success and more attention toward
coming threats and blessings. The hope of millennial blessing made Christianity a religion
of expectation, and, in the United States, this millennial theology gave Americans a sense of
particular mission and purpose.14 Such a view also embodied an acute sense of haste, a
condensed understanding of time, and a profound awareness of the finite limit of time. This
preoccupation with the future influenced American Christians to view each battle and
conflict as potentially the ultimate one. In this sense, millennial expectations confirmed for
white Southern evangelicals that the Civil War was not merely a war about a moral issue
but also a cosmic crisis of mankind, one for which the fate of the universe hung in the
balance.15 To delay in responding to this issue was akin to lingering in doubt over accepting
Christ’s salvation: an uninformed decision or, worse still, a fatal mistake.
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In the United States, millennial theology gained greater traction with the prediction
by American minister William Miller that Christ would physically return in 1844.16 Many
evangelicals, particularly those in revivalist denominations such as the Baptists,
Methodists, Presbyterians, and Disciples of Christ, gave credence to Miller’s ideas.17 The
year came and went without the apparent fulfillment of Miller’s prophecy, but the
American concern with the coming of Christ and its meaning for everyday piety did not
significantly diminish.18 Some groups, including the Seventh Day Adventists and the
Jehovah’s Witnesses, developed new theology to explain the failure of Christ’s visible
appearing in 1844. Other groups such as the Church of Jesus Christ of Latter-Day Saints
(Mormons) and the Millennial Church of the United Society of Believers in Christ’s Second
on this point. White Southern evangelicals, at least during the secession crisis,
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Coming (Shakers) propagated alternate explanations for the building of the kingdom and
the reappearing of Christ.19 However, the majority of evangelicals shifted from a focus on
the particular moment of the end of the age to a more general sense of urgency and
momentous timing. For them, the political turmoil of the 1840s and 1850s suggested the
imminent end of the world. American Christians renewed their calls to each other to be
ready for that upward call, both to prepare their own souls to meet God and to establish a
Christian community on earth that would better please God and hasten Christ’s return.
Scholars have labeled William Miller as one of the more eccentric and bizarre cult
leaders of the American past, but Miller’s teachings on Christ’s second coming were the
largest and most influential teachings on millennialism in the early nineteenth century.20
Aside from his apparent charisma, Miller and his teachings appealed to mainstream
American Christians because they were based on rational thought and biblical
mathematics. Miller’s prediction of the second advent in 1844 were informed by his
calculations of apocalyptic prophecies.21 Even critics of Miller agreed that Christ’s coming
was imminent and like other millennialists assumed that God’s ways were inherently
rational and could be comprehended by human intellect.22
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While Miller and his followers based their predictions on mathematical calculations
of biblical prophecy, in Ireland another form of eschatological theology developed in
parallel. Beginning in the 1830s, John Nelson Darby and the Plymouth Brethren taught that
God divided time from eternity past to eternity future into distinct ages of dispensations.23
In this schematic, a millennial age followed the present age where God’s righteous would
enjoy a thousand year kingdom or wedding feast while the disobedient would endure the
“weeping and gnashing of teeth” for the same one thousand years.24 Based in Europe,
Darby himself did not make any connection between the American political crisis and his
dispensational theology.25 Rather this method of demarcating time served as a component
of Darby’s systematic theology and his understanding of biblical prophecy.
Dispensational theology itself gained popularity in the United States in the 1850s
and 1860s, particularly among Protestant denominations that had not been as affected by
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Miller’s prophecies.26 Across the North, the South, and the West, Lutheran, Presbyterian,
and Episcopalian clergy adopted the language of the “present dispensation” and the
“coming dispensation” in their preaching and teaching.27 In particular, white Southern
evangelical ministers themselves emphasized the imminent closing of this dispensation
and saw the building political crisis as a potential sign of the closing of the age. In their
eyes, challenging the abolitionists and then fighting against the Union paralleled the
apocalyptic battle of Armageddon between the forces of good and evil. Desperate to
appease the God of battles, white evangelical Southerners assumed that participating
wholeheartedly in secession would secure their position in the kingdom and guarantee
themselves a part in bringing that kingdom into being. Choosing secession, therefore,
solidified their Christian standing and ensured their place in the anticipated kingdom.28

Imagining the Kingdom

White evangelical Southerners embraced secession as part of their spiritual quest

for the millennial kingdom in much the same way early Americans had used their
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eschatological beliefs to inform their actions. In settling the New World, fighting the
American Revolution, and even battling for national sovereignty in the War of 1812,
American patriots had conflated their spiritual mission of bringing in the kingdom of God
with their political goals of establishing American national superiority.29 For pious
American evangelicals, their beliefs in millennial theology informed their views of the
changing world and influenced their expectations of national politics.30
Some white Southern evangelicals hoped that becoming part of the secession
movement would help to usher in the kingdom of God while others went much further and
conflated the Confederacy itself with the kingdom. Alabama Methodist Augusta Evans, for
example, prayed for “the glorious, coming Confederacy” in the same way that Christians
had often prayed “Thy kingdom come.”31 A few months later, Virginia Episcopalian priest
Henry Lay lamented the human tendency to seek glory even in the midst of doing the work
of God. Worried that pious Confederates would become distracted in the holy work of
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fighting the Southern cause, he wrote, “With the lips we say ‘Thy kingdom come,’ and the
heart so deceitful and so desperately wicked adds the wish: let me be the greatest.” Like
Evans, Lay recognized and acknowledged the political moment as an opportunity to serve
God and advance the cause of God’s kingdom, but he cautioned his parishioners not to
allow political ambition to overshadow the holy mission itself. A true Christian, in his view,
focused on the privilege of working with Christ and not on his own status within the
movement.32
In this way, white Southern evangelicals convinced themselves that pursuing
secession and political independence was not a quest for personal glory or even private
benefit but instead part of an altruistic work of advancing God’s work on earth. They
maintained their assertion that true believers were never concerned with things of the
earth like wealth, social status, slaveholding, property ownership, and the like. As North
Carolina Presbyterian pastor Pleasant Dalton reminded his congregation in April 1860 and
again in March 1861, every true believer should focus on future blessedness rather than
earthly ease by seeking the things above. To be sustained in times of famine and suffering,
Christians must remember their status as pilgrims and strangers on earth and look forward
to a heavenly feast, an inheritance prepared for the saints in the light.33 Evangelicals had
long taught that eternity held perpetual happiness for all genuine believers. Even in times
of tribulation, they relied on the hope that come joy or grief, in eternity there would be
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safety forever.34 Choosing secession entailed risk and sacrifice, which resonated with a
culture centered on anticipated blessing rather than present outcome.
The outbreak of war in April 1861 only intensified some Southerners’ focus on
future blessing. Georgia Universalist Thomas Maguire described the Christmas scene of
1861 Atlanta as a bleak one:
Abe’s government has cast a shadow of war around the country, and gloom
and seriousness is the affect even among the young and thoughtless. It is to
be hoped that this misfortune will not long oppress our country but that
peace will soon be established and rejoicing once [again] resound through
our country.35
The darkness and violence of war did not intimidate evangelical Confederates
because they saw the apparent bleakness as an encouragement to cling to hopes of
future blessing. As a lantern is only useful in a dark room, they sensed the necessity
of hardship as a reminder of the beacon of hope that they as believers who knew
God’s purposes could rely on.
As white Southerners dreamed of the coming kingdom and imagined their
enjoyment of peace and joy, many also imagined a slaveholder’s millennium where the
ideal society, either on earth or in heaven, in this age or the next, would exist as a reformed
version of the South. In some ways, their dreams of future perfection reveal their hopes for
the Confederate nation once they achieved peaceful separation, either through the federal
sanction of secession or through victory in a war for independence.
Confederate evangelicals differed on their predictions of whether slavery would
continue as a social system into the kingdom age, but their debates over these details
34
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indicate a firm belief that slavery itself would cease to exist only through some form of
divine intervention and not by the work of human hands. Abolition, then, was to interfere
with God’s designs for the South. Historian Christopher Owens has argued that in contrast
to the shopkeeper’s millennium espoused among Northern businessmen, white Southern
evangelicals promoted a slaveholder’s millennium, a future centered around a holy form of
slavery in an agricultural society. In the wake of the Second Great Awakening in the early
nineteenth century, some white Southerners were interested in reforming the practice of
slavery, emphasizing the importance of the mission to the slaves. By focusing on modeling
and teaching hard work, sobriety, and honesty, these evangelicals justified the status quo of
human bondage and claimed spiritual superiority over critics of slavery.36
The work of reforming slavery proved difficult and in some cases unmanageable
even for the most pious evangelicals. Clergy were limited to pleading with white masters to
treat their slaves differently, placing the burden of reform on slaveholders who had little
financial or spiritual incentive to change their behavior.37 Many well-meaning whites,
women especially, found the task of converting slaves to Christianity to be difficult,
thankless, and ultimately unprofitable. North Carolina plantation mistress Catherine
Edmondston complained of this trial:
My difficulties, I am convinced, beset many a well-intentioned mistress who,
like me, because she cannot do what she feels she ought, does nothing. It is
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not right…. We are put here with a heavy responsibility on our shoulders
which we do not discharge aright.38
As the secession crisis deepened, women felt more burdened to “missionize” the slaves and
Southern evangelical divines became bolder in emphasizing the need for Christian slavery.
The question of millennial slavery remained contested throughout the secession
crisis even among proslavery secessionists. The prominent South Carolina Presbyterian
minister James Henley Thornwell has been labeled a “millennial abolitionist” by one
scholar because Thornwell insisted that human slavery was tied to the fall of man and the
curse of sin. For Thornwell, social hierarchy was part of God’s spiritual discipline of man,
and every man owed God spiritual fidelity to his assigned social status.39 Yet, Thornwell
argued that once sin was dealt with, as it would be in the coming kingdom, “slavery must
cease to exist.”40 Thus, Thornwell and others like him conceded that slavery as an
institution was always temporal but assured themselves that little action was needed in the
immediate present. Other proslavery evangelicals were willing to imagine an earthly future
where sufficiently educated and Christianized African-Americans could lead productive
lives as citizens of a free society, but this always remained a distant goal which required the
cooperation of slaves to be “civilized” and absolved slaveholders from the responsibility of
bringing this to fruition. On the other hand, some Southern thinkers did argue that slavery
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would persist into the millennial dispensation. For instance, Georgia Presbyterian minister
Joseph R. Wilson argued, “The institution of domestic slavery, freed from its stupid servility
on the one side and its excess of neglect and severity on the other” would become
prominent in the millennial kingdom. The capacity for slavery to be gradually perfected
and made holy became a sign of its compatibility with heavenly endurance (or existence.)41
Whatever their expectations of slavery’s longevity, these Southern evangelical
leaders and their readers and listeners believed that the only force that could overturn the
slavery that began in biblical times was the God of the heavens. Sharing an apocalyptic view
of emancipation, they maintained that God would allow the social system to prevail until
He deemed it necessary to disturb the social order.42 Because they already claimed spiritual
superiority and openly demonized critics of slavery, these white Southern evangelicals
were unable and unwilling to contemplate the possibility that God was using abolitionists
or Lincoln to effect that change in their day and time.43

Anticipating the Second Coming
Evangelical Southern whites not only dreamed of an idyllic millennium to come, but
they also lived in anticipation of the promised return of Christ. While these evangelicals
were not looking to the heavens for the literal descending of Jesus from the sky as the
Millerites had before them, their diaries, letters, and prayers betray a frequent
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consideration that the end times were rapidly approaching. Such eschatological rhetoric
often concerned two prospects: first, being prepared to stand before the judgment seat of
Christ and, second, claiming (or hoping) that secession and the Confederate nation
represented God’s side in the cosmic battle between good and evil which marked the
prophesied transition between the present dispensation and the one to come.
As white Southern evangelicals wrestled with the political turmoil surrounding
Lincoln’s election and the potential secession of the South, they compared and even
conflated these political happenings with spiritual prophecies. The Southern Baptist
Convention, for example, linked the election of Jefferson Davis as Confederate President
with the “transcendent Kingdom of our Lord Jesus Christ.”44 On the other hand, a Georgian
family member wrote James Miller in North Carolina that Lincoln’s victory in the November
1860 president election was a clear sign that evil had befallen the United States and that
the future of the country was dark.45 The implication was that the only way to confront evil,
a sacred duty of any Christian, must be to immediately cut ties with the Union and engage
in a cosmic-scale battle of good over evil, of God over Satan, of South against North, of
orthodox Protestants against the world.
Once secession gained political traction, Southern white evangelicals differed over
the place of secession in the dispensational timeline. Admitting that the political crisis
could be a prelude to divine judgment, these evangelicals found themselves compelled to
considering whether choosing secession would put them on God’s side or not. In January
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1861, Georgian Thomas Colquitt Andrews feared that the South would grow to regret
secession and the political ambition and haste that forced the issue. In his foreboding
missive, he prayed, “May all things be for the best and in the end redound to man’s benefit
and to the Glory of God.”46 As much as he worried that the political choice of secession
might bring on God’s future judgment, his writing belies a hope and assurance that even the
most mysterious happenings could be part of God’s plan for His faithful. Indeed, in April
1862, Andrews enlisted in the 53rd Georgia Infantry.47 In contrast, University of North
Carolina student Wesley Halliburton, an outspoken Union sympathizer throughout 1860,
found himself joining the Confederate military, not because of peer pressure from his
fellow students or the incessant pleadings of his friends, but because of his sense of
foreboding. In one letter to his friend Juliet, he explained that joining the military allowed
him to prepare for war, a war he now expected to culminate in the great Battle of
Armageddon foretold in Scripture.48 For these evangelicals, using the rhetoric of
millennialism heightened the stakes of secession and made it increasingly difficult for them
to ignore the political issue of secession while maintaining a stature and reputation of
piety.
If Confederate evangelicals viewed secession in apocalyptic terms, they also
harbored a great sense of uncertainty about the future, particularly the trajectory for the
South from Lincoln’s election to the supposed inevitable independence of the Confederacy.
46
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As Georgian Joseph Atkins poetically put it, “We are groping about in the dark, not knowing
what to be at, for the cloud that hangs over [us] is as thick and dark as the pillar of cloud
that divided Egyptians and Israelites.”49 To follow God, therefore, had an element of
mystery to it, one that demanded solid faith.
As pious evangelicals, these white Southerners emphasized the notion that time
itself was fleeting. In such a context, the moment of secession had a finite timeline, which
required a timely response. Alabama Methodist Augusta Evans reiterated numerous times
in her 1860 correspondence that man’s life is mortal and any man’s sojourn on earth is
limited. A pious pilgrim, she chose to focus on what lay ahead, not in the political sphere,
but in the coming age in the life after death, in her eternal destiny.50 Similarly, North
Carolina Presbyterian Hattie Vance often exhorted her husband to remember that life was
fleeting. The time to claim salvation was quickly passing away, she wrote. “May we lay it to
heart and remember that we too may be called in an hour when we think not, and should
be also ready.”51 Partaking of salvation was urgent because the time could not be taken for
granted.
With the growing political momentum toward secession, white Southern
evangelicals began to use this language of mortality and eternity in their own discussions of
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secession. In his writings, Virginia Presbyterian minister John Simpson rapidly switched
back and forth between his concern for his own spiritual welfare and the course of the
political conflict. Immediately after the firing at Fort Sumter, Simpson referenced
Ephesians 5:16, writing, “Life is very short. Redeem the time because the days are few and
evil.” Just two weeks later, his diary entry is more specific: “Time is on the wing and my
days are running out; how diligent I should be. I spend most of my time reading and
thinking about war.”52 Perhaps for Simpson and for likeminded Southerners, pursuing
truth and goodness and considering war and secession were one and the same. Secretly
writing to his aunt in Virginia, Marylander Andrew Lowndes was careful to create the
impression of his Southern sympathies while maintaining his aversion to Christians
committing acts of violence. In a letter sneaked across the border in June 1861, he wrote,
“My prayer is that these deep afflictions and judgments may be sanctified to the present
and eternal good of His people, the church throughout our land.”53 Still unsure of his own
role in the secession conflict, Lowndes hoped that in eternity, his response to the political
crisis would be favored by God.
While clergy despaired whether the Southern people were spiritually strong enough
to gain God’s blessing for their cause, Southern women were much more confident,
reminding each other that whatever the immediate future brought, victory and success
were sure to follow. As it should for the kingdom of God, so would it be for the nation of the
Confederacy. Forced by contemporary social norms to remain onlookers of the military
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conflict, Southern women nevertheless saw their devotion and piety as active parts of this
spiritual cause. South Carolina Baptist Keziah Brevard feared the onset of war but believed
the proper response to the potential fracture of the Union was to pray to be made fit for
heaven.54 Similarly, Virginia Episcopalian Judith McGuire confessed in her diary her fear
that “our future is so dark and shadowy.” Yet, almost immediately, she qualified her fears,
explaining that her personal future only was uncertain – where she would live, how she
could survive hardship financially, and what would happen to her children. “I have no fear
for the country,” she explained, for it will triumph. Five months later, a refugee amid a
raging war, McGuire’s only comment was “The Lord will provide.”55 For these women and
many others, uncertainty and urgency came with following God; hope and victory came
from living in the shadow of the kingdom, relying on the promise that God worked all
things together for good.

The Cost of Sacrifice
Being among the privileged who realized the imminent closing of the age came at a
cost. Nineteenth-century evangelical theology emphasized both the promise of a kingdom
reward to the faithful and the judgment of God for all persons. Believers, they claimed,
experienced God’s chastening in the present to perfect them for the kingdom. Failure to
accept God’s hand in the present life or to accept the redemption of Christ guaranteed a
frightful judgment from God in that final hour.
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White evangelical Southerners feared the judgment of God in the present age and
often considered political, economic, and social turmoil as vehicles of God’s dealings with
His chosen people. South Carolina Presbyterian minister Thomas Smyth reminded his
congregation after Lincoln’s election: “God’s curse is poured out upon us, and… the Lord
has watched for the evil to bring it upon us.” In times of trouble, evangelicals such as Smyth
examined their behaviors and those of their communities to pinpoint the cause of God’s
judgment. Smyth himself blamed the misuse of Scripture, the ultimate sin of God-fearing
people, for the political turmoil.56 Georgia Methodist Ella Thomas concluded differently,
criticizing the South for its sin of indolence. She likened the South to the faithless servant
who buried his talent rather than investing it as his coworkers did because he was afraid of
his master. Thomas feared that God would regard the South, like that servant, as
unprofitable and cast its people into millennial judgment. Instead, she resolved to read “the
signs of the times” and seize the opportunity to commit herself to the Confederate cause.57
Ordinarily, the confession of sin, the atonement of the blood of Christ, and a resolve
to act differently or to render a godly testimony opened the way for God’s judgment to be
lifted. Sins against the community, particularly within the church, might require additional
private reprimanding, public confession, and potential restitution, but nevertheless,
evangelical theology provided a means by which the people of God could be absolved of
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past wrongs committed.58 Yet once civil war broke out, Confederate evangelicals began to
conflate the spilling of Southern blood with the shedding of Christ’s blood and hoped that
God would be appeased once more with literal sacrifice.59 They hoped a testing of the South
through war might better demonstrate a communal commitment to more pious standards
and more holy conduct.60
Once secession was declared, the shedding of blood quickly became the rallying cry
of white Southern evangelicals. In June 1861, one Georgian soldier assured his family that
all his comrades stood ready to lay down their lives for their country. One month later, he
did. His bereaved wife reassured his grieving mother: “It was my husband’s wish to die on
the battlefield.” Her brother echoed the sentiment: “He died the most glorious death that
man can wish for and that in that death he has left you a spotless name, an inheritance the
noblest and richest that man can leave.”61 A death on the battlefield then was something to
be proud of. Another Georgian proffered this explanation for Confederate patriotism: “If I
fall in this struggle, I feel that I fall in a good cause and have faith to believe that I'll be
happier than I've been in this world of trouble…. If it is not the will of our heavenly father
for us to meet on this earth, let us meet above where we'll see no more trouble, where
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there be no more wars to interrupt our peace.”62 The work of war, the destruction on the
battlefield, must then be the duty of Christian Southerners.
In the context of atonement, sacrifice had great meaning only if it came at great cost.
As Georgia Baptist Samuel Richards put it, a fast day was meaningful only when one had
food and an appetite. A fast day in the midst of a famine was meaningless.63 In fact, some
such as Georgia Methodist Susan Shewmake went so far as to regard prosperity itself to be
“a great trial to one’s religion,” a hindrance to seeking first the kingdom of God.64 Surely
God answered the prayers of those who risked much for the sake of God’s kingdom. If the
amount of suffering matched the level of commitment to reform, then the South could
secure victory by demonstrating immeasurable and unflinching sacrifice, particularly when
the political feasibility of secession was itself so uncertain.
From this perspective, the observation that secession was a calculated political risk
and heavily critiqued by outsiders only made it more appealing. Derision from the world,
according to evangelical rhetoric, was a mark of God’s favor. Why would satanic forces
bother or interrupt an insignificant social movement among God’s people?65 As South
Carolina Presbyterian divine Thomas Smyth reminded his congregants, the faithful will be
called to render an account of their stewardship to God, either at the close of the age or
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upon their death. All should live with this principle in mind.66 In other words, a willingness
to risk all in pursuit of God’s cause, that is, being fully invested in the Confederacy, would
strengthen their prospects at a time of future judgment.
Like Smyth, evangelical Confederate soldiers hoped that supporting the Confederacy
would help them to gain access to the kingdom. Methodist Samuel McKee of the 22nd
Georgia Infantry assured his family that he was fighting for liberty, making sacrifices in
anticipation of the millennial reward. “Unless the war was over, I would not come back to
stay if I had the chance….. In the present condition of the country, I am as well satisfied here
as I would be at home.”67 Like McKee, most hoped that such service would bring some
measure of earthly peace and prosperity, but many expected the full reward to be realized
in a future dispensation. Because they recognized that secession might never be politically
or militarily achieved and that death on the battlefield was a real possibility, fighting for
blessing became meaningful because of their belief in a millennial reward. As one
Confederate explained, faithfulness in service was rewarded not by men on earth but by
God in heaven.68 Therefore, no matter how bleak the outlook, Confederate evangelicals
could remind and comfort each other with assurances that the true vindication of the South
would come in the future and would be long-lasting. How God determined to bestow the
Thomas Smyth, sermon, March 31, 1861, Psalm 102:11-18, 1 Peter 1:25-26,
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blessing was a matter of God’s sovereignty; what these white Southern evangelicals
concerned themselves with was earning God’s favor by answered the present call to action.

Measuring Orthodoxy
Millennial theology, particularly as it was applied to the issue of secession, became a
litmus test of orthodoxy for many white evangelical Southerners. While they were in no
way invested in interfaith worship, nineteenth-century evangelical Southerners did
acknowledge and respect many Christian denominations, particularly those that espoused
evangelical theology. They regularly attended sermons and revivals of multiple
denominations and it was not uncommon for family members, even within a nuclear
household, to be individually members of different denominations.69 Churches held union
meetings, that is, joint services, on a regular basis and participated frequently in pastor
exchanges between denominations. At the 1861 annual Baptist State Convention in Raleigh,
North Carolina, for example, the visiting Baptist ministers took over the majority of the
Examples abound, but a few will suffice here. In January 1860, North Carolina
Presbyterian minister Jacob H. Smith attended a Quaker service in a Methodist chapel. In
August 1861, Georgia Catholic Amory Dexter made note of plans to attend the local
Methodist and Episcopalian services, including hosting one of the ministers in his home.
Louisiana Sephardic Jew Clara Solomon attended Christian services so often that her
biographer attributed her passivity with regard to Jewish culture as a trend among her
generation that led to the eventual extinction of the New Orleans Sephardic congregation in
1881. Lastly, Virginia Presbyterian Jesse Rolston married his neighbor Lutheran Mary
Cromer only for both to be buried at the local Methodist cemetery. In the puzzle of trying to
characterize their religious affiliations, research suggests that Jesse was baptized in the
Presbyterian church but primarily worshipped privately, his wife faithfully attended
Lutheran services and walked to the church late into her life, and both chose to be buried in
the Methodist cemetery because it bordered their homestead. Jacob H. Smith, diary,
January 29, 1860, H. Smith Richardson Papers, SHC; Amory Dexter, diary, August 7, 8, 1861,
Amory Dexter Papers, GHS; Clara Solomon, The Civil War Diary of Clara Solomon: Growing
up in New Orleans, 1861-1862, ed. Elliott Ashkenazi (Baton Rouge: Louisiana State
University Press, 1995), 4–5, 7, 15–16; Jesse Rolston and Mary Catharine Cromer, Until
Seperated by Death: Lives and Civil War Letters of Jesse Rolston, Jr. & Mary Catharine Cromer,
ed. Joyce DeBolt Miller (Bridgewater, Va.: Good Printers, 1994), 146–150.
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area pulpits for Sunday services (morning, afternoon, and evening) and also for additional
services within the week.70 The lack of sufficient clergy across a predominantly rural region
meant that ministers were often travelling between congregations over a day’s journey
apart. Therefore, antebellum Southern evangelicals built a culture of mutuality among the
Protestant churches, one that was built on a foundation of personal piety.71
Despite the cross-pollination across Christian denominations, the pre-existing
geographic divide between Northern and Southern churches was further deepened by
antagonistic understandings of the political turmoil’s place in God’s plan for the universe.
Northerners, without a doubt, saw the fight to save the Union as a righteous cause that God
would bless. They freely compared the shedding of the blood of Union soldiers with the
sacrificial blood of Christ. Yet, unlike in the South, Northerners merely designated their
cause as holy and did not see their country as such. Some Northern evangelicals criticized
the pride and hypocrisy of slave-owning Southerners who called themselves Christians and
dared to enslave fellow humans and claimed the institution to be Christian. But by and
large, northern evangelicals did not consider the conquest of the South as part of a mission
to bring in God’s kingdom. From the Northern evangelical perspective, the South had
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rebelled against an earthly authority by rejecting the results of a fair election and refusing
to comply with federal orders.72 The war was a political matter that became a moral one
once emancipation became a military and political tactic.
Southern evangelicals accused the North of a far more serious crime than merely
deviating from constitutional obligations. Rather, evangelical Confederates labeled Yankees
as degenerate, materialistic demons who crusaded with the devil on behalf of the morally
bankrupt cause of abolition. By imagining the typical Yankee as the embodiment of Satan,
white Southern evangelicals’ battle for independence surpassed the North’s indignation at
the Southern rebellion and its moral quest to free the slaves. Instead, Confederates had a
sacred rhetoric based on their treasured sacred text that uplifted a fight for Southern
independence into God’s supreme battle to crush the source of all evil and bring in a final
testimony of the divine triumph over devil. Confederate evangelicals leveraged their
millennial rhetoric to buoy their sense of moral and spiritual superiority over their infidel
Northern counterparts, those enemies of God, a choice that raised the stakes for the South.
A religious commitment to Confederate identity, therefore, gained the status on par with a
public confession of faith and the support of missionary efforts.73
For Confederate evangelicals, secession and the subsequent civil war represented a
personal battle for moral supremacy over the devil and not merely an abstract quest for
some lofty philosophy. In early interactions with Union soldiers, they noted again and again
that Yankee soldiers lacked an understanding of the political and military conflict as one
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with cosmological proportions. Union soldiers, so blinded by political masterminds, were
deluded into fighting a battle as soldiers of evil, so manipulated that they were unaware of
the gravity of the conflict. They mocked Union prisoners who thought their tasks would be
merely to patrol Washington City. They laughed at early Yankee predictions of easy victory
by virtue of grandeur and power over a new, fledgling country. And they lamented over the
stupidity of Northern families in failing to recognize the righteousness of the Southern
cause.74
Like many millenarians, white evangelical Southerners accused their critics of
taking the Bible figuratively or merely as a pattern of moral thought. No doubt proslavery
evangelicals found solace in the observation that a literal interpretation of the Bible
appeared to sanction slavery. However, more to the point, white Southern evangelicals
quickly discredited Northern liberals who pointed to moral flaws of slavery by labeling
them as unorthodox and insincere. Like the Millerites who mocked the Americans who
refused to heed Miller’s prophetic warnings, Confederate evangelicals easily dismissed
Northern intellectuals such as William Lloyd Garrison and Lyman Beecher because the
moral standard of an unbeliever or a nominal Christian posed no significant threat. White
Southern evangelicals suggested that such intellectuals failed to see the truth regarding
Christian slavery precisely because they rejected God’s word and substituted their own
ideas for the truth.75
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In contrast to this idea of evangelical orthodoxy, the Moravian Brethren considered
their spiritual obligation to be not to a future kingdom but to the earthly government.
Believing that governmental authority was ordered by God, the Moravian clergy
emphasized loyalty to their locality and to their designated bishop. For the Moravians of
the Southern Province in central North Carolina, secession was out of the question until the
state seceded in early May 1861. In the mean time, the faithful within these communities
waited on direction from Bishop George F. Bahnson. For those belonging to the Southern
Province that were dispersed, the matter was more complex. For Charles Bahnson, training
to become a watchmaker in Philadelphia, the matter of political loyalty had a stronger
sense of urgency. The outbreak of war in April 1861 meant that borders were closing, and
those with Southern inclinations living in the North could be cut off from home and family
indefinitely. Furthermore, he was at risk of being drafted into the Union Army or being run
out of town “for I have been a great deal in the Hotels with merchants and introduced to
many persons as a Southerner.” Charles noted that Moravian friends studying in schools
throughout Pennsylvania had been urged to stay and complete their studies, but they all
worried about the risk of being caught on the wrong side of the conflict.76 He dispatched
increasingly urgent messages home before the bishop at last called for the Moravians to
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join their fellow citizens in enlisting and bracing for war. By the time Charles embarked
homeward in September 1861, travel back to North Carolina to enlist in the Confederate
Army was a treacherous task. His journey from Philadelphia with fellow Moravian
Alexander Meinung entailed taking a sleeping car to Cincinnati, Ohio; a boat to Louisville,
Kentucky; a bus to Nashville, Tennessee; and then a serious of trains to Salem, North
Carolina. Those who waited even longer to leave the North found such travel well nigh
impossible.77
Because the Moravian commitment to war was not theological but instead
geographical, members of the two Provinces remained within the same church but went to
battle in significant numbers against each other. Unlike the evangelical churches and the
Catholic Church, the Moravian Church did not split with the creation of the Confederacy
because church law already placed them into separate provinces.78 Unlike the other peace
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churches such as the Quakers and the Mennonites, the Moravians, at least during the Civil
War, felt an obligation to defend their homeland as citizens.79 For Moravians living in
seceded regions, the call for Confederate troops represented not a war about Southern
independence nor for the protection of slavery but rather a war about protecting their
communities, homes, and businesses from Northern occupation.

The Reality of Death
Particularly once the Civil War began, white evangelical Southerners also saw their
own death as a personal transition into the millennium. The suffering and battles of war
increased the possibility of premature death, and in this context, Confederate evangelicals
worried lest they died without securing their place in God’s millennial kingdom. Personal
writings of pious Confederate evangelicals indicate a particular concern not merely to
secure entrance to eternal blessing in heaven but even more to obtain special recognition
in the millennial dispensation. Confederate evangelicals were less concerned about eternal
perdition but were particularly vocal in their prayers to be spared the millennial judgment
of being cast into the outer darkness, a place of weeping and gnashing of teeth.80 In part,
this assurance of eternal salvation stemmed less from a belief that salvation could not be
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lost than a conviction that support for secession demonstrated a commitment to Christian
obligation, securing such salvation status.
The turmoil of secession and then war, particularly when seen as a necessary
stepping-stone to millennial glory, increased the weight and threat of millennial judgment.
In December 1861, minister Richard Roberts preached a sermon to troops on the new
birth, which brought in eternal salvation and freed converts to enjoy “a world of bliss and
eternal life.” Yet in his private commentary, Methodist chaplain James Stringfield of the 1st
Tennessee Calvary noted that this call to action was not merely to lay hold of eternal life by
believing into Christ but further to assume the living of a Christian to escape the foretold
place of “outer darkness.”81 The particular need now was to secure this millennial reward
to participate in the heavenly kingdom.
Other evangelical Confederates worried that the excitement and danger of war
could distract others from more important spiritual battles. One mother urged her soldier
son to regularly attend church, reminding him of the millennial consequences of his actions
in the military. She emphasized especially that a recent sermon on the text – “There shall be
weeping and gnashing of teeth, etc., etc.” – included a specific prayer “for the young men of
our church who were absent at their country’s call.” The fear of millennial judgment this
mother wrote of and her minister evoked indicates a cognizance that firstly, a spiritual
battle between good and evil could not be won unless God’s army was filled with properly
pious soldiers, and secondly, regardless of the results of the war on military terms,
appropriate piety secured a special millennial status for the Confederacy and for those who
Richard Roberts, sermon, December 17, 1861, John 3:3, “The New Birth: Its Necessity and
Nature” as summarized in James K. Stringfield, sermon sketches, vol. 3, Stringfield Family
Papers, SHC.
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fought for it. The war, therefore, was about the purification of an already Christian people, a
testimony of the piety God required of His believers.82 In this way, the secession crisis
demanded an additional commitment from white Southern evangelicals. Demonstrating
godliness and consecration, obedience to moral obligations, tested the authenticity and
depth of one’s Christian faith.
The evangelical Confederates who framed the secession crisis in millennial terms
also rationalized war and death from that perspective. Their hope for a better future
robbed death of its finality and allowed them to focus instead on their legacy and their
eternal destiny. Southern honor culture had already emphasized the importance of
reputation beyond death, and evangelicals took this one step further.83 As Georgia
Methodist Loula Kendall reasoned, all experienced death eventually; how glorious then if
her own grandchildren could fondly speak of 1861 as the foundation of a new country.84
This legacy, she believed, had both an earthly and a spiritual quality to it. Non-evangelical
Caroline Gilman lamented, “The spirit of war makes people reckless of death.”85 In the
Confederate case, this recklessness stemmed both from an eagerness for adventure and a
millennial conviction that God would vindicate the Confederacy. Even should death befell
an evangelical Confederate, they remained confident that such sacrifice would be rewarded
in the next age.
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Millennial rhetoric gave secession and the Confederacy importance that
transcended the mortality of man. South Carolina Presbyterian Grace Elmore initially found
the political tumult and the outbreak of war to be insufferable trials that she longed to
escape. Yet by October 1861, she resolved to bear up her cross for God, a choice, she
asserted, that had restored peace to her heart as God’s mercy reminded her “that one
always has something to live for.”86 Subsequent entries indicate that “something” was not
merely some sort of spirituality but more especially the Confederate cause itself. By
November Elmore dreamed of becoming a nurse to the wounded; in December, she wrote
of becoming a soldier shouldering a musket.87 The war and its potential to usher in the
kingdom of God gave Elmore’s life and sacrifice new meaning where patriotism by itself
could not.
When death befell Confederate soldiers (or Union soldiers for that matter),
evangelical Confederates reflected on the millennial consequences of those deaths. Some
like North Carolina Methodist Adeline Webb feared that these myriad deaths would be
devoid of meaning, writing, “We heard last night some thing about the battle at Manassas
Junction. If the report be true, what destruction of life! for no profit.”88 Yet a soldier of the
same family received advice merely two months later from the mother of one of his fallen
comrades, assuring him of the consolation to know that her son “died a happy death.” The
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closing of this particular letter is telling: “Nothing I can do nor can half repay you but there
is a rich reward awaiting you in heaven. Be faithful and you will reap a rich reward.”89 In
other words, engaging in battle and supporting the Confederate cause qualified one for
special recognition from God.

The widespread belief in a coming kingdom and the return of the Savior contributed
to the momentum white Southern evangelicals developed with regard to secession. This
theology emphasized a linear movement toward a better future, and as such, white
Southern evangelicals focused their energy, their lives, and their goals on the promise of
future blessing. For many Southerners, this hope for a heavenly future outweighed any
sense of secession as a risky political choice that came at significant social cost. Choosing
secession and committing to war became a means for these Southerners to legitimate their
faith and to secure future blessing. Whether God chose to bless them in this age or the next
mattered less than whether God had reason to bless them at all. Living toward the
kingdom, that is, promoting secession and Southern independence, became rationalized as
part of the Christian obligation.
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CHAPTER THREE: A PERSONAL AND A SUBJECTIVE FAITH
By their own accounts, Daniel Cobb and Priscilla Munnikhuysen Bond had hard
lives. Each was trapped in a difficult marriage with in-laws who looked down upon their
piety and church attendance. Yet the same personal conviction that had made them
Christians became the guiding beacon by which they made sense of their lives and the
world around them. Each pondered whether their unhappiness was the result of their own
choices and spiritual shortcomings or a trial sent by God to test their righteousness. Each
accepted the circumstances as arranged by God and saw endurance and increased piety as
the only valid responses. And each viewed the Civil War as yet another amplification of
already trying personal circumstances.
Born in central Virginia in 1811, Daniel Cobb was a small farmer and a devout
Methodist when he married Mary Jane Little, the daughter of a local planter. This social
alliance brought the necessary resources and help of his father-in-law Jesse Little for Cobb
to emerge out of poverty and become a successful farmer and distiller with eleven slaves
and nearly $20,000 in annual sales by the outbreak of war. Yet, by 1859, after some
eighteen years of marriage, Cobb’s relationship with Mary had soured beyond repair. She
hated him and reminded him of that often; she despised his piety, avoided talking to him,
and stayed at her father’s house as often as possible without the neighbors gaining notice
that they had marital difficulties. In fact, Cobb believed that his wife wished him dead. This
sentiment was most likely mutual as Cobb noted that the house was so peaceful without

her incessant tantrums. He believed that his only hope for true serenity would be found in
his grave: “my final resting place from toils of this life.”1
Cobb’s faith gave him endurance through the great suffering of his marriage. His
wife was a great impediment to his desire for a righteous life, but he believed that by the
help of God he could surmount any earthly obstacle to yet arrive at the promised land.2 “I
am surrounded by many trials and temptations and surrounded with much fretting,
scolding, and crossness from the one that should prove a blessing to me in my family and to
strengthen me in my service to God and to bear the crosses of my family.”3 Yet the same
piety that kept Cobb bound to his wife and their marriage became his primary consolation
and source of comfort. “I only have God to look to,” he wrote.4 The Lord who had ordered
his marriage and economic status must have some plan in mind, and Cobb saw no need to
question or challenge his situation.5 Cobb prayed often for strength and endurance to pass
through this trial and treasured reading the Bible and attending religious services, no
matter how much they were scorned by his family or derided by his wife as a waste of time.
When the Civil War broke out in 1861, Cobb was uneasy about the political turmoil,
the threat of an abolitionist president, and the subsequent violence and bloodshed. As he
had with his marriage, Cobb made no effort to understand the Civil War or to rationalize his
Daniel W. Cobb, diary, October 29, 1861, July 26, 1859, August 23, 1859 in Daniel W. Cobb,
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political choices. He voted the Democratic ticket in 1860 but felt resigned to the choice of
the majority which silenced the Democratic party.6 His neighbors gossiped and worried
with great confusion over public affairs, but Cobb knew he had no control over the national
crisis and instead prayed for divine intervention and minimal bloodshed. “I pray God to
conquer with little bloodshed,” he wrote in June 1861. “For if God is [on] our side, it’s all I
ask. It’s my daily prayer.”7 The same spirit of resignation that empowered him in his
married life could sustain him in this large-scale political crisis.
Meanwhile in southern Louisiana, Priscilla Munnikhuysen Bond had her own
personal trials and feelings toward the political situation. Born to a middle-class family in
Harford County, Maryland in 1838, Priscilla’s primary focus in antebellum years was her
declining health, her desire to live a true Christian life, and her hope to hear from and
marry her beau Howard Bond. For some two years, she feared she would die before seeing
her beloved Howard again, and she despaired of her family’s disapproval of the match and
of having to leave Maryland if she did marry Howard. Married in January 1861, Priscilla
found married life in Louisiana disappointing. Howard was often absent from home while
her father-in-law was an unbeliever who openly tortured his slaves and refused to show
charity towards the poor in their community. The outbreak of hostilities cut her off from
communication with her family.
Like Daniel Cobb, Priscilla Bond found solace in her piety and sought divine
guidance in her circumstances. “Religion in affliction is a great consolation,” she wrote
prior to her marriage. “It is then we feel more dependent on God for grace to bear the
6
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crosses of life.”8 Uncertain of her engagement, she chose to call it off after a year and a half.
“I asked direction from above; and I want to have faith to believe God has directed all things
well,” she reasoned in her diary. When Howard renewed their engagement and later when
dealing with her father-in-law, Priscilla echoed the same prayer: “Father, Thy will be
done.”9
The outbreak of war complicated Priscilla’s already bleak circumstances by making
communication with her family in Maryland nearly impossible and drawing Howard away
to build military fortifications.10 Unlike Cobb, Priscilla was an outspoken Southerner and
secessionist, writing to her mother, “I am distressed about dear old Maryland. I still hope
she will come with her sister states and not allow herself to be ruled by an Abolition
President. Every drop of blood in my veins is Southern.” Yet her letter concluded with a
similar resignation to an all-powerful Providence who governed the works of men: “All, as
you say, to be done now is to leave it in the hands of an all wise God. I do pray He may not
be against us but with us, to direct and sustain us in every condition.”11 As in her marriage,
Priscilla focused her energy on currying God’s favor rather than strategizing a particular
course of action.
Both Daniel Cobb and Priscilla Bond, along with a significant number of white
evangelical Southerners, saw the Civil War as yet another complication in their personal
Priscilla Munnikhuysen, diary, May 11, 1859 in Bond, A Maryland Bride in the Deep South,
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spiritual journey. While historians may regard the Civil War as a turning point in national
politics or a conflict with extraordinary human, economic, and military consequences, these
contemporaries were absorbed not just by a local perspective of the conflict but instead
viewed it in terms of their personal salvation, as yet one more nuance in their determined
quest for Christian perfection. As such, they approached secession and war with the same
religious attitudes, looking to God for spiritual direction and for personal blessing.

A hallmark of evangelical theology has been its insistence on the potential for a
personal salvation experience and the possibility of a continued relationship with God. For
nineteenth-century American evangelicals, the God they worshipped was personal in
experience and meaning, and their gospel and mission work emphasized the way in which
God worked in the hearts of individual men to convict them of their sins and bring them to
the personal knowledge of Christ and His salvation. This emphasis on personal agency
made white Southern evangelicals intolerant of any type of authority that infringed on their
own choices and behaviors. In their minds, abolitionists, the Republican Party, and the
North as a whole by 1860 had so threatened Southern life and autonomy as to incite calls
for Southern independence. Importantly, because white Southern evangelicals saw the
Northern threat as one which limited individual liberty, they responded not as a unit but as
individuals who chose secession as the political move that best met their individual social
and spiritual needs.
In political terms, the timing of declaring secession differed from state to state.
South Carolina had long been more radical than other Southern states, having threatened
secession multiple times before 1860. Geography dictated that Virginia had to deal with
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John Brown’s raid at Harper’s Ferry in 1859 and had to consider its proximity to
Washington, D.C. in the context of secession.12 Yet in both places, once white Southern
evangelicals determined to consider secession seriously, they looked to their theological
worldview to understand, explain, and react to political changes. They made their decisions
on a personal scale, and this chapter considers the patterns of choices they made and the
ways in which the primacy of the individual became a characteristic of Confederate
identity. To some extent, this individualistic attitude brought together likeminded people
for a common cause without necessarily nurturing a sense of national identity.

Evangelical Individualism in the South
As religious scholars have detailed elsewhere, Christianity is a religion of
redemption, one which reconciled sinners to God when they recognized the sin in their
lives and their personal need for a Savior.13 The climate of popular democracy together
with the flourishing of frontier revival religion in the early nineteenth century made
American Christianity particularly personal in practice. One scholar has characterized
American Christianity as “distinctive for how the populist, individualistic, and
institutionally flexible form of its dominant American expressions gave Christianity special
prominence in conflicts, movements, and social tensions that emerged in a populist,
individualistic, and institutionally flexible social milieu.” Another scholar has argued for a
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direct correlation between the rise of popular democracy in the early nineteenth century
and the appeal of the frontier revival in the Second Great Awakening.14
In the South, this emphasis on personal responsibility diverged from a growing
acceptance of moral tolerance and relativism in the more progressive schools of Northern
Christianity.15 Whereas Northerners found individualism to mean flexibility and creativity
in doctrine and tradition, Southern evangelicals focused on the individual’s personal
responsibility to lead a holy life before God. In particular, Southern divines such as South
Carolina Presbyterian James H. Thornwell reminded the pious that all would ultimately
have to “give account of himself to God.”16 Even in a more liturgical setting like the
Episcopal Church, clergy such as Virginian Aristides Smith emphasized personal
responsibility and individual moral agency, particularly with regard to falling short of God’s
glory. In one sermon, Smith reminded his congregants,
Every unclean man is destitute of all holiness and character….. This teaching
is corroborated by the whole past history of the world and by a personal
consciousness of every individual…. All have strayed from the paths of
holiness and virtue; all “have left undone those things which they ought to
have done, and have done those for which they ought not to have done.”
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Smith’s interpretation of personal culpability in the Book of Common Prayer’s confession of
sin indicates an awareness of the need for personal redemption that parallels the emphasis
on personal conversion in the denominations of the Second Great Awakening.17
This emphasis on individual agency had profound implications for the nineteenthcentury Protestant insistence on Biblical literalism. Most evangelical Southerners
embraced some form of sola Scriptura in which the Bible served as the primary and often
only source of spiritual direction. Coupled with a “commonsense” approach to scripture,
these evangelicals believed that an individual had both the power and the right to interpret
scripture for themselves. As one historian has put it, the only acceptable argument in
debates over biblical direction was “Thus it is written” and the quoting of Scripture.18 Such
a commitment to the personal interpretation of scripture certainly encouraged Southern
evangelicals to read the Bible and think critically of what they heard and read from fellow
believers, but it also paved the way for a theological crisis when people read the same text
and came to vastly different conclusions.19
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This disagreement over the interpretation of scripture became particularly
problematic for white Southern evangelicals because they relied on sola Scriptura to defend
the practice of slavery.20 White Southern evangelicals were unwilling to admit that their
personal ambition to be slaveholders and their economic interest in a slave-based economy
colored their perception of Scriptures, but foreign evangelicals of the nineteenth century
demonstrate that such a conflict was not inherent to evangelical theology. European
Protestants rejected the notion that republicanism was a Christian form of government and
often concluded that slavery itself was incompatible with the spirit of Christianity revealed
in the New Testament. European Catholics were even bolder and critiqued the American
aversion to authority, particularly to the pope, as the source of their theological chaos. As
historian Mark Noll has concluded, “The inability of [American] evangelicals to agree on
how slavery should be construed according to Scripture… was in fact connected to the
economic individualism of American society.”21 The American obsession with personal
moral responsibility and the South’s insistence on defending slavery on moral grounds
doomed the region to conflict with those who questioned the moral foundation of slavery.
The inherent social stratification and rural nature of the Southern economy made
evangelical individualism particularly appealing. Even the yeoman farmer who did not own
slaves relied on the labor of his dependents, whether those be wife, children, or hired
slaves. In a world where power was measured in terms of capital and property, equality
before God gave white Southern evangelicals the opportunity for their own views and
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needs to matter. Men, both slaveholding and nonslaveholding, used their faith to reinforce
their authority over their dependents and to remind those of lower status that their place
in society was so ordered by God. Women found the principle of controlling their eternal
destiny appealing and the validation of their spiritual status emboldening.22 This sense of
authority over self, promoted by evangelical doctrine, was reinforced through the practice
of slavery, giving white Southerners a sense of moral superiority over the souls and bodies
of the slaves they controlled.
Within evangelical social circles, social order was measured in terms of morality and
policed within congregations. Importantly, individuals had the freedom to determine their
own standard of righteousness. If a congregation or a religious leader challenged a person’s
behavior, that person answered to that authority only if he deemed it important to remain
in fellowship with that community. Thus, South Carolina Episcopalian Meta Grimball
counseled her daughter to ignore the critiques of others “if we can always satisfy ourselves
that we do right toward people.”23 Such a position set a dangerous precedent for defying
laws when those laws limited personal liberty. This position became particularly expedient
during the secession crisis as white Southern evangelicals justified their choice in breaking
away from the Union, arguing that the Northern push for abolition compromised
Southerners’ access to moral independence.
Not limited to religious disagreements, evangelicalism empowered individuals to
challenge political and social institutions as well. Comparing nineteenth-century American
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evangelicalism to popular democracy, historian Nathan Hatch has argued: “All of these
movements challenged common people to take religious destiny into their own hands, to
think for themselves, to oppose centralized authority and the elevation of clergy as a
separate order of men.”24 This spirit of radicalism and the religious imperative to reject
institutions that threatened self-defined spiritual progress became a means by which white
Southern evangelicals framed secession as a spiritually justifiable rejection of Northern
tyranny. As Howard Wright of the 30th Louisiana Regiment explained of South Carolina’s
secession,
Who but the individual menaced can be the judge of his danger? The South
believed her institutions would be gradually destroyed by remaining in the
Union and that the only way of preserving them was to set up an
independent government. She had the right to do so precisely as the colonies
had to declare their independence in 1776 when their cause of complaint
was not the threatened destruction of their social system but simply a
question of the pocket: taxes.25
Evangelical individualism meant that unilateral political positions were expedient when
white Southern evangelicals determined them to be, and no amount of Northern
persuasion or offer of compromise would alter their position. Asserting an independent
Southern political identity was not only meant to create political shockwaves, but, even
further, to demonstrate an absolute spiritual commitment to the sanctity of the individual
and the right for each (white) man to stand before God of his own volition.
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Personal Piety
Although evangelical individualism could devolve into the chaos of self-defined
righteousness and unilateral threats, for the most part nineteenth-century American
evangelicals focused on cultivating an aura of personal piety to secure the millennial
reward and believed that political and social conflict was peripheral to the faith and living
of a true believer. In the South during the secession crisis, white evangelicals continued to
write of their resolves to live as better Christians, to pray for mercy and enlightenment, to
read the scriptures more faithfully, and to demonstrate Christian love and kindness to
those around them. Both the (secular) honor culture and the evangelical mindset centered
on personal behavior and reputation, and white southerners held that individual virtues,
activities, and values directly impacted the strength and integrity of a family and a
community. Evangelical theology’s insistence that the conversion experience brought an
individual close to God further solidified the moral power of each person in the society to
which they belonged.26
White Southerners across a broad spectrum of evangelical affiliations saw personal
salvation as the foundation of personal piety. North Carolina Presbyterian Hattie Vance
reminded her husband that although his weekly church attendance was encouraging to her,
it was not sufficient to save his soul. Instead, she begged him, “Do, beloved, be persuaded to
accept Salvation.”27 Similarly, Virginia Baptist George Bagby censured his son for rejecting
God’s salvation. Although George often prayed on bended knee for his son to receive “a
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spirit of entire forgiveness,” he emphasized that only his son could lay hold of that eternal
forgiveness for himself because ultimately the choice was his.28 Evangelical theology
insisted that God called His believers by name, and therefore, a person had to chose
salvation for himself: the more dynamic and memorable the conversion experience, the
better.
Personal salvation needed to be followed by consecration, that is, a commitment of
one’s self to God and to holy living. North Carolina Presbyterian minister Pleasant Dalton
characterized a faithful Christian as one who sought the things above, one who purposed to
advance in grace and knowledge, and one who determined to be holy as God is holy.29
Virginia Presbyterian minister James Morrison instructed his daughter to raise her child in
the “nurture and admonition of the Lord,” remembering to “commit your husband, child,
and self all to God.”30 A true believer, therefore, responded to God’s gift of salvation by
devoting the remainder of his life, resources, and wellbeing to God and His interests.
The Christian commission, for many of these evangelicals, came with a specific
requirement to love not the world. In a eulogy of Baptist missionary Helena Bond,
Maryland minister John Williams highlighted her wish to be known as a disciple of Christ
who “hath done what she could” for Christ’s ministry rather than making a name for herself
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in this dispensation.31 Likewise, South Carolina Presbyterian Grace Elmore confessed in her
diary that she wished to be a person who conquered her love for earthly things by allowing
God’s love to infuse her heart. “He who thus conquers will be the noblest of God’s creations
on earth.”32 One Georgia Methodist described his wishes to a friend: “I would be afraid of
worldly position and honor…. My prayer would be ‘Keep me little and unknown/ Prized
and loved by God alone.’”33
While these Christians aspired to such a pious testimony, they freely admitted to
themselves and to others that they often fell short of their goals. As Virginia Methodist John
Granbery noted, it was tempting to slack in “regular secret devotions” when attending
communal worship.34 In the midst of their shortcomings, however, these white Southerners
resolved to improve their future attitudes and behavior. In her diary, North Carolina
Episcopalian Catherine Edmondston admitted her fear that her love toward her husband
would became a distraction and an idol. “God, keep me from such a state!” she prayed.35
Virginia Baptist Aquila Peyton lamented his lack of proper gratitude for God’s many
blessings. “I feel more and more the vanity and worthlessness of earthly things, and I will
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henceforth try to put my affections on things above.”36 The solution, therefore, to any lack
of sufficient piety was a personal experience of redemption and a new commitment to
pious living.
For particularly difficult tasks, white Southern evangelicals looked to heavenly
fortitude in their personal commitments to Christian testimony. North Carolina
Presbyterian James H. Greenlee recorded several times his conviction after encountering
Paul’s call to ministry to seek God’s guidance in his own life. “Oh Lord, impress Thy truth on
our hearts what Thou wouldst have us to do. Enable us to ask with a desire to do by Thy
grace.”37 Virginia Methodist John Granbery explained to his fiancée that his life was
determined by Christ who called him “to testify of the gospel of the grace of God.”38 The
temptations of vices such as alcohol and dancing could require more than pure resolve.
While one mother simply instructed her son: “Don’t you drink under any circumstances,”
other evangelicals acknowledged a need for divine support to abstain from “that evil.”39
One North Carolina Presbyterian encouraged her husband to consider temperance, writing,
“Dear, you must not trust too much in yourself. Look to a higher power to enable you to
resist the great evil and remember dear that the tempter is ever near to draw you in. May
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this Almighty power, ever be with you, to enable you to resist the tempter’s power.”40
Whenever temptation loomed large, these white Southern evangelicals turned inward to
God in prayer, petitioning for the superhuman strength that seemed necessary to overcome
barriers to absolute faith.
In addition to specific requests for divine assistance, white Southern evangelicals
also recognized prayer, especially daily prayer, as an essential part of their lived faith.
These evangelicals prayed regarding specific trials and for guidance, but they also
understood prayer as a means to remain in fellowship with God and to center their lives on
holy matters.41 Because they often used their personal writing as a place for spiritual
musings, some of these prayers have been preserved. South Carolina Baptist Keziah
Brevard, for example, prayed, “Lord Jesus, my Redeemer, Again and again I ask for help to
be more like Thee.”42 Georgia Baptist Samuel Richards remained convinced that God
answered the sincere prayers of the faithful, those who “earnestly entreat His favor and
assistance.”43 Prayer constituted part of the rhythm of pious Christian life. As Alabama
Baptist Talbert Holt described it, “Let us be like the Sunflower, which always faces the God
of day both night and day. Then with like uniformity and humility, let us bow to the decrees
of our God, whether it be in weal or woe.”44
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With the political turmoil and social anxiety associated with the secession crisis and
the outbreak of civil war, white southern evangelicals increasingly turned to personal and
private prayer. While some prayed for certain outcomes, much of the recorded prayers
reflect a general commitment to piety and a desire to trust in God’s provision. In the same
way that white Southern evangelicals had relied on their faith to help them understand
their personal trials, they likewise leaned on their theological worldview to interpret the
changing world around them. Following Lincoln’s election, South Carolina Presbyterian
James H. Thornwell reminded fellow minister Robert L. Dabney that the political crisis
demanded both secession and prayer. The political move demanded petitions of assistance
in addition to political action: “I feel our need of prayer, of Divine guidance and
protection.”45 South Carolina Episcopalian priest James W. Miles argued that until Southern
citizens repented and became purified, the destruction of the Union could also spell the
ruin of the South. “We cannot expect any prayers for a people to avail, unless they pray for
themselves and act in accordance with their prayers.”46
Political crisis brought much uncertainty, a fear that was often reflected in recorded
prayers. South Carolina Baptist Keziah Brevard’s petition to die before civil war broke out
was perhaps the most extreme: “Lord, make me fit for a better world. I pray I may not live
to see my country involved in a civil war.”47 Virginia Episcopalian Anne Frobel noted that
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once news of the battle at Manassas reached her plantation, her slaves were excited and
she feared for her own safety. Of that day, she wrote, “I could not pray. I need no words to
pray. I could not sit still for a moment. My cry all day long was mercy, mercy, Lord, have
mercy.”48 Thus faith and spiritual access to God proved useful in times of turmoil and
uncertainty.
Despite the chaos of camp, military life, and war, evangelical Confederate soldiers
assured their families and friends that they found peace through prayer. Stationed at
Manassas in July 1861, Baptist Murphy C. Briant of the 11th Georgia Infantry encouraged his
Jewish friend Huldah to persevere in prayer. “I take long walks alone to find some
sequestered spot where I could give way to my feelings and pour fourth the very depths of
my soul to God in prayer for my protection and for yours.” In subsequent letters, he
repeated his assurance that even amid the chaos of war, he found time for private prayer
specifically for her well-being.49 Writing from camp headquarters, Virginia Presbyterian
J.E.B. Stuart counseled his wife, “Be patient and trust in Him who can alleviate all our
cares.”50 David Winn of the 4th Georgia Regiment reminded his wife not to mourn his
absence “but trust and pray to Him who rules the destinies of man and nations that all will
yet be well.”51 Likewise, Shepherd Pryor of the 12th Georgia Regiment assured his wife that
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daily prayer could sustain her in his absence.52 These Confederate soldiers commended
these women to prayer not because they discounted their loss, anxiety, or potential sorrow,
but because they recognized prayer as a vital piece of the evangelical faith and one which
drew the believer closer to the God of refuge, comfort, and security.
In particular, because white Southern evangelicals believed they had direct and
personal access to God without the need of an intermediary, they resented any individual
or organization that presumed to act as a moral authority over them. For antislavery
advocates, abolitionists, and the Republican Party to judge the Southern way of life or to
condemn the practice of slavery publicly was not merely insulting to Southern sensibilities
but even sacrilegious.53 Methodist chaplain James M. Campbell of the 1st Georgia Infantry
explained that God Himself evaluated the morality of his choices and so there existed no
need for additional or contrary judgment from fellow men. “God has been good to me, and
His blessings have been more numerous than His judgment, and I can trust Him. I feel that I
am in the line of duty.”54 Both personal blessing and the success of the Confederate Army
demonstrated to Campbell God’s approval of his personal standard of morality.
While white Southern evangelicals resisted outsiders who challenged or critiqued
their personal moral standards, they did look to fellow believers, both contemporary and
deceased, as role models. Their letters and diaries are filled with instances of reflections on
the deaths of family members and friends and whether those testimonies served as
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inspiration for personal piety or as a warning against potential pitfalls. In a few instances,
they mentioned specific examples of other role models by name. In January 1859, for
example, Georgia Methodist minister George MacDonnel resolved to be a better “servant of
God,” praying: “Help me to walk in the footsteps of a [John or Charles] Wesley, a [John
William] Fletcher, a [George] Whitfield, a John, a Paul, and above all in the footsteps of Him
‘who went about doing good’ through evil and want and suffering that he might see and
save the lost.”55 Forced by political turmoil to remain on her grandfather’s plantation,
Texas Baptist Sallie McNeill compared her life of idleness with that of Ann H. Judson, one of
the first American woman to serve as a missionary abroad. Judson had lived her life for
Christ, and McNeill resolved to likewise, even if circumstance trapped her in her local
community.56
White Southern evangelicals were often hesitant to view their role models as
flawless and freely critiqued their weaker qualities. Letters between Virginia Methodist
John C. Granberry and Ella F. Winston reveal extensive debate over the spirituality of the
seventeenth-century French mystic Madame Guyon.57 Granbery acknowledged the power
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and merit of Guyon’s intense focus on the divine but noted “she carries her doctrine or at
least her experiences about self-renunciation and absorption in God to an extravagance
which we must correct.” Winston evidently disagreed, and Granbery’s next letter more
extensively detailed his critique of Guyon:
There is, in my judgment (and I am not alone,) a tendency, a spirit in her
writings, against which we should guard. She may lead us to consider religion
too exclusively as an elevated, ecstatic, profoundly calm and unaffected state
of mind in which we are lifted above the world, out of ourselves, into unity
with God, abiding in the realization of His presence, in the contemplation of
His glory, in the oblivion of self and all other objects save God, not even
caring about our own holy joys, but wholly absorbed in the adoration of His
perfections, in satisfaction with His will.
Still, he qualified his critique, noting, “How far short we fall of that deep, spiritual heavenly
life we ought to lead.” In other words, although Guyon’s example might have been
impractical in some ways because she failed to deal with “the dull routine of ordinary
affairs,” Granbery conceded that the spirit of personal piety was still one to be emulated,
albeit in moderation.58

Rational Choice
Although white Southern evangelicals valued personal moral agency, they did not
simply allow their emotions to drive their behavior without restraint. These evangelicals
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understood the world to be fundamentally rational and the ways of God to be discernable
to mortal man. As one historian has described it, white Southern evangelicals subscribed to
a “rational orthodoxy.”59 In demanding a rational justification for personal choices and
political moves, they expected their fellow citizens to act rationally and to be able to justify
their actions on request. They exerted significant effort to ensure that they themselves had
robust intellectual arguments to substantiate their choices.
White Southern evangelicals believed that education and the development of the
mind were necessary for believers to adequately and accurately read and interpret the
Bible for themselves.60 For this reason, they placed an extraordinary emphasis on higher
education, funding a wide range of colleges and universities across the South for both male
and female students. These programs emphasized both classical and contemporary
philosophy, and extracurricular literary societies at both male and female institutions gave
students ample opportunity to hone their debating skills on a wide range of political, social,
and religious issues.61 On a more personal level, parents and siblings reminded their
59
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children of the importance of developing a sharp mind to be a true Christian and an
upstanding citizen. As one sister wrote, “God has given you a great mind dear Jimmie, and it
remains with you to cultivate and improve it.”62 South Carolina Methodist Samuel D.
Sanders similarly encouraged his daughter: “Medium talent, well disciplined is like the
morning sun ‘shining more and more to the perfect day.’ Moderate ability, well cultivated
will give you every advantage that genius has and is much more reliable.”63 For these
evangelicals and countless others, the ability to independently rationalize the world and
articulate insight would not only serve one well in the social and political spheres but
would also constitute one a more perfect Christian, better equipped to know and follow the
will of God.
During the secession crisis, white Southern evangelicals turned to their faith,
exercising reason in their personal debates and musings to ascertain their political options,
the economic situation, and the direction to which God was calling them.64 As New York
Congregational minister Roswell Hitchcock described it, most Southerners were “men of
sense” and thus approached the political frenzy cautiously, looking for a means to settle the
controversy without seeking the disruption of the Union.65 To some extent, this spirit of
calm and rational consideration was manifested across the South. Men such as South
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Carolina Episcopalian William Trescot wrote, “I would not resign rashly or prematurely.”66
On the other hand, North Carolina Presbyterian Hattie Vance redirected her concern away
from the political discord in Washington to the “All-wise Father in heaven who is able to
‘make even the wrath of man to praise Him.’”67 More practically, South Carolina Baptist
James P. Boyce explained, “I believe that the Southern States will yet present their
ultimatum to the North, and when they do, it will be accepted” and the Union saved.68
These Southerners trusted that God would resolve the political conflict without bloodshed.
Much more common, however, were expressions of hope for rational compromise
and then as the conflict escalated, desperate longings for outsiders to recognize the logic of
secession. The “moral and public character” of North Carolinian William Graham was
already well known when Kentucky politician John Crittenden urged Graham to attend the
Constitutional Union Convention in Baltimore in mid-1860. The convention, he assured
Graham, would be an opportunity to address the public mind and attendees would be “free
to choose our course according to circumstances.”69 Although no evidence exists to suggest
that Graham went to Baltimore, the coexistence of these two ideas – the freedom of
conscience and independent rationalization – represent a common thread in white
Southern evangelical rhetoric. North Carolina Methodist John Halliburton, for example,
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insisted: “Every man in America is allowed to worship God according to the dictates of his
own conscience. The mind is nowhere forced.”70 For Halliburton, men (and women)
ultimately chose their own political convictions, just as they were free to worship God
however they chose; this choice was informed by reason.
This atmosphere of political self-molding meant that white Southern evangelicals
continued to gather information such as that coming out of national conventions and
periodicals and constantly re-examined their own personal affiliations. Georgian A.A.
Echols represents one such case. A self-proclaimed “lover of the Union,” Echols spent the
summer of 1860 travelling to “various Northern states” to interview Northern people and
ascertain the political sentiment of “the various classes: the politicians, professional
gentlemen, merchants, mechanics, and farmers.” It was on this trip, he later explained to a
longtime Massachusetts friend, he “was brought unwillingly yet irresistibly to the
conclusion that the great body of the people in all the non-slaveholding states are honestly
and determinedly opposed to the institutions of the South [for] they regarded the South as
holding to a great political, moral, and social evil.” What choice, then, did any rational
Southerner have but to support peaceful secession?71 The problem for Echols, and for likeminded evangelicals, was not that his choice of secession was hasty or illogical but that he
refused to consider the possibility that his own standard of morality could be flawed.
White Southern evangelicals were insistent in engaging naysayers and asserting that
their radical choice of secession was moral, necessary, and, most importantly, reasonable.
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South Carolina Baptist Keziah Brevard noted, “We of the South have no desire to interfere
with others. We try to wash out our own sins, and leave each one to answer to God for their
own sins.”72 If Northerners would only reciprocate the same standard of freedom of
conscience toward the South, the political discord would be quickly dissolved. For
Episcopalian Francis H. Smith, Virginia shared a “common grievance” with the South and
therefore would also share a “common destiny” if its neighboring states were attacked by
Federal forces. The choice to secede, therefore, could not be more rational.73 Writing to a
Northern relation, Georgia Jew Solomon Cohen detailed his vigorous support of secession,
concluding his letter, “I hope that you, good and pure, and just as you are, will at least find,
in our Southern view of the question, some justification for our Course.” Cohen recognized
that this relative might have been reluctant to sympathize with the Southern cause, but he
nonetheless demanded that she acknowledge the soundness of his logic and thereby
recognize the merit of secession as a political choice.74
Other white Southern evangelicals reasoned that because of Southern piety, they
could not allow abolitionists to usurp the federal government without consequences. South
Carolina Episcopalian Emma Holmes defiantly declared she feared not the terrors of civil
war for “we have truth, justice, and religion on our side.”75 South Carolina Presbyterian
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Thomas Smyth concurred, preaching that the South upheld the only honest interpretation
of Scripture. “Upon this rock [of interpretation], let the South build her house, and the gates
of hell shall not prevail against it.76 God’s word obeyed, and God’s will followed, will secure
for us that Divine succor, which is greater than all that can be against us.” Scripture
promised, and therefore the South could claim, holy invincibility to the demands of
Northern infidels.77
White Southern evangelicals freely expressed their so-called righteous indignation
at abolitionists, a term they conveniently conflated with all Northerners, troublemakers,
and persons with contrary political or religious views. Writing from east Texas,
Presbyterian J.M. Fain, for example, detailed the great hatred of abolitionists who he
claimed had incited many slaves to rebellion, burned more than twenty-five towns across
Texas, and poisoned villages by contaminating their wells with strychnine. The few details
provided by Fain suggest that the rebellion at least was incited by two travelling men, but
Fain nonetheless emphasized that most, if not all, of the suspicious characters causing
trouble in Texas had ties to the North and to abolitionists.78 Similarly, Alabamian J.M.
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Dewitt justified secession and the beginning of war as a superior choice to suffering “the
vile Abolitionists [who] mar the pristine beauty of our beloved [country].”79
Demonizing the enemy became a convenient means to justify secession, particularly
once military hostilities commenced. If federal forces, Republican leaders, and abolitionists
all were in league with satanic powers, pious Southerners could easily conclude that
secession and war were both a rational and a moral requirement of their faith. In one case,
South Carolina Episcopalian Lewis Grimball emphatically chastised his sister for listening
to her New York friends with regard to the political crisis:
Are you convinced? or must I number you with those infatuated few who
would further waste their breathe in fruitless appeals to the Reason of those
who have no reason but are guided in all their dealings with us by a most
Frantic Fanaticism? …Does History record one reasonable Fanatic? Not one!
Will you appeal to their Justice? I tell you, Fanaticism has murdered Justice
and reign[s] there supreme.80
Women in particular tended to view problematic political turmoil as personal
attacks. Virginia Presbyterian Lucy Fletcher freely blamed the political troublemakers who
voted for the “sectional President Lincoln…. I think a terrible responsibility rests upon
those fanatics who have so long been stirring up strife in our church and those politicians
who have availed themselves of such strife for party purposes.”81 For Fletcher, the
disruption of the Union was equal to the disruption of her fundraising efforts for the
building of a new church, and those political fanatics were to blame for both casualties.
Only Lincoln’s call for troops in April 1861 turned her against all Northerners. “We have no
79
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faith in a Union that must be enforced at the point of the bayonet and will not in any event
turn our arms against our Southern brethren.”82 Virginia Presbyterian and Unionsympathizer Julia Chase vocally complained that church gossip implied “that the Northern
people are the worst of persons,” a characterization she found appalling given the amount
of financial support the church had received from Northern congregations. Like Fletcher,
Chase saw the interference of petty politicians as a direct assault on her own worship and
community.83

A Question of Orthodoxy

White Southern evangelicals were as committed to Christian orthodoxy as they

were to the individual conscience. While these ideals could negate each other when
believers disagreed over the definition of legitimate Christian teachings and practices, they
also served as a powerful and unifying basis to challenge and criminalize dissent. The
commitment to eradicate heresy and condemn illegitimate spirituality easily transmuted
into a political zeal for secession, Southern independence, and war.
Despite the fact that white Southern evangelicals came to faith on personal terms,
they embraced a communal commitment to persecute threats to spiritual integrity. Even
when evangelicals could not agree on the requirements for baptism or the process of
perfection, they did almost universally agree that Roman Catholics, the Latter-Day Saints
(Mormons), and Muslims propagated a false gospel that was detrimental to Southern
society. The evangelical response to these spiritual threats is illuminating for its parallel to
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the Southern reaction toward abolition. Anti-Catholic literature like the Awful Disclosures of
Maria Monk published in 1836 exposed the supposed debauchery and baseness of Catholic
monastic life and served primarily to warn parents of the dangers Protestant children faced
when tempted by the Catholic approach to the Christian faith. Because Catholicism
masqueraded itself as another form of Christianity, young people could be led astray and
therefore needed warning.84 While white Southern evangelicals may have tolerated the
presence of Catholics and cooperated with Catholic efforts to build schools, hospitals, and
chapels, they remained skeptical of Catholic doctrine and the pope’s clear denunciation of
slavery.85
Antebellum discussions of Catholicism and Catholic ideas among evangelicals
centered on its counterfeit nature and the ways in which its subtle deviance from the truth
could menace the most well-meaning Protestant caught unaware. Faithful Georgia
Methodist Ella Thomas, for instance, noted in her diary that she found certain aspects of
Catholic faith – prayers for the repose of the dead and the intercession of saints – and of
Catholic tradition – organ music and rented pews – appealing. She longed for personal
fellowship over her own “struggles and trials,” which she found unavailable within
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Methodism, and she imagined a world where she could be bold enough to appeal to Christ’s
mother in confession. “I don’t think Mr. Thomas understands or is interested,” she noted,
and immediately corrected her own “false” thoughts with Scripture: “There is only one
Mediator, Christ Jesus, between God and man.”86 Evangelicals who did convert found
themselves defending their choice by pointing out the ways in which their own evangelical
piety led them to Catholic practice. When evangelical Minnie Carrington visited Arkansas in
1859, she found herself converting to Roman Catholicism against her own intentions.
Confessing to her childhood friend, Carrington recounted her bitter struggle to leave “the
glorious, beautiful faith of my ancestors” and answer a divine call to Catholic salvation.
Although Carrington’s account was filled with hope for reconciliation and understanding
from her friend, her description also reflected her desperation that her conversion be
understood as rational and unemotional. Like many an evangelical conversion story,
Carrington’s account emphasized the “calm study and mature reflection” that preceded her
decision and reiterated the role of a heavenly calling, a personal commission from God,
speaking through “the voice of conscience” rather than an arbitrary whim or the allure of
false prophets. Carrington’s ability to view Catholicism as compatible to Protestant piety
was her downfall, at least according to her evangelical contemporaries.87
The Catholic threat to Christian orthodoxy concerned many white Southern
evangelicals to the extent that they feared any religious contact with Catholics and instead
relied on polemical texts and warnings regarding “Romanism” and “popery.” Like many
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college students, North Carolina Episcopalian William Burgwyn complained to his parents
about the hardships of collegiate life. Enrolled at the Jesuit Georgetown College, Burgwyn
emphasized the depravity of the priests, claiming that he was disciplined because “they
hold Protestants little less than heathens” and unfairly accused him of slouching in class,
falling asleep during mass, and cheating on assignments and exams. Desperate to transfer
to Virginia Military Institute, Burgwyn warned his parents that the students at Georgetown
were rapidly converting to Catholicism to gain academic favor. The Jesuit environment, it
seems, stood in for any of his own mishaps and less than stellar behavior, and unlike
students at other institutions who blamed their friends, drunkenness, assaults to their
honor, and unreasonable faculty, Burgwyn relied on the stereotype of Catholic debauchery
to sway his parents’ educational decisions.88 Protestant parents did send their children to
Catholic schools with some regularity, but, more often than not strictly forbade their
children from engaging in religious activities while there. Regarding his sister’s Catholic
primary school, Louisiana priest Yves-Marie Le Conniat remarked with frustration, “The
parents who are Protestant do not want their children to say even the classroom
prayers.”89

This anti-Catholic strategy appears to have worked for Burgwyn, although he was unable
to convince his parents to enroll him at Virginia Military Academy. In August 1860,
Burgwyn instead enrolled at University of North Carolina, closer to home, where he
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This fear of guilt by association with Roman Catholicism was taken seriously by
white Southern evangelicals. At the first convention of bishops, clergymen, and laymen of
the Confederate Episcopal Church, Tennessee minister Richard Hines suggested the official
name of the church be changed from the “Protestant Episcopal Church” to the “Reformed
Catholic Church,” a change which unsettled numerous Southern Episcopalians. Although
the descriptor “reformed catholic” would convey a stronger commitment to both Reformed
theology and the universal church, the potential association with the Roman Catholic
Church seemed too large of a burden to bear. For Episcopalians like North Carolinian
Dorsey Pender and South Carolinian Emma Holmes, the retention of the descriptor
“protestant episcopal” emphasized the necessary rejection of the Catholic church and a
renewed commitment to a hierarchical order of clergy.90 This skepticism of Catholicism
struck Catholic chaplain Hippolyte Gache most particularly in Virginia when he observed
that most Protestants there had never encountered bonafide Catholics. Of one family, he
commented, “If they had the opportunity to know us as we really are, they would become
Catholics,” suggesting that much of the Protestant impression of Catholics was not based on
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personal acquaintance with Catholics but on familiarity with the supposed flaws of Catholic
doctrine and practice.91
Occasionally, white Southern evangelicals combined self-righteous anti-Catholic
attitudes with their disgust for those who critiqued the problems of slavery. North Carolina
Methodist Wesley Halliburton gave one such example he claimed to “know to be true”: “A
Northern Roman Catholic went to his priest and asked him if this passage in the Bible
(indicating the passage by his finger) supported slavery. His priest said it did. The laymen
tore the leaf from the Bible and swore that it was sacrilege to believe a Bible that upheld
slavery.” While Halliburton intended his example to demonstrate the stubbornness of
antislavery activists, he also betrayed his judgment of Northerners, Roman Catholics,
blasphemers, and abolitionists as interchangeable.92 Therefore, white Southerners
remained suspicious of Catholic theology and Catholic motives well into the mid-nineteenth
century, preferring to separate themselves, at least ideologically, from these prophets of
unorthodoxy.
Anti-Mormon and anti-Muslim literature of the time, however, reflected a markedly
different approach. Evangelical polemical works argued that there existed no need to read,
critique, or engage with the Book of Mormon or the Koran because neither were authentic
sacred texts. Labeling the Mormon and Muslim faiths as illegitimate was sufficient on its
own accord, and Southern Protestants saw no need to engage with these dissenters or to
enlighten them with the truth. If such heretics chose to reject orthodox religion, they
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deserved God’s judgment and the distrust of true believers. This same refusal to engage
with unorthodox dissidents can be seen in the evangelical push for secession and for war.93
White Southerners betrayed an unambiguous hatred of religious people who
propagated dissenting and heretical views. Stationed in the Utah and Nebraska territories,
North Carolina Baptist John S.R. Miller had nothing but disdain for the Mormons, describing
them variously as murderers, enemies of reform or civilization, and troublemakers.94 Other
white Southern evangelicals used “Mormon” as a convenient descriptor for persons who
abandoned true faith, accusing Unitarians, Universalists, spiritualists, backsliders, liars, and
rogues as being no better than Mormons.95 They were even more critical of followers of
Islam, often referring to them derogatorily as “infidels.” Georgia Methodist Henry Rogers
admitted his fascination with Islam and “the belief in the transmigration of souls,” but
hastened to add, “It is easy for them to be led astray and be blindly deluded into error by
such fascinating creeds.”96
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White Southern evangelicals described the project of secession and Southern
independence much like they might have discussed a crusade to the Holy Land.97
Describing the North as the “land of infidels,” they determined to cut off Northern influence
on the South and often acknowledged a “holy” need to fight these false prophets regardless
of the outcome of the fight.98 For one Virginia minister, America had already been
contaminated by the fighting and apostasy of the “Ishamaelites,” and another Virginia
citizen asserted that secession would conclusively rid the South of the “hypocritical and
infidel uproars” over slavery.99 Georgia Methodist Travis Weaver imagined the Southern
determination to expel these infidels from its midst as one battle among the many battles of
Christianity over thrones, empires, and nations to be vindicated in the final day of
judgment. Like a modern crusader, Weaver proclaimed, “With the Bible for your sword and
the Spirit of God your commander, fight infidelity, sack every city, uproot every germ.”100
As they had with Catholics, Mormons, and Muslims, white Southern evangelicals
distrusted abolitionists and antislavery activists because they viewed them as outsiders
who continued to attack Southern society despite their apparent lack of familiarity with
Southern slavery and the political economy of the South. Although Southern politicians had
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been forced to compromise and agree to temporary measures such as the Fugitive Slave
Act of 1850 and the Kansas-Nebraska Act of 1854, white Southern evangelicals were
frustrated by the continual need to defend their values and way of life against an
ideological foe they saw as illegitimate. Therefore, even in a climate of disestablishment,
white Southern evangelicals united against these political outsiders who threatened
spiritual orthodoxy.101
Much like their attitudes toward unorthodox faiths, white Southern evangelicals
found no need to engage with abolitionists or abolitionist literature directly. Critiques of
the Southern practice of slavery by notable abolitionists like Harriett Beecher Stowe and
William Lloyd Garrison became fodder for popular humor and almost ludicrous
generalizations precisely because Southern evangelicals characterized them as the work of
ignorant charlatans, blinded by fame and greed, who posed little actual threat to the
integrity of the institution of slavery.102 In her work titled Progression, Or, The South
Defended published in 1860, Louisiana authoress Mary Shaw asserted that much
misinformation had been propagated by Northern intellectuals and suggested that her
work challenged such literature. However, her dedication indicates that such a rebuttal was
not grounded in a line-by-line analysis of abolitionist texts but rather to its broad attitude
of critiquing Southern orthodoxy.
To the intelligent, reasoning, and generous thinkers among my countrymen
and countrywomen – those who are willing, with unjaundiced eyes and
101
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unprejudiced opinions, to weigh the South and her Institutions in the balance
of Justice, against fanaticism and error – this volume is sincerely dedicated;
while it is respectfully submitted to the consideration of all believers and
admirers of the monstrosities set forth in Uncle Tom’s Cabin, et haec Omnia
genera,103 for the purpose of deceiving and misleading the masses.
The work, then, served not as a rebuttal to Uncle Tom’s Cabin (1852) but rather as a
challenge to white Northerners to reconsider their source of information by offering a
more firsthand perspective on Southern society.104 North Carolina Episcopalian Catherine
Edmondston commented that Mrs. Stowe simply could not comprehend the natural basis of
slavery, referring to Stowe as a proxy for all abolitionists lacking familiarity with Southern
life.105 Even Frank Steele, an Ohio-raised tutor temporarily working in Mississippi,
confessed that after living in the South, he determined that Mrs. Stowe’s work could not be
more unfounded. Slavery itself, he explained to his Northern family members, is conducive
to the happiness of the slaves “as their smiling countenances and merry dispositions go to
prove.” “Like Mrs. Stowe’s Miss Ophelia,” he was “not very fond” of slaves but, Northern
abolitionists ignored the potential problems of interracial society that necessarily followed
the abolition of slavery.106
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Because white Southern evangelicals tended to respond to abolition as a challenge
to Southern orthodoxy, they were more inclined to make broad generalizations regarding
people who questioned the Southern institution of slavery and very quickly categorized
them as a viable threat to Christian integrity. Although true abolitionists like Frederick
Douglass and the Grimké sisters were few and far between, Southerners remained
convinced that their influence among Northerners was widespread and deep. Virginian
Andrew Stevenson noted, with little awareness of the breadth of his claim, that all people
west of Lexington, Virginia “are little better than abolitionists.”107 Georgia Jew Solomon
Cohen reminded his Northern aunt, “Thousands of Northern people indignantly deny that
they are abolitionists, and yet they support abolition books, newspapers, and pulpits.108
The association of abolition with Northerners at large was so common that when one
Southern girl was reassigned classrooms at her boarding school, her outrage was seen as a
natural response to the insult to her Southern purity: “It must go hard with her indeed to
be among so many Northerners, for you know what a hatred she has for anything like
abolitionism.”109 Indeed, mid-twentieth-century historian Frank Owsley’s interpretation of
the intellectual sectionalism at the outbreak of the Civil War appears to match the Southern
perception of the threat represented by the North, the Republican Party, and Lincoln. He
wrote, “The genuine abolitionists were few in number in the beginning; but… abolitionism
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touched the intellectuals of the East and of the North generally…. The effects upon the
minds of the millions who did not consider themselves abolitionists were profound.”110
For white Southern evangelicals, the specter of Northern abolition, particularly with
the election of Republican candidate Abraham Lincoln, suggested the beginning of a battle
to protect the South not merely from a hostile political faction but even further from a
spiritual nemesis. North Carolina Presbyterian David Schenck had little doubt of the
betrayal of all Unionists, writing, “Every one not for us is against us and is counted an
enemy, a ‘submissionist,’ equal to a Tory.”111 Schenck’s language labels both open
supporters of Lincoln and passive onlookers as traitors to the Southern cause, but perhaps
even more telling, his use of scripture indicates his tendency to view such political traitors
as spiritual blasphemers.112 While Schenck’s rhetoric appears extreme, his confidence in
Southern spiritual superiority was commonplace. Although Virginia Presbyterian minister
Robert Dabney assured his sister, “We greatly overestimate the prevalence of a fixed
abolition sentiment at the North,”113 he was well aware that a rising sense of abolitionist
influence was driving religious Southerners to view secession as a moral and spiritual
issue. As an outsider, New York Presbyterian minister William Sprague had the liberty to
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be even more frank: “The great mistake of the south is in supposing that the little herd of
fanatical abolitionists with which we are scourged represent the North.”114
For a group of people so long concerned with the separation of politics and the faith,
understanding abolition – and therefore all Northerners – as a threat to the purity of
Southern evangelicalism meant that engaging with political and social dissenters became a
matter of spiritual necessity and obligation. As they had for decades with non-Protestant
religions, white Southern evangelicals spent little time engaging directly with these
“unbelievers” and made little effort to understand their perspectives. Although from the
outside, this attitude can appear to be a rapid transition from denial to fanaticism,
understanding the religious need for separation from a newly empowered spiritual enemy
underscores the extent to which white Southern evangelicals themselves understood their
actions to be logical and rational.
The timeline from tolerance to secession in Virginia is perhaps illustrative of this
logic of spiritual warfare. In May 1859, Democratic Congressman John Letcher won the
state governorship, following a campaign plagued by rumors of abolitionist sympathy. In
January 1859, Virginia William Turnstall had bemoaned the candidacy of Letcher, writing,
“What has become of the morals and independence of the people and the Press?”115 The
fear that Letcher’s election would encourage abolitionist mayhem in Virginia seemed to be
realized with John Brown’s attack on Harper’s Ferry in October 1859. Virginians such as
Methodist Daniel Cobb worried that the slave rebellion marked only the “beginning of
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much bloodshed” while Baptist Jeremiah Harris feared: “Our political horizon now wears a
dark aspect.”116 William Turnstall blamed the attack on the election of Letcher, a person
known to be “untrue to the South, faithless to his party, and wanting in moral integrity.”117
White evangelical Virginians quickly associated the rebellion at Harper’s Ferry with
the agitation and zeal of Northern abolitionists. The treasonable acts of the abolitionists
might lead to a fracturing of the country, one Episcopal Virginian warned his sister living in
New York.118 In North Carolina, Presbyterian Harriett Vance warned her husband in
Congress that the whole South ought to be on watch for the next incident.119 Some
Virginians hoped that abolitionists would learn from the failure of the raid. As Henry
Brown put it, “The affair at Harper’s Ferry is surely a scorcher to the abolitionists, but if
they will kindle a fire, it is proper for them to be well scorched in the flames.”120
Despite their conflation of Letcher, Brown, and Northern abolitionists as political
troublemakers and harbingers of bloodshed, white evangelical Virginians seemed to view
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themselves as observers of a political quarrel over the merits of slavery, the place of state’s
rights, and the necessity for law and order. Although the shift happened at different times
for different individuals, discussions of John Brown and the incident at Harper’s Ferry after
June 1860 contained much more explicitly religious language as well as a much stronger
commitment to immediate action and a Southern identity. At this juncture, John Brown’s
betrayal turned from a political nightmare to a spiritual liability. In mid-June, Virginia
Henry Fisher warned Governor Letcher that the political example of Harper’s Ferry could
no long be ignored as citizens North and South continued to agitate around the issue.121
South Carolina Baptist Keziah Brevard explained that John Brown did not come to the
South to preach against sin like one of Christ’s disciples but instead came to “cut our
throats.” “Did God set the children of Israel to cutting their masters’ throat to [free] them
from bondage? No.” Unlike discussions in 1859 which focused on John Brown and the
treason of rebelling against the government, Brevard instead accused Brown of being a
false John the Baptist or a false Moses. For a religious woman like Brevard, betraying or
undermining the kingdom of God was a much weightier offense than committing treason
against the federal government.122 By early 1861, North Carolina Presbyterian David
Schenck noted in his diary that Virginia had no choice but to secede if it wanted to avoid the
“dread of the resurrection of John Brown’s ghost.” Despite its lurid imagery, Schenck’s
writings indicates a new appreciation of the gravity of abolition; it devilish power to
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insidiously infect Southern society gave Schenck the confidence and obligation to commit
his “life, honor, and fortune” to fight this spiritual demon.123
With the outbreak of civil war, white Southern evangelicals continued to expand on
the imagery of abolition and John Brown as a specter of evil threatening Southern
orthodoxy. Writing to her aunt in Pennsylvania, North Carolinian Liz Backus noted that she
had no choice but to secede from a Union that glorified that “crazy fanatic, poor old John
Brown as a Martyr.”124 One Virginian described John Brown as that “infamous knave, a
devilish scoundrel,” remarking that when such devils run wild, nothing can be trusted any
longer.125 This shift to characterizing John Brown as a devil with a devilish scheme rather
than a traitor betraying his countrymen made it more instinctual for white Southern
evangelicals to rally around secession and the war as an extension of their piety. This
attitude underscores the attitude of Georgia Presbyterian John Fort who captured “the
brother of the celebrated John Brown” in July 1861. This patriotism and militant spirit
complemented his family’s daily prayers for Fort’s safety and protection because, in their
minds at least, his personal battle against the North and abolition was a spiritual one.126
White Southern evangelicals were vocal about the extent to which the abolitionist
threat of the North compelled them to choose immediate secession. By framing abolition as
antagonistic to Southern piety, the choice to separate form the North became all but
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compulsory. As Georgia Joseph Atkins put it, “Any man that is not in favor of secession
before Lincoln’s inauguration is [said to be in] submission to Black Republican rule and
abolitionism.”127 An editorial in the Charleston Mercury in October 1860 argued that
secession was the only effective means to stymie the efforts of the abolitionists. “If we
submit, and do not dissolve our union with the North, we make the triumph of our
Abolition enemies complete, and enable them to consolidate and wield the power of the
North for our destruction.”128 Lincoln’s election in November 1860 only solidified the
power of these abolitionists in the eyes of white Southern evangelicals. As Georgia
Governor Joseph Brown saw it, the triumph of abolitionism was sufficient cause for
secession. “[Lincoln] is the mere representation of a fanatical abolition sentiment – the
mere instrument of a great triumphal political party, the principles of which are deadly
hostile to the institution of slavery, and openly at war with the fundamental doctrines of
the constitution of the United States.” Necessity demanded immediate action because the
South “can never again live in peace with the Northern abolitionists,” particularly if these
abolitionists had no intention of seeking peace.129 Others such as Alabamian Fannie Atkins,
Louisianian Cushing Wright, and Virginia Episcopalian J.B. Jones agreed that Lincoln’s
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election signaled a choice between the abolition of slavery and Southern independence.
The pious path was clear, and the window of opportunity small.130
Other white Southern evangelicals were more reluctant to embrace secession, often
complaining privately that they had reservations about the morality and sustainability of
slavery. Tennessee Presbyterian minister George Eagleton was atypical in his attitude
toward the Southern practice of slavery, but his attitude toward abolition and secession is
perhaps telling of a larger trend. Eagleton viewed slavery as evil but saw abolition as
impractical. Himself an advocate for colonization and the son of a slaveholder who had
freed his slaves and sent them to Liberia, Eagleton was more concerned with the political
conflicts stemming from the slavery controversy than the morals of the system itself. While
training at Union Theological Seminary in New York, he complained of overzealous
classmates who argued that slavery was a “sin per se.” Despite his commitment to peace
and his open Unionist stance in his sermons, his wife Ethie noted in November 1861 that
George had enlisted in the Confederate Army to fight “the most unrighteous war that ever
was brought on any nation that ever lived.” For the Eagletons, the attempt of Northerners
to dictate matters of conscience and personal freedom constituted the ultimate sin, and no
true believer could sit by idly in the face of such an evil.131
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In fact, white Southern evangelicals seemed more confident of the evils of abolition
than almost anything else. Although some like Georgia Universalist Thomas Maguire held
up hope that Northerners would come to their senses and stay the evil of the abolitionists,
most concluded that abolitionists and their Northern conspirators were beyond hope. For
North Carolina Presbyterian David Schenck, “the fanatical Abolitionists of the North…
recognize no guide or restriction,” claiming a “Higher law” as their motivation. This lack of
reason and appeal to an amorphous, indeterminate moral standard indicated the
untrustworthy and reckless nature of abolition.132 Georgia Methodist Susan Shewmake
made a similar critique, noting that “antislavery sentiments lead to infidelity by
proclaiming the ‘higher law’ doctrine, which sets conscience above the Revealed Word.”133
For both Schenck and Shewmake, the great sin of Northern abolition was to disregard
scripture and reason, forsaking God and rejecting the divine order of society. Opening a day
of deliberation at the Georgia Secession Convention in 1861, Methodist minister James E.
Evans offered this critique of the South’s primary enemy:
A great evil is upon the land, which has produced the crisis which has called
this convention together. Sin has been committed. Help us to search it out.
The spirit of abolitionism and fanaticism is rampant in the North. This we
see. May there not be other evils. Help us to find them out and to take
measures that they may be cured.134
The heresy of abolitionist doctrine demanded a radical response from faithful
Southerners. Speaking to a Richmond crowd welcoming Jefferson Davis to the new
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Confederate capital, former Virginia governor Henry A. Wise wasted little time in
comparing the Northern foe to idol-worshipping deviants intent on bringing the South into
the depths of hell and destruction.
You have met a foe with whom you could not live in peace…. They have
abolitionized your border…. They have invaded your moral strongholds and
the rights of your religion, and have undertaken to teach you what should be
the moral duties of men…. They have set themselves up as a petty Providence
by which you are in all things guided and controlled…. I rejoice in this war….
Why? Because it is a war of purification. You want war, fire, blood to purify
you; and the Lord of Hosts has demanded that you should walk through fire
and blood. You are called to the fiery baptism, and I call upon you to come up
to the altar.135
In this way, secession and war became a matter of fighting a holy cause against a morally
defunct and spiteful foe.
Secession-era documents overflowed with ways in which abolitionists and
Northerners at large embodied all that was evil in the United States. Much like language
which had been used to describe the Mormons and Native Americans in the antebellum era,
these descriptions left little grey area in determining the amount of evil and violence the
North intended to bring upon the South.136 Virginia Lutheran P.C. Henkel minced no words,
writing, “I regard the abolitionists as a set of plunderers and murderers, and they have
nothing else in view.”137 South Carolina Episcopalian Emma Holmes blamed the “malignity
and fanaticism of the Black Republicans” for the fracturing of the Union while Alabaman
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J.M. Dewitt vowed to never “suffer the vile Abolitionists to mar the pristine purity” of the
South.138 Virginian Powhatan Ellis described the urgent need for battle against those “Goths
and vandals of the North” that had infiltrated Virginia.139 All these descriptions indicated a
sense of spiritual evil surrounding the North and a desperation to isolate the South from
such influences.
In a few cases, the battle for moral supremacy over the “evils” of abolition became
personal. In January 1861, South Carolina Baptist Keziah Brevard recorded a prayer in her
diary, petitioning specifically to be cut asunder from the abolitionists in the future
dispensation. “Yes, Lord Jesus, separate us in the world to come. Let us not be together. It is
encouraging to hope liars shall have no part in Thee. Let the goats be removed from the
sheep.” By appropriating this language of final judgment toward the abolitionists, Brevard
indicated her belief that Northerners represented the apostate nations who appeared to be
believers yet were not recognized at the judgment seat of Christ, a severe critique of her
political enemies.140 On the other hand, Alabama Methodist Augusta Evans found that even
rumors of an engagement to a man suspected of being a “Black Republican” and an
abolitionist marred her reputation. Although extent records suggest that Evans and New
York World editor James Reed Spaulding entered only into a tentative engagement with no
wedding date ever set, the gossip so grieved Evans that she penned a scathing rebuke to
138
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her aunt, whom she accused of sharing her secret betrothal with the world. Evans’ horror
may well have been attributed to the fact that her fame and even her connection to
Spaulding centered on the publication of her novel Beulah in 1859, a book that celebrated
the female protagonist’s journey to Southern womanhood, including and validating the
practice of slavery. As a vocal defender of the peculiar institution, Evans found the
accusations both insulting and hurtful.141
In addition to characterizing abolitionists as liars and deviants, many white
Southern evangelicals also reasoned that the cause of abolition itself was both unnatural
and unholy. At the provisional election of Jefferson Davis and Alexander Stephens, Georgia
Methodist Susan Shewmake hoped for peace but was prepared for an unholy war. On the
occasion, she wrote, “Every true patriot is aware that great dangers menace the peace of
the country from Northern Abolitionists…. We should nerve ourselves for the worst and if
it please God to overrule the disturbing elements and restore peace to our country, we will
welcome the glad intelligence with grateful hearts.”142 Virginian James Lyons responded to
the question of the right to secession by arguing that secession itself was morally
imperative. “The abolitionists and their allies in the northern and eastern states, have been
engaged for more than twenty years in the most cruel, unnatural, and unholy warfare upon
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the peace, safety, and property of the southern states.”143 Passivity raised the risk of the
abolitionist agenda infiltrating the South. As Virginian Joseph Hiden put it, without
secession, Virginia “will become abolitionized,” which is “a humiliating fact, a shame. May a
kind Providence save us.”144
While such animosity toward the “apostate” North may seem extreme, some historic
precedence existed for the interference of liberal-minded Northern activists into matters of
the faith. The antebellum divisions of three major Protestant denominations – the
Presbyterian, the Methodist, and the Baptist Churches – over the question of slavery gave
white Southern evangelicals reason to believe that further turmoil and division was
imminent. In the case of church divisions, the Southern factions remained conservative and
favored the status quo, while those that questioned the morality of slaveholding had
pressed the issue and split off. Although the narrative has altered over time, historian April
Holm has argued that antebellum Southerners gained rhetorical advantage by highlighting
a Northern tendency to deviate from tradition, and thus, presumably to deviate from
scripture.145 An 1859 article in the North Carolina Christian Advocate, a Southern Methodist
paper, suggested that the “incalculable evils” wrought over disputed boundaries between
the Northern and Southern churches stemmed from the greed of the Northern church in
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maintaining “its foothold in Southern states.”146 These antebellum decisions to “allow”
abolitionists to split the denominations was a mistake that white Southern evangelicals
were reluctant to repeat in the secession era. Thanks to the abolitionists, Southern clergy
could no longer avoid bringing political issues into the Church, but history had proven that
the South was still contaminated with abolitionist doctrine. Reflecting in 1862 about this
earlier reluctance to take action, North Carolina Presbyterian C.H. Wiley remarked, “As the
political [man] had to base his argument at last on the true doctrines of Scripture, here was
a clear opening for the church to plant itself on the sacred word, and while recognizing the
justice of slavery as sanctified by God himself, to bring to bear on the conduct of individuals
towards this institution, the whole teaching of the Holy Scriptures.”147 With the conviction
that Northerners constituted a legitimate threat to Southern orthodoxy and Southern
society, white evangelicals determined that abolition was a problem that needed to be
solved once and for all, and that solution, they claimed, was secession and Southern
independence.
If abolitionism was a matter of faith and morals, then white Southern evangelicals
believed their devotion required them to take immediate and radical action. Although long
reluctant to comment on the issue of abolition, South Carolina Methodist Augustus
Longstreet concluded that by 1859 abolition had infiltrated the churches as well as politics
and the economy. Responding to accusations of meddling in politics as a clergyman,
Longstreet fired back to The Charleston Daily Courier, “What run-mad abolitionism in the
“‘Ups’ and ‘Downs’ of the Border Warfare,” Christian Advocate (Raleigh, N.C., June 30,
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actual invasion of Southern territory has to do with politics, I really do not know.”148 When
witnessing the hanging of a suspected abolitionist in Knoxville, Tennessee, Georgia Baptist
Howard DeVotie proclaimed to his father, “He has at last met his just and righteous fate.”149
Although Southern evangelicals such as Longstreet and DeVotie felt empowered by a
righteous cause to prosecute Northerners, the religious spirit of vindication among these
evangelicals did occasionally temper their actions. For example, North Carolina
Episcopalian Helen Backus was critical of Lincoln, remarking that he “will have a heavy
reckoning to answer for, plunging a whole nation into much distress.” Of Northerners, she
confessed to her sister, “If they were to be exterminated, there might be peace and comfort
in the land, but it is of no use to talk. We must bide the issue, feeling convinced that God can
stay the wrath of men. They can only advance as far as He will.” Although her sister’s
residence in Pennsylvania may have given Backus some pause in her desire to exterminate
all Northerners, her description of the North as having a “bloodthirsty spirit” and her
assertion of Lincoln making the leader of the Reign of Terror, Maximilien Robespierre, “a
saint by comparison” indicate her conviction that “those low fanatic abolitionists” were the
source of all Southern distress.150
White Southern evangelicals also recognized the influence of abolitionist
propaganda abroad, and their discussion of diplomatic efforts indicates a further conviction
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that the battle against the false prophets of the North was indeed a spiritual one. The only
way to plead the South’s case before the nations, one Southerner reasoned, was to testify of
the “infernal fanatics and hell hounds of Old Abe.” Without such a testimony,
What does the European people know how we have been abused and
imposed upon by the Northern Abolitionists? They know but very little about
it, and it is all important to us that they should know all about it; our
salvation may depend upon this. For it will as sure as there is a God in heaven
make them Sympathetic with us, and declare our cause right and just before
God and nations.151
This argument that the “salvation” of the South depended on the truth being promoted
abroad suggests that evangelical Southerners saw secession as a moral solution to the
spiritual problem posed by abolitionism. The widespread support for the missions of
Confederate diplomats James Murray Mason to London and John Slidell to Paris and the
indignation over their capture in the Trent affair, indicate the extent to which white
Southern evangelicals believed that European audiences would be sympathetic to the
Southern cause not merely as a means to continue trade relations but more importantly as
a means to learn of the moral fight against abolition. The hesitation of both Britain and
France during the Trent affair and in subsequent negotiations no doubt exposes the
peculiarity of Southern evangelical rationale, but it also suggests the extent to which white
Southern evangelicals were convinced of the strength, maturity, and superiority of their
mission despite the obvious hurdles to gaining European support, including the fact that
both Britain and France had outlawed slavery in their empires.152
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Personal Battles
Although white Southern evangelicals moved as a group against Northerners whom
they labeled as a legitimate threat to Southern spirituality, their inclination to approach
scripture and theology as individuals hindered their ability to develop a strong sense of
national identity. Their private faith and subjective reasoning brought many to a similar
conclusion that their moral obligation was to support secession and war, but this obligation
often remained a personal one rather than a communal or nationalistic one. In spiritual
terms at least, white Southern evangelicals saw the battle for Southern independence as a
personal battle against an evil force, a battle fought by many individuals in parallel rather
than one fought collectively. Choosing secession was a question of conscience, and
oftentimes these individuals rationalized their choices in a manner that revealed their own
self-interests.
White southern evangelicals came to support Southern secession at the individual
level and weighed the benefits and risks of such a spiritual and political move based on
their personal context and familial situations. South Carolina Episcopalian Meta Grimball,
for example, conceded that secession was the right political move for her even as she
acknowledged that it could mean financial ruin for her family.153 Similarly, South Carolina
Episcopalian Ada Bacot described her choice to serve as a nurse for the wounded as a
personal calling from God, one that demanded personal sacrifice but also one that fit into
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her own status as a financially independent widow.154 Along a different line, Georgia
Baptist Howard DeVotie admitted that his decision to drop out of medical school in
Philadelphia and enlist in the Confederate military came out of a personal commitment to
political alliances – “I regret that last summer I permitted my patriotism to suffocate my
common sense.” Being unable to secure a permanent position as a surgeon’s assistant
because of his lack of sufficient training, DeVotie was forced to leave the military in the fall
of 1861 and re-enroll in medical school, the second time in New Orleans.155 To some extent,
these evangelicals saw their personal interests and an investment in secession to be in
harmony. As historian Nina Silber has noted, “It was common among Confederates to meld
the personal and political, indeed to make the private obligation stand in for a larger
ideological motive.”156
The timing of secession and the question of supporting it was, for many white
Southern evangelicals, a matter of personal morality. “There is a moral force,” South
Carolina Episcopalian William H. Trescot explained, “in acting as if we were exercising our
rights and did not assume the intention of the Federal Government to attempt coercion.”157
Claiming moral agency, therefore, required definitive action before matters defaulted to a
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defensive reaction. Under this same logic, one Mississippi girl censured Tennessee’s
reluctance to join the Southern cause, writing: “I would have gone out at the first beginning
and not waited for old Abe [the] rail splitter to make me by declaring war.” Leaving the
Union and abandoning the North once and for all was the morally superior choice, and one
she believed any state should choose in lieu of waiting for Lincoln to force the action.158
When war came, however, some Confederate evangelicals found themselves
questioning their prior commitment to secession as a moral cause. South Carolina
Episcopalian Robert Barnwell feared, after the firing at Fort Sumter, that war spelled the
end of any rational chance at southern independence.159 North Carolina Episcopalian Bryan
Grimes was reminded to renew his trust in God even in the frenzy of the crisis. One friend
counseled, “Certainly the circumstances under which you are placed at present ought by all
means to induce you to give religion your very serious attention.”160 In Virginia, Baptist
Aquila Peyton begged his pastor for advice on whether to enlist. To his great
disappointment, Peyton recorded that his pastor merely commended him to “follow my
own convictions of duty.” Like Barnwell and Grimes, Peyton faced the immediacy of war by
returning to his personal faith for answers. Peyton noted in prayer, “O Lord… ‘cause me to
know the way wherein I should walk.’” In a matter of weeks, Peyton had enlisted in the 47th
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Virginia Infantry, concluding that God’s ways alone were eternal, and therefore, any cause
of God’s would have eternal value.161
As these white Southerners contemplated the morality of secession and weighed the
personal cost of allying themselves with the Confederacy, they readily acknowledged that a
life of faith demanded personal sacrifice. Whether at home, at work, or in the mission field,
white Southern evangelicals were fond of the biblical phrase: “He hath done all things
well.”162 In hardship and in blessing, in sickness and in health, personal conviction in the
workings of providence gave white evangelicals hope, strength, and courage to lead a
sacrificial life.163 Again and again, white Southern evangelicals such as Georgia Methodist
Anna Green committed themselves and their country to the hands of the Almighty God.164
Following the battle of Manassas, the commanding Confederate generals similarly
reminded their men that they fought under the protection of a just God, who would
vindicate personal sacrifice in due time.165
Psalm 143:8 – “Cause me to hear thy lovingkindness in the morning; for in Thee do I
trust: cause me to know the way wherein I should walk; for I lift up my soul unto Thee”;
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Some Confederate evangelicals went so far as to suggest that complaints about
personal hardship and selfish anxiety directly impeded the Confederate war effort. Virginia
Episcopalian Ida Dulany noted that Southern victory could come only if personal loss and
lament were kept in check. Dulany recorded her prayers to God to assuage her personal
guilt for her attention to her own needs rather than the moral crisis of the country.166 South
Carolina Presbyterian Franklin Gaillard was even more direct, calling for every Southern
man to volunteer and put the holy cause of secession ahead of personal interest. Although a
widower with several children, Gaillard justified his enlistment to his children by
explaining that secession was the most holy cause. Hence, his primary obligation to God
and to his family was an absolute commitment to the Southern cause. If he was killed in
action, he reasoned, God would reward his faithful zeal and provide for his children
abundantly as reward for that service.167
For men and women, private devotion and prayer became a means by which they
identified themselves with the spiritual battle for Southern independence and became
actors in this desperate quest for heavenly vindication. Evangelicals had often encouraged
prayer for civil authorities, quoting scriptural texts such as Romans 13:1 and 1 Timothy
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2:1-2 and using liturgical prayers that covered such public figures; Roman Catholics and
Jews followed similar practices.168
After the secession of individual states, denominations including the Episcopal
Church and the Catholic Church published memorandums in the newspapers with revised
instructions for liturgical prayers. In January 1861, Georgia Episcopal Bishop Stephen
Elliott, for example, printed a suggested prayer for the deliberations of the state legislature.
In the event of secession, he called for a suspension of the “prayer for Congress” and an
alteration of the “prayer for the president” to one for the governor. In case of war, the
“prayer in time of war and tumult was to be used.”169 South Carolina Episcopalian Emma
Holmes noted that her congregation omitted the prayer for the president and replaced the
prayer for Congress with a prayer “for the people of the South Carolina legislature
assembled.” When a fellow parishioner walked ut of the service at this change, she
concluded, “He is almost, if not quite, an infidel, or at least an atheist [even though he] used
to attend St. Michael’s Church.”170
Romans 13:1 – “Let every soul be subject unto the higher powers. For there is no power
but of God: the powers that be are ordained of God”; 1 Timothy 2:1-2 – “I exhort therefore,
that, first of all, supplications, prayers, intercessions, and giving of thanks, be made for all
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In January 1861, the Board of Elders of the Moravian Church in Salem, North
Carolina discussed whether to continue the weekly “prayer for the President and the
Union,” noting “its repeated omission of late.” No determination was made at that meeting,
but the recording secretary later noted that such prayer was subsequently omitted from
the liturgy.171 Minutes of the Providential Conference in June noted a resolution “to amend
the prayers in church litany which refer to the government of our country, and also the
prayer in times of war, that they would be consistent with out present circumstances.”172
Whether or not they worshiped in a liturgical atmosphere, white Southern
evangelicals took it upon themselves to pray privately for secession and later war. They
often noted with satisfaction when clergy followed their sentiments in public. North
Carolina Episcopalian Kate Curtis, for example, rejoiced when her pastor “used the prayer
for ‘times of war and tumult’ and had altered the one for ‘President of the United States.’ I
think he had done perfectly right in everything.”173 In private, Virginia Baptist Simpson
Taylor feared that secession would be the only way to maintain Southern liberty. “If we
cannot get our just return in this way, then we must look unto God in prayer and
supplication, imploring Him to bring out good out of the thing that threatens [us] now as a
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nation.”174 Likewise, Virginia Methodist John Granberry reminded his fiancée: “We, Miss
Ella, can do little for our country now except to commend her cause to the God of peace and
the God of battles; yet who does more than those who pray in sincerity and faith to Him the
Ruler of nations and hearer of prayer?”175 All these appeals to God in His authority
reflected the notion that the individual had access to the Divine and could directly petition
for God’s favor toward the cause of secession. God answered the sincere prayers of faithful
individuals, they supposed, and therefore white Southern evangelicals took it upon
themselves to petition publicly and privately for the will of God to be carried out on earth, a
will they believed to favor Southern independence and slavery.
In the midst of national turmoil, white southern evangelicals turned to prayer as a
vehicle of personal hope. In February 1861, South Carolina Episcopalian Emma Holmes
prayed that “the terrors of civil war may be averted.”176 The Federal capture of North
Carolina’s Fort Hatteras in August 1861 made North Carolina Episcopalian Elizabeth Collier
angry “with just indignation,” and prayer gave her reassurance and confidence that “God
had not forsaken us.”177 Some supposed that private prayer brought together various
Southerners appealing to the same God for a common cause. For instance, Virginia Baptist
George Bagby assured his son that “the prayers of the South will follow [all] who have so
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nobly responded to the call of their Country in this hour of her peril.”178 Yet such a
collective identity seemed merely forged out of the similar preferences of like-minded
individuals rather than being grounded in a robust national identity.
The prayers of Confederate women, evangelical or otherwise, have been credited
with buoying the spirit of the Confederacy in hardship and adversity, at least in the early
years of the war. Southern women, some historians have argued, felt a particular patriotic
duty to petition for God’s favor and found a new political voice for themselves in a highly
chaotic atmosphere.179 Although scholars have pointed to this phenomenon as a moment of
gender solidarity and feminine awakening, the power of prayer and private devotion gave
both Southern men and women a sense of belonging by actively engaging in a rapidly
changing social, political, and economic world. The centrality of private reasoning and
personal conviction in evangelical theology meant that any believer could participate in the
cosmic struggle between good and evil that the fight for secession represented. Both men
and women found spiritual power and authority in private devotion and believed that their
private actions could have a significant impact on the future of the South. Creating and
sustaining Confederate rhetoric was a process that many evangelicals participated in,
through letters, diaries, and published works including poems, polemics, and novels.
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The difference for women was that Southern society gave no space for the “fairer
sex” in politics, war, or the pulpit. By virtue of their gender, white Southern females were
excluded from voting and holding political office, enlisting in the Confederate military, and
holding positions of authority within the church. There were a few women who defied each
of these limitations. South Carolina Baptist Keziah Brevard, for example, served in a limited
capacity as legal proxy for her husband, who was twice committed to an insane asylum, and
as legal guardian for her stepsister, who was declared mentally incompetent. Virginian
Belle Boyd and Tennessean Belle Edmondson openly served as diplomatic spies for the
Confederacy. while others such as South Carolina Episcopalian Ada Bacot worked as
medical professionals among the troops. Women like New York Methodist Phoebe Palmer
were celebrated within Southern evangelical circles for their insight into holiness theology,
while authoresses such as Alabama Methodist Augusta Evans and Louisianian Mary Homes
wrote and published polemical texts on religion and patriotism under female names.180
Most white Southern evangelical women, however, seemed content to leave the leadership
and responsibility of politics, war, and the pulpit to men. Although both men and women
understood secession and Southern independence on personal terms and made sense of
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this radical change through the lens of their faith, women’s devotions are noteworthy not
for the spiritual commitment itself, but rather for the extent to which historians have relied
on piety to gain access to female opinions and rationalizations of secession, Southern
independence, and the Civil War.
Although white Southern evangelicals did not understand prayer and private
devotion to be gendered female, they did at times note that propriety and custom limited
women’s contributions to the Confederacy. South Carolina Presbyterian Grace Elmore
complained in late 1861 that women such as herself were forced to wait and pray, staying
behind the scenes hoping for a favorable outcome to the political and military battles.
Hearing rumors of weapons without men to carry them, she wrote, “Would that women
might change their occupation, would that they could give those dastards their needles, and
shoulder the musket which [those men] refuse. Death is better than shame, honor than
life.”181
Unlike Protestants, Catholics did assign a particular spiritual quality to females,
believing that female devotion had a particular role within Catholic society. Florida Catholic
Stephen Mallory, for example, remained convinced that women had a particular connection
to the Virgin Mary that men had no access to.
The position assigned to the [Blessed] Virgin in the great scheme of salvation
by our faith, gives to woman a sheer anchor of consolation under the evils of
life which is found no where else. Cultivated, good women, refine and elevate
a young man's nature…. The peculiar and beautiful relations which the
mother of God holds towards woman tend to give that refinement, frankness,
and truth that is so generally found to distinguish Catholic ladies. The
immediate interposition of the [Blessed] Virgin in behalf of her afflicted
daughters is the foundation of infinite consolation and holy peace to those
Grace B. Elmore, diary, December 7, November 8, 11, 1861 in Elmore, A Heritage of Woe,
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who invoke it, and is one of the holiest and most attractive features of
Catholic doctrine.182
Maryland Catholic Louise Smith exercised this connection to Mary, praying, “The blessed
Virgin Mary take me under her safe keeping.”183 Furthermore, the Catholic faith offered a
privileged position for pious women who remained single, a position that South Carolina
Presbyterian Grace Elmore envied. “I have often thought,” she wrote, “that if I were a
Catholic, the Sisters of Charity would be my choice of all the positions in life. I have longed
to go to the poor and needy. I’ve wanted an interest of that kind in life, but there has been
no opening.”184 The service and devotion of nuns and sisters had no value in a Protestant
worldview; such an aspiration, Elmore determined, was selfish and stemmed from a
wicked desire for prestige rather than genuine spirituality.185 Her musings, however,
demonstrate a Catholic appreciation for feminine devotion that had no Protestant parallel.

At the apex of the secession crisis, the Southern evangelical commitment to the
salvation experience of the individual and a personal relationship with God colored the
ideology of Southern independence. Rather than seeking to create a new and robust
national identity to replace their American identity, many white Southern evangelicals
were content to evaluate the merits and evils of abolition and Republican politics on their
182
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own terms. Because evangelical theology had flourished in a climate of popular democracy,
white Southern evangelicals readily interpreted the political threat to Southern sovereignty
as a spiritual one. Committed to a “common sense” approach to their faith, these
evangelicals envisioned abolitionists and Northerners in general to be in direct conflict
with Southern Christian orthodoxy. This allowed them to individually pledge to purge their
society of the specter of abolitionism through secession and then war.
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CHAPTER FOUR: A PROVIDENTIAL PROJECT
Georgia Baptist Wright Carter, like many other evangelicals, spent his days in 1860
working and praying, hoping that his Christian faith would be expressed in his life and that
God would bless him. In July 1860, Carter penned a letter to his cousin Young J. Allen, a
Methodist missionary who had departed for Shanghai, China in December 1859, promising:
“I will endeavor to pen you a record of past events since you left our beloved country.” The
letter details Carter’s work as a merchant, the party politics surrounding the coming 1860
election, comments on the masterminding of political appointments, recent religious
revivals, and a petition for prayer.1 Subsequent letters in December 1860 and February
1861 echo much of the same sentiments. Carter was increasingly aware of the growing
political turmoil but chose to focus on his personal spiritual wellbeing. “It is still my desire
to serve God, to make my calling and election sure,2 that having done all I may be able to
stand entire to the last.”3 Carter recognized the role of providence in his life but remained
most concerned that God would intervene in his personal life and “make my calling and
election sure.” Although Carter mentioned praying for divine oversight in the political
sphere, his entreaty to his cousin was that he himself would continue to lead an upright and
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pious life, that his neighbors and parents would come to know Christ, and that his living
might be approved for the kingdom reward.
Following the firings at Fort Sumter in April 1861, Wright’s focus and purpose
shifted from a concern for his Christian testimony in his daily life to a concern about the
holy cause of the Confederate nation and war. Posting a letter in early May 1861 from the
“Southern Confederacy,” Carter abandoned his previous position of political caution and
self-introspection and instead boldly asserted his convictions of God’s hand over the South.
Of the Confederate capture of Fort Sumter, he wrote,
It seems that Providence did not approbate their actions. I verily believe that
the Lord will approbate our actions, unless we do something to insure His
displeasure, which I hope we will not do. I hope we will remember that we
are soldiers of the Cross as well as soldiers of our country.
Conceding that God alone knew whether war would break out, Carter choose to volunteer
for military service as an obedient “soldier of the Cross.” “I do hope our difficulties will be
settled before we are called off to the battlefield. It is a place I do not desire to see. I do not
feel like killing any one on earth, but if there is no other alternative, I must pitch in; and do
my best for my country.”4
Carter’s resolve expanded beyond mere obedience to a call for volunteers. He
lauded the potential recognition of the Confederacy by the governments of France and
England and rejoiced in the suspension of the payment of Northern debts. Unlike previous
letters in which Carter coveted the prayers of Allen for his millennial status, in this letter
Carter assured his cousin, “I trust we shall meet when parting is no more.” Partaking in a
holy cause gave him the assurance of God’s full approval of his piety. For Carter,
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volunteering to fight a providential cause secured him the heavenly status he had sought by
prayer and Christian living in years past.
The suspension of mail due to the Union blockade of the South meant that this was
the only correspondence to or from Young Allen during the Civil War. How Carter
understood the holy cause of Southern independence once on the battlefield and whether
or not Allen accepted the parallel between converting heathen souls and fighting the
Yankees remain lost to history. Despite the abrupt ending to this historical record, other
Southerners also compared secession with missionary work, suggesting that the idea that
secession itself as a calling from God was not uncommon.

To engage in mission work typically required the support of a church, a
denomination, or a religious society and a commission from God. As a Methodist
missionary J.W. Simmon confessed of his work among the Chinese immigrant in California,
“I do not feel for souls nor that commission from God that I know that I ought to feel. Pray
for me, brother, that God may not curse me with barrenness but that I may be fruitful, and
gain many souls for my hive.”5 White Southern evangelicals recognized several mission
fields: (1) fellow white Southerners typically gained through revivals, (2) the enslaved
converted by masters and mistresses and through church services specifically for African
Americans, and (3) Native Americans, recent immigrants, and heathens reached through
foreign missions.6
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The call for secession and the subsequent outbreak of war added a new layer of
possibility that included all of God’s faithful people rather than being limited to those who
received a specific calling to professional ministry. If supporting the cause of secession
could be a means by which an individual advanced God’s work and responded to a
heavenly calling, then it should be no surprise that hundreds of pious Southerners
responded quickly and fervently.7 Unlike previous missions that appeared to be small in
scale and limited in success, the Confederate project involved a large geographic region
gaining national independence. If an overruling providence was leading Southern believers
to create a new nation out of the ruins of the apostate United States, how could white
Southerners ignore this call to Christian work?
This chapter explores how the white evangelical men and women of the South came
to understand secession as a providential project. These evangelicals applied their
understanding of God’s work in the world to political and military issues, concluding that
God was leading white Southerners into battle against immoral federal powers despite the
uncertainty ahead. As political and military tensions increased, these Southerners humbled
themselves before the will of God and sought providential guidance through prayer and

Extant evidence suggests that white Southern evangelicals already in the mission field
disagreed with this characterization. In January 1861, Young Allen reminded his adoptive
parents that the starvation, devastation, and poverty in Chinese villages near Hangzhou far
surpassed any shortages felt at home. Virginia Episcopalian Rose Nelson, a missionary to
China home on furlough temporarily, was overwhelmed by the extent to which missionary
societies redirected their funding to the fighting of the Civil War and expected her to align
herself with one side or the other. Frustrated by the lack of sufficient funding and the
inability to travel back to China due to the war, she begged for prayer, writing, “Oh! this is a
time of deep sorrow, and you will I know feel for us. Plans we have none. We are now called
to wait. May we wait patiently the Lord’s time.” Young J. Allen to mother and father, January
6, 1861, Young John Allen Papers, Emory; Rose Nelson to [Mrs. S.F. DuPont], May 15, 1861,
Nelson Family Papers, VHS.
7
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fasting. They looked for signs of providential validation, choosing to interpret both success
and failure as indications of God’s favor toward the Confederate cause.

Providential Reasoning
Nineteenth-century American evangelicals believed in an active God who operated
in and through human society and whose will could be known by men. They observed,
debated, and wrote about divine signs in the world around them and their perceptions of
God’s will for themselves as individuals and for the nation as a whole. As Christians who
emphasized the necessity of a personal conversion testimony and the redemptive sacrifice
of Christ’s death for humankind, their fundamental belief in an operative God makes sense.
However, their insistence on full comprehension of God’s will should cause scholars of
Confederate ideology to consider the impact of this theology on the push for secession.
American evangelicals believed that the ways of God could be understood by
laypersons and clergy alike if they were pure and faithful believers, read and interpreted
scripture, and ascertained God’s workings in the world. In October 1861, Virginia Episcopal
priest Aristides Smith chose8 to preach from the text 1 Corinthians 1:30 – “But of Him are
ye in Christ Jesus, who, of God, is made unto us wisdom and righteousness and
sanctification and redemption.” Among the four enumerated blessings, Smith pointed out
that wisdom and knowledge come not from human intellect but rather as a gift of God to
His people. Lest any listener misunderstood that this scripture implied that man would
remain ignorant of God’s wisdom, Smith encouraged them to claim that divine wisdom and
insight for their own.
The assigned text for the day, the 21st Sunday after Trinity Sunday according to the
liturgical calendar, was Ephesians 6:10 and John 4:46. Protestant Episcopal Church, The
Book of Common Prayer, 218–220.
8
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He teaches us [that] it is through Him that this knowledge is made available
to us. He is the true excellency and the understanding. In knowing Him we
know all that is necessary to be known about spiritual matters; especially do
we know God, whom to know aright is life eternal.
According to Smith, God grants His own wisdom to His followers so that they may choose
the way of eternal life, that is, the morally superior path of their life amid political and
social turmoil.9
Providential reasoning was both a blessing and a curse in the secession crisis and
the subsequent formation of Confederate ideology. The doctrine of providence allowed
white Southern evangelicals to rally around a common political cause and embrace it as a
divinely ordained cause that the God of the heavens would vindicate in due time. As
historian Robert G. Lee has summarized it, “The people of the Confederate States promised
to defend the doctrine of providence and to meet its moral and spiritual demands, while
providence agreed to protect and vindicate the Southern nation.”10 By invoking providence,
white Southern evangelicals escalated their political quest for independence to a battle for
moral and spiritual superiority. These evangelicals presupposed that their cause was God’s
cause and that God had chosen them and their country to advance His purpose. American
ministers, North and South, agreed that God had a particular plan and a central role for the
United States. They each maintained their absolute confidence in their own interpretation
of God’s workings even as they fundamentally disagreed on what that interpretation was.11

Aristides S. Smith, sermon, October 20, 1861, 1 Corinthians 1:30, “Christ, A Complete
Savior: Our Wisdom, Righteousness, Sanctification, and Redemption,” Harrison and Smith
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As historian Beth Schweiger has noted, some white Southern evangelicals focused on the
ways in which God’s purpose could be advanced through the secession crisis rather than
assuming that secession itself was God’s cause; however, most conflated God’s sovereign
role within human history with their own confidence in the success of the Confederate
cause. The possibility of God redeeming some aspect of the Southern experiment was often
replaced by a full religious investment in the Confederate project.12
The conviction that providence could be comprehended by human understanding
was grounded in rational theology and common-sense realism that pervaded American
Christian thought in the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries. Following the Enlightenment
and its new emphasis on logic and science, these Christians believed that rational
approaches to Scripture and spiritual experience gave them the most accurate insight into
God’s workings.13 Historian Brooks Holifield has described antebellum Southern theology
as one that “reassure[d] men and women that they were reasonable people living in a
reasonable world.” Clergy and common religious rhetoric reinforced this vision that the
world could be understood through rational thought.14 Therefore, pious evangelicals lived
out their faith by understanding events and tensions through the lens of reason. Following
abolitionist John Brown’s attack at Harper’s Ferry, Virginia, for example, North Carolina
Presbyterian minister Robert H. Morrison critiqued the state’s response, reasoning that
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officials should have taken measures to “allay excitement and prevent forebodings of evil”
rather than to excite latent fears of violence. Strange, he noted, to forsake “the exercise of
Reason,” a blessing of “God’s goodness” in a moment of civil unrest.15 For Morrison, then,
and for many other evangelicals, responsible Christians used reason to respond to and
make sense of the changing world around them.
As the secession crisis gained momentum, Northern and Southern Christians used
providential reasoning to ascertain God’s plans for the nation and their individual roles in
it. White Southern evangelicals considered whether secession itself was ordained by
providence as a means to establish or hasten the millennial kingdom.16 Similarly, Northern
Protestant ministers called men to war on the grounds that the United States was God’s
chosen nation, and Northern soldiers reiterated their confidence that God would always
prevail over evil, which they saw embodied in the Confederate cause.17
White Southern evangelical clergy and laypersons alike referred to scripture to
explain current events and assure each other of God’s hand in their future. Tennessean
W.G. Kimbrough, for example, lamented the financial hardship following the election of
Lincoln but clung to a providential hope for future resolution:
Every thing [is] in confusion and the only hope I have for our country is God’s
answer to the prayers of His faithful people, and though our national sins

Robert H. Morrison to James Morrison, November 28, 1859, Robert Hall Morrison Papers,
SHC.
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have been great, yet for the sake of a few righteous I must believe He will
spare us.18
For Kimbrough, the focus was not on chaos or present instability but on God’s biblical
promise to Abraham that He would not destroy the condemned Sodom if ten righteous
persons were found there.19 While this confidence of salvation may seem premature or
even mistaken to the modern eye, it bears mentioning that it was not unfounded.
Kimbrough and others like him relied on their religious worldview embodied in
interpreted scripture to rationalize their actions and beliefs regarding both spiritual and
non-spiritual matters. Regardless of whether their interpretations hold water, logic
informed their hopes and their choices.
Confident of their own spiritual insight, these believers were often condescending
towards those who dared to challenge their choices. Claiming the knowledge of God’s will
to be simple and straightforward, these evangelicals argued that rejecting such a principle
was either a matter of spiritual naïveté or a willing perversion of the truth.20 Abraham
Lincoln’s open admission that “the Almighty has His own purposes” and that the ways of
God could not be comprehended by the finite human mind were unusual for their time.21
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South Carolina Jew22 Edwin De Leon’s providential position exemplifies a more traditional
approach to questions of God’s plans for America. He criticized abolitionists for their
“mistaken philanthropy, which, in my judgment, has assumed to be wiser than Providence
– stronger than God – and which, wherever triumphant, has brought forth weeds, ashes,
and blood as its only fruits.”23 To doubt God’s hand in slavery and secession, then, was to
not merely question the ways of God but even further was to commit the ultimate sin of
considering oneself to be wiser than God. The original sin of Eve had been to believe the
devil’s temptation that eating of the forbidden fruit would make her as wise as God.24
Therefore, according to such logic, any pious person and any true patriot would choose the
path of secession.

Knowing the Work of Providence in the World
Providential reasoning assumed that the Almighty God was an active God operating
and directing the works of men and of nations. Nineteenth-century American evangelicals
rejected the possibility that God was a watchmaker who created the universe and left it to
function independently or that He was a disinterested spectator who witnessed the

Born to Jewish parents, Edwin De Leon was buried in a Catholic cemetery. Whether he
converted to Catholicism before his death or was allowed to be buried there so that his wife
could be later buried next to him is unknown. Both possibilities suggest the influence of
Christian ideas on De Leon. Morris U. Schappes, ed., A Documentary History of the Jews in
the United States, 1654-1875 (New York: Schocken Books, 1971), 399.
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squabbles of men but refused to intervene.25 They frequently cited both biblical and
historical examples of God’s sovereignty over human affairs and freely relied on the hope of
providential blessing and validation as they pondered and pursued secession.
White Southern evangelicals highlighted Old Testament narratives in which the
children of Israel were guided by divine instruction through perilous conflict and embraced
these examples as historical precedent for Southern action. On June 13, 1861, the first
Confederate fast day, Louisiana Presbyterian minister Benjamin M. Palmer evoked the
example of God’s command to Noah to build an ark in preparation of a coming flood as an
example of God’s workings among the nations of men. In the same way that God had
rescued Noah and his family from the flood and Moses with the children of Israel out of
Egypt, Palmer enjoined the Southern people to be “prepared to recognize that gracious
Providence which will work our deliverance.”26 On the same day, South Carolina
Episcopalian Emma Holmes noted her pastor’s comparison of the separation of the
Israelites from the oppressive rule of King Rehoboam in 1 Kings 12 with the secession of
the Southern states from Republican control. The biblical principle was straightforward,
she argued; one must disobey the king if the word of the Lord so decreed.27
When secession seemed to imply war, biblical precedent again formed the basis of
white Southern providential reasoning. South Carolina Baptist pastor Edwin T. Winkler
reminded the local militia that engaging in battle was not contrary to the Christian spirit.
25
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Multiple instances in the Old and New Testaments suggested that God required that of His
people:
It was God’s guidance which led the Israelites to the conquest of Canaan; that
soldiers thronged the banks of the Jordan, and listened to the teachings of
John the [Baptist]; that centurions, the captains of just such a body as this – a
company of a hundred men – resorted to Christ and appealed to the Apostles,
and yet that none of these was ever commanded to renounce the profession
of arms…. Reason itself teaches that he who will not protect his endangered
person, his endangered home, his endangered country, is something less than
man; and it is certain that religion casts no dishonor upon this dictate of
reason.28
For Winkler and for those in his audience, the Judeo-Christian God led His people through
trials and tribulations, just as He had led the Israelites to possess the promised land. If this
God was calling the South into battle, He must likewise be leading them to conquest and
victory.
In the same way that white Southern evangelicals referred to scripture as proof of
God’s overruling power, they also seized historical examples to remind one another of
God’s workings in political and social affairs. In late 1859, both Virginia Presbyterian James
Brown and North Carolina Presbyterian Robert Morrison noted the sudden propagation of
the Protestant gospel in Ireland and Scotland. “Time will test the genuineness of the work,”
Morrison wrote, “but thus far, the hand of God seems to be in it.” Brown concurred; the
future of the gospel in Ireland was yet to be manifested but he remained confident that a
subsequent generation would “see glorious triumphs.”29 Morrison also welcomed potential
Edwin T. Winkler, sermon, January 6, 1861, Luke 3:14 published as Edwin T. Winkler,
Duties of the Citizen Soldier: Sermon Delivered in the First Baptist Church of Charleston, S.C.
on Sabbath Morning, January 6, 1861 before the Moultrie Guards (Charleston: A.J. Burke,
1861), 6–7.
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war in Italy as an opportunity for God to bring Protestant Christianity to the pope’s sphere
of influence. In January 1859, he assured his brother, “The God of Providence… will subdue
all things to Himself.” By April 1860, more praise of God’s work was forthcoming:
The affairs in Italy truly indicate wonderful changes. What a display of God’s
Special Power and wisdom in breaking down the temporal dominion of the
Pope and yet doing it by means so unexpected – by instruments within his
own church – by the remarkable movements of his own pampered children.30
This providential logic continued through the secession crisis and into the
subsequent civil war. When considering the strength of the Union blockade and its
impediment to Southern commerce, South Carolina Presbyterian John Bratton reminded
himself and his wife of the fate of the Spanish Armada in 1588. Blown off course by
prevailing winds, the Armada was unable to overthrow Protestant England as intended.
Bratton hoped that the same winds of providence that thwarted the Catholic enemy would
likewise “scatter the [Union] Armada to the four corners of the earth.” Providence had
intervened against a seemingly invincible foe in the past, Bratton argued. The same could
be expected in the case of the Confederates.31 In fact, Virginia Episcopalian Judith McGuire
invoked the same historical example when a fierce storm threatened the ships composing
the Union blockade. “We thought of the Spanish Armada, thanked God, and took courage….
If it will please the Almighty Ruler of the winds and waves to use them to our defense, we
shall be most grateful.”32 In the ancient past, the recent past, and even the present, these
evangelicals claimed to witness God’s hand in the affairs of man, not only orchestrating
Robert H. Morrison to James Morrison, January 31, 1859, April 18, 1860, BondurantMorrison Papers, UVA.
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things for His own purpose but also blessing the faithful and expanding their testimony of
Christ to the world.

The God of the Heavens
Throughout the secession crisis, white Southern evangelicals relied on their belief in
an over-ruling providence who controlled the future, personal or political, financial or
social, and worked for the good of the faithful. After detailing the sorrow over the death of a
family member, Virginia Baptist Mary Taylor reminded herself and her son Charles of
“God’s special providence over all His creatures, that nothing is too small for His notice.”33
Similarly, North Carolina Baptist preacher Cushing Hassell entreated his congregation to
remember the promise of Revelation 19:6 – “the Lord God omnipotent reigneth” the
Sunday before the 1860 presidential election.34 Personal or national need; social, political,
or economic trends; and famine or prosperity were all matters governed by a benevolent
providence.
With the subsequent secession of Southern states and growing apprehension of war,
white Southern evangelicals drew comfort from their belief that they worshipped and
served a God who governed the affairs of men in a precise manner. Tennessee Christian
Francis Carmack viewed the political tenor of the country with trepidation but reminded
himself that as a believer he had a heavenly source of security. In early December 1860, he
proclaimed, “We believe there is an all-wise Providence that directs the affairs of nations;
and we humbly hope and pray that, out of the present distracted condition of affairs, He
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will bring forth results that promote His own glory and the highest good of our people.”35
Similarly, Maryland Episcopalian William McBlair acknowledged that his preparations for
war as a Confederate naval commander were finite. Still, he assured his wife:
We little [people] propose and plan, but a good God rules over all and
trusting in Him, we will cheerfully perform the duties entrusted to us,
believing that in so doing, we are not seeking praise or approval from
mortals, but influenced by a higher principle emanating as all that is good
does from Divinity.36
The almighty power of providence over the affairs of nations gave these Southern
evangelicals an impregnable confidence despite the very real risks of secession and war.
Relying on God’s power often required more than mere belief. White Southern
evangelicals constantly reminded each other of the need to pray for guidance and to
humbly submit to God’s direction. Writing on the cusp of the Democratic National
Convention in Charleston in April 1860, South Carolina Episcopalian Mary Pringle
reminded her sons to look to the All-wise God and the overruling providence for
discernment in their personal affairs. “Remember, always, that you can hope for nothing
without God’s help and should desire nothing but what you pray for.”37 Similarly, displaced
Maryland Episcopalian Hannah Gray confessed to her family:
The threatening aspect of national affairs is truly distressing to every
considerate mind and the only true and real support for the spirit under such
overwhelming disaster is a firm reliance on the Divine, Ever Present God and
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a determination to adhere undeviatingly to the path of Duty as He Himself
will always unfold to each one who asks wisdom of Him.38
Fearful that war would isolate her from her Southern roots, Gray clung to overruling
providence for hope of peace and earthly security.
Providence played a direct role in Southern politics, or at least white Southern
evangelicals claimed it to be so. Tennessee Methodist minister James Stringfield
proclaimed, “There is a necessary connection between the belief of a God and of a
Providence.” While embroiled in political and military strife, Stringfield entreated his
listeners to seek the workings of God within the earthly battles.
Political convulsions, and great revolutions in church or state have always
displayed in them in some way the finger of God…. Judging by human
appearances those events are very unpropitious and greatly unfavorable to
religion. Yet in His own good time, God will certainly display His glorious
purpose.
Although Stringfield left open the possibility that God could lead the Southern people in
another direction, the implication in this sermon and his own subsequent enlistment as a
chaplain suggest that Stringfield himself considered the Confederate cause to be a
providential one.39
Other white Southern evangelicals were bolder in claiming secession and the
Confederacy as God’s plan for the South. Methodist Andrew Lipscomb, Chancellor of the
University of Georgia, petitioned the State Legislature to appeal to God and to consider
embracing secession. Although he acknowledged that God had blessed the United States
Hannah Hughes Gray to Susannah Hughes, April 17, 1861, Claude-Gray-Hughes-TuckerWhittington family papers, Maryland.
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government in the past, Lipscomb challenged these statesmen to consider that God was
moving in a new direction. “I implore you to think, decide, act, as Christian statesmen,
looking to God our Father for guidance, praying for His control, and submitting yourselves
unreservedly to His supreme will.”40 Other evangelicals found strength and solace in the
Confederacy’s open acknowledgement of God as its political and spiritual guide. Such
reliance on providence in the Confederate Constitution, during fast days, and by
Confederate leaders such as Jefferson Davis guaranteed to these evangelicals that the
Confederacy was indeed a country of God’s design.41
The existence of political and social turmoil during the secession crisis did not
weaken this evangelical claim of God’s omnipotent providence. In a sermon Virginia
Episcopalian priest Henry Lay preached three times in 1859, three times in 1860, and twice
in 1861, Lay reminded his parishioners that God allowed them to war against Him, despite
His infinite power over His creation. A lack of social or political peace indicated only the
restraining hand of God, who kept open the door to repentance and a change of heart. As
Lay repeatedly emphasized, a pious Christian’s response to turmoil was never to doubt God
but to instead approach God for forgiveness, peace, and then guidance.42 The political
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turmoil only confirmed for North Carolina Presbyterian Simeon Colton his intuition that
God was working great moral change in the country. Forever reluctant to embrace
secession itself, Colton nevertheless shared the sentiment of many of his secessionist
neighbors that the escalating political tensions reflected providential design. “God for some
unknown and yet doubtless wise reasons,” he wrote, “is suffering us in this country to fall
into the state of a house divided against itself. At the same time He has been pouring His
spirit in a remarkable manner, and there are manifest indications that the set time to favor
Zion has come.”43 Unlike Lay and Colton, North Carolina Presbyterian Hattie Vance feared
that the political discord would bring God’s judgment upon the South. Writing to her
politician husband, Vance lamented the “great ill to our beloved land” and the potential
destruction that would be brought on by the quarreling and corruption of the Democrats
and the Whigs in Congress. Yet, like Lay, Colton, and countless others, she embraced prayer
to the Almighty God that these politicians might see the errors of their ways.44 Regardless
of how they read the growing political and social tensions, these white Southern
evangelicals choose to seek spiritual guidance and providential solutions to the secular
problems of secession and war.
When political events and social trends negatively affected these white Southern
evangelicals, they loudly and frequently reminded each other that suffering was a
providential means to blessing. Mississippi Methodist Will Nugent, for example, refused to
view his future father-in-law’s financial troubles as providential neglect. Instead, he
assured his fiancée, “The chastening may be providential; the beginning of a train of
43
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dispensations calculated and designed to make him look beyond the confines of earth, to
the brighter glory-land, where the cruel waves of sorrow never lash the sun-lit shore, and
where the billows of suffering never flood the soul.” In other words, God had allowed
suffering to come in order to redirect this man back to holy matters.45 South Carolina
Baptist Keziah Brevard concurred, writing that she could never blame God for her troubles
but instead used these as opportunities to be reminded to rely once more on God’s
provision.46 For both Nugent and Brevard, providence served as a source of renewed hope
in the midst of trial.
Once states began seceding from the Union, white Southern evangelicals considered
the risk of Southern independence and concluded that any hardship that would ensue
served as a means by which God purged the South of its sins before ultimately showcasing
His omnipotence in resounding victory.47 While North Carolina Presbyterian skeptic
Simeon Colton sensed that secession itself was evil, he privately admitted after the firing at
Fort Sumter that the wise God might have allowed it for good. As God had allowed Joseph’s
brothers to sell him into slavery that one day he could feed the hungry, so might God turn
Southern independence into a force for good.48 Conversely, Georgia Methodist Loula
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Kendall noted that the North may have claimed to act in the name of Christ, but the
experience of persecution only confirmed the piety of the South. The Northerners, like the
Pharisees of Jesus’ day, claimed that destruction and murder “is at the prompting of their
consciences, and they imagine such wickedness is doing God service.”49 Importantly for
Colton and Kendall, God discerned true faith from false piety, and, as true Christians, their
response was to trust in God wholeheartedly for vindication.
White Southern evangelical preachers often pointed out that God chastened His own
people first and that without renewed consecration to God and country, Southerners could
not expect providential validation. The phrase “judgment must begin at the house of God”50
was repeated frequently as ministers sought to remind the pious that God like a father to
his children, dealt with the faithful first before concerning Himself with outsiders.51 In this
vein, South Carolina Episcopal rector Charles C. Pinckney, Jr. reminded his congregation
that the fall of the United States government, like that of Nebuchadnezzar’s ancient
Babylonian kingdom, stemmed from arrogance, pride, and vanity. For the Confederacy to
secure providential blessing, Pinckney argued, the nation and its citizens needed to openly
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acknowledge Jehovah God as the “basis of our national existence” and glorify God for all its
(eventual) bounty and prosperity.52
Confederate evangelicals excelled in glorifying God for any and all perceived
providential blessings. In late 1860, one South Carolinian boasted to his Virginia cousins,
“South Carolina has seceded; every person in the State shouts glory to God, and I say,
Amen.”53 Another South Carolinian, Episcopalian Ada Bacot, went so far as to praise and
thank God for the death of her children prior to the outbreak of war. What providence to
spare them suffering and her anxiety!54 Eager to demonstrate their gratitude for the
mysterious workings of providence, these Southerners took every opportunity to remind
themselves of the almighty hand of God.
White Southern evangelical ministers repeatedly enjoined their congregations to
trust in God’s power over the political situation and on the battlefield. Georgia Baptist
Samuel Richards, for instance, noted hearing two Methodist sermons in one day on this
idea. The first sermon addressed the text “Trust ye in the Lord forever”55 while the latter
was titled “The Christian’s hope, an anchor to the soul.”56 Similarly, Virginia Baptist Charles
Taylor of the 21st Virginia Infantry received a note from his sister, mentioning a sermon on
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“God’s special providence and the trust we should have in Him.”57 While Richards was only
slightly more convinced by the second sermon than the first, and Taylor’s sister remarked
only on the number of soldiers present in the congregation, this pattern of evoking trust
and hope in providence is noteworthy. Over time, this message of providential hope
became essential to the evangelical rhetoric of Confederate vindication.
Confederate evangelicals displayed their own reliance on providence particularly
after the Confederate victory at Manassas in July 1861. Howell Cobb of the 16th Georgia
Infantry, for example, explained to his wife, “We cannot fail to see the hand of a kind and
overruling Providence in all that transpires. I do in my heart believe that God’s approving
smiles and blessings attend us and that He will work out His unalterable purposes and our
complete success.” The victory, for Cobb, then, reflected the direction of God’s purpose
toward full Confederate independence.58 In a thanksgiving-day sermon for this same
victory, Virginia Presbyterian minister Thomas Moore echoed the sentiment that “God will
maintain our cause” and prevent the Confederacy from ever being conquered. In his
lengthy sermon, two scripture references to providence bear mentioning. First, Moore
claimed that like Jacob at Bethel, men on the battlefield sensed the pervading presence of
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God.59 Second, as people of God engaged in war, the strength of the South came from God.
As the psalmist had written of yore, so ought to be proclaimed about the Confederate
people: “Some trust in chariots and some in horses: but we will remember the name of the
Lord our God.”60 For Moore and for Cobb, the victory at Manassas demonstrated the hand
of God in favor of the Confederacy and also served as an opportunity for Southern
Christians to renew their consecration of themselves and their patriotism. If an active God
was working among the Southern people and on the battlefield and if their cause was
indeed divine, these evangelicals dared not squander any providential blessing by failing to
properly acknowledge and praise God for His role in their success.

Boasting as God’s Chosen People
Evangelical Confederate’s assurance of providential blessing gave them confidence
to assert their status as God’s chosen people, a nation called to a particular purpose.
Numerous historians have noted that religious language formed the backbone of
Confederate nationalism, and importantly, the idea of the Confederacy as a New Israel
meant that the new nation also had a pivotal role in God’s design for humankind.61 When
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bringing the gospel to man during His earthly ministry, Jesus had called all men to receive it
and take the salvation of God freely.62 In like manner, white Southern evangelicals claimed
that as the people of God, they were likewise compelled to follow His lead out of the Union
and form a new, more holy nation. To reject the proffered mission, like rejecting salvation,
was to reject Christ and turn one’s back on God’s provision for man’s rescue out of certain
and eternal doom.
Confederate evangelicals often conflated the notions of Christian conversion and
defense of the South and freely spoke of them as if they were the same. To be patriotic was
to fight for God; to be Christian was to fight on behalf of the Confederate States of
America.63 Preaching before the 19th Virginia Regiment in July 1861, Virginia Presbyterian
divine Robert Dabney reminded the soldiers that God requires of His people an immediate,
deliberate, and definite stand; to remain in limbo before God is to choose hell by default.
Asking, like the prophet Elijah, “How long halt ye between two opinions?” Dabney
encouraged the troops to choose Christianity in the same way they had unapologetically
and immediately volunteered for Confederate military service.64 Private citizens expressed
similar beliefs. South Carolina Baptist Keziah Brevard recorded her personal prayers for
forgiveness and for lukewarm piety in her diary. On numerous occasions, she pled for
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providential mercy for the South, explaining that God’s blessing on the country was on par
with His acceptance of her own religiosity. In September 1861, Brevard wrote,
Lord, Lord, save us. Save our dear, dear Country first. These are perilous
times, perilous because we do not love God as we should. Often do we read in
His Holy Word of His suffering nations to overcome their sins. So soon as
they turn to Him in sincerity and truth, He is merciful.65
By embracing the label “God’s chosen people,” white Southern evangelicals found a
means by which they could wholeheartedly support the Southern cause without
compromising any Christian aversion to politics. Numerous white Southern evangelicals
like Georgia Christian James Lamar believed that God valued those who followed His
commandments rather than aligning themselves with a particular political system or
political party.66 But when providential direction pointed to a political choice, the properly
pious could then follow it while preserving the purity of his or her faith. Thus, Georgia
Baptist Samuel Richards could note without irony that a February 1861 sermon on the
upcoming Confederate presidential election centered on the text Romans 8:29 – “For whom
He did foreknow, He also did predestinate to be conformed to the image of His Son….” In
other words, whomever God had chosen to lead the South as a new nation was a person in
the image of Christ, a leader who could execute God’s plan for His chosen people.67 For both
the pastor and for Richards, the idea that God would appoint a particular person for
political office fell under the domain of providential arrangement and thus absolved them
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of forming alliances within politics. As a woman uncertain of the necessity of secession,
Arkansas Baptist Emma Williams found solace in knowing “we are all in the hands of Him
in whose hands are the hearts of all men and we know68 He will do what is best for us if we
love and trust Him.”69 Moving as the people of God granted women such as Williams the
power to be actors in a political drama that otherwise excluded them.
The knowledge that the South belonged to God gave an additional layer of
superiority and a sense of invincibility to evangelical Confederates. At the close of 1861,
South Carolina Presbyterian Grace Elmore confessed, “I am awed by the constant
perception of God’s immediate and visible agency in the events of this time…. Surely we are
to have some great part in His designs, and for some great thing is He thus sparing us.” The
(white) Southern people, Elmore felt confident, were part of a greater providential mission
than they could even realize, and therefore, God would surely spare and vindicate them in
order that this larger purpose could be carried out.70 Northern-born Howard Wright of the
30th Louisiana Regiment reminded his New York mother that contrary to the rumors
spread by the abolitionists, God’s people in the South were fighting for justice. He further
warned her, “An all-wise God will visit the retribution upon the hotheads who brought this
[war] about.”71 While these evangelicals left open the possibility that God might test the
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South for its sins, they trusted that eventually God would vindicate His people and
subsequently crush her enemies. As historian Anne Sarah Rubin has noted, this
providential confidence left the Confederates without a vocabulary, spiritual or political, for
defeat, an oversight which would later come to haunt them.72
This confidence in the Confederate status as God’s chosen nation spread beyond
white evangelical circles and can be found in the writings of other pious white Southerners.
Virginia Quaker Charles Winston assured his aunt of God’s protection of and sovereignty
over Virginia: “Did God ever make such a country to be confiscated to a set of vandals?
Never, no never.”73 Similarly, Georgia Jew Samuel Levy prayed for providential intervention
in the course of the war as evidenced in this poem he wrote:
And as Thou led’st Thy chosen people forth
From Egypt’s sullen wrath, oh King of Kings!
So smite the armies of the cruel North
And bear us to our hopes “on eagles’ wings.”74
Like their evangelical compatriots, both Winston and Levy leveraged their position within
God’s chosen nation to create assurance for themselves in a providential future for the
Confederacy.
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A Moral Litmus Test
Believing their status as God’s chosen people, white Southern evangelicals also
recognized that providential blessing was conditional, a premise that demands the
attention of scholars who may be inclined to discount these fantastical hopes. While God’s
choice of white Southern evangelicals as His people may have been through mercy, that is,
arbitrary and unmerited, these evangelicals openly admitted and reminded each other that
the continual and specific blessing of God required both an obedience to providential
direction and a moral testimony of proper Christian virtue. If Southern society as a whole
failed to reach God’s measure of a moral society, they could expect direct judgment from
God in the form of suffering, hardship, and even oppression.
Upholding God as the ultimate source of blessing, white Southern evangelicals
demanded the freedom to choose the lifestyle and testimony they held God had established
for them. Having spent decades fashioning a proslavery theology and asserting repeatedly
that a slave-based society was biblical and divinely sanctioned, these evangelicals felt
threatened by abolitionists and Republicans who challenged their access to a providentially
created way of life. According to this providential theology, to lose access to a moral
lifestyle was to threaten the destiny of Southern society. This was a sacrifice and a demand
that these white Southern evangelicals were unwilling to meet. In this way, the fight for
secession and Southern independence revolved around the issue of slavery while its
evangelical rhetoric conveniently sidestepped the topic of slavery and instead became
dominated by notions of providence, morality, and freedom.75
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In 1859 and 1860, some white Southern evangelicals assessed the growing political
turmoil as a providential reminder for the faithful of the South to look to God as the source
of political harmony. Writing to her husband, a North Carolina Congressman, Presbyterian
Hattie Vance assured him of the impossibility of disunion while God still controlled the
nation: “I can’t think this glorious Union is to be dissolved now. I trust an overruling
Providence will prevent it. God guide and direct you all.”76 In Virginia, Henry Riddick
lamented that his Methodist and Christian neighbors were so distracted by “the disturbed
condition of the country and the scarcity of money” as to neglect the church, implying that
the spiritual health of the country was directly tied to peace and reconciliation in the
political arena.77 Speaking before a border state audience in Kentucky, Presbyterian
minister David Phillips of Georgia reminded the multitude to acknowledge God as
sovereign before peace and harmony could be restored.
It is God rising up in His exalted majesty to chastise and humble us for our
ingratitude and forgetfulness of Him. And if so He will continue the
chastisement until our nation is either humbled before Him and
acknowledges and acts under the impression that there is a God in heaven
who rules on the earth and will be honored by men or until our nation is lost
in confusion.78
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On this day of public fasting, Phillips commanded the audience to humble themselves,
repent of their waywardness, and submit to God’s sovereignty over the American nation.
A recurring theme in secession-era sermons was the association of unrest, anxiety,
and turmoil with a providential reminder for God’s people to return to Him. Throughout
1859, 1860, and 1861,79 Arkansas Episcopal bishop Henry C. Lay reminded his listeners,
“Unrest implies conflict and evil fighting it out with good.”80 Likewise Georgia Methodist
Andrew Lipscomb preached to the State Legislature that in times of trial, God requires His
people to return to Him. “Men suffer not because they are sinners but because God would
make them saints.” In this way, the legislators ought not to be discouraged by the current
hardships but instead embrace the opportunity to submit again to Christ and help to regain
the full moral status of Southern society.81 In December 1860, North Carolina Baptist
pastor Cushing B. Hassell selected this text for a sermon: “Righteousness exalteth a nation:
but sin is a reproach to any people,” a choice implying that the providential judgment on
the United States following the presidential election was triggered by some sort of moral
unrighteousness.82 Of this particular sermon, he noted in his diary:
This was the day set apart by the church for fasting and prayer, in view of the
impending judgment of heaven on our country. To all human appearance,
there was to be a dissolution of the Union of the American states and the
most direful consequences were likely to follow to all the people of all the
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states. The only hope was in God and to Him Skewarkey Church desired to
appeal for protection and safety.83
Nearly a year later, Tennessee Presbyterian minister Robert Caldwell concurred, preaching
from the same text that God had allowed war to come upon the Southern states because of
their stubborn refusal to fully confess and rededicate themselves and their country to
God.84
Like their clergy, white Southern evangelical men and women emphasized the need
to rectify moral shortcomings when facing the secession crisis. Writing in April 1861,
Arkansas Baptist Emma Williams felt confident that God would soon “pour out His wrath
on our country to punish the wickedness that has so long existed among the people.” This
wickedness, she clarified in subsequent correspondence, was neither slavery nor the
stealing of frontier land from Native Americans but rather the love of money, the worship
of mammon.85 Similarly, Virginia Baptist George Bagby observed that ingratitude and
moral failings doomed the South. In a note to his son, he warned:
The future of this great people is pregnant with evil, and only evil may be a
truth too soon to be realized by a most ungrateful and sinful nation, who
more than any, perhaps all others, have ruined, in our low appreciation of the
rich blessings, which have been so large and so profusely poured out upon
us, as to make us regard them as ours by a sort of Sure Divine Right.… “If the
Lord build not the house, they labor in vain as to build.”86
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For Williams, Bagby, and countless others, the political crisis reflected a deeper, spiritual
sin which demanded a moral solution.
Once the Civil War began in earnest, Confederate evangelicals reminded each other
that the sovereign God had not abandoned His people by allowing suffering and calamity to
befall upon the South. Indeed, the war and its consequences were still a part of the
providential plan for the nation. “A Prayer for Our Armies” by Mississippi Episcopal bishop
William Green illustrates this sentiment:
Almighty God, whose Providence watcheth over all things, and in whose
hands is the disposal of all events, we look up to Thee for Thy protection and
blessing amidst the apparent and great dangers with which we are
encompassed. Thou hast, in Thy wisdom, permitted the many evils of an
unnatural and destructive war to come upon us.87
The war and its destruction, therefore, was part of the permissive will of God for the South.
Similarly, Shepherd Pryor of the 12th Georgia Infantry encouraged his wife that in spite of
the hardships of war and his absence from family, “I hope I may feel always as resigned as
now to trust in [Providence] knowing that He… chastises [His children] because He loves
them.”88 Because these evangelical Confederates clung to a hope that renewed purity and
faithfulness would restore providential blessings, even in defeats and failures, they
remained hopeful of ultimate vindication of the Southern cause.89
Such a conviction of God’s chastisement to test the faithfulness of His people had
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Americans had understood tribulation as part of providential intervention in human
society. In 1682, for example, Massachusetts settler Mary Rowlandson published a
narrative of her life in native captivity, establishing this cycle of specific providential
chastisement of the chosen ones as the moral to her story. As historian Kristina Bross has
noted, “For Rowlandson, ‘removal’ from English settlements metaphorically reflected her
distance from God; removal was a just affliction for her sins. Her physical return to Boston
and to her husband was a metaphor for her spiritual salvation by God.”90 During the
secession crisis, Georgia Methodist Loula Rogers and Maryland Methodist Priscilla
Munnikhuysen appropriated this same moral to explain why God had allowed drunkenness
and physical illness to plague their otherwise moral and godly families.91 Upon visiting a
local family suffering under the burden of an erring son, Tennessee Baptist Martha
Abernathy similarly noted in her diary, “I feel like we should feel consoled under all trials
when we consider that ‘the Lord loveth whom He chasteneth.’”92 For these evangelicals, the
visitation of God upon His chosen (yet wayward) people, like the punishment of father
toward a son, reflected God’s investment in the Southern people. The words of Hebrews
12:6 – “For whom the Lord loveth He chasteneth, and scourgeth every son whom He
receiveth” — became a familiar refrain throughout the secession era.
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When white Southern evangelicals discussed the spiritual testing of their society
and the need for moral uprightness, their dialogue reflected a longstanding belief in the
workings of providence. In this way, they conveniently elided the moral issue of slavery, a
burden which Northern abolitionists specifically demanded a response to. At the same
time, these Southern evangelicals were able to fashion a rational premise by which they
could work to create a more moral society without disrupting the existing system of chattel
slavery.

A Righteous Cause

Providential testing could explain the hardships and trials of external political,

social, and economic forces acting upon the people of the South, but it did not suffice as a
justification for demanding independence or instigating secession. To be actors in the
secession drama and not merely those acted upon, white Southern evangelicals also
promoted rhetoric that celebrated the righteous and holy nature of their cause. In this way,
they claimed that secession together with the subsequent battles to secure it was not
merely a good cause but even further a providential one, that is, a mission from God.
The claim that secession was a political move originating with God and according to
a providential plan was a bold one on the part of religious white Southerners. Nevertheless,
it was one that they proudly advertised in public and confessed in private. For example,
North Carolina Episcopal bishop Thomas Atkinson preached in one sermon, “Whoever may
be the instruments of our present troubles, God is the efficient author of them.”93 Georgia
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Baptist Henry Tucker explained it more directly: “GOD is in the war. He brought it upon us.
The wickedness and folly of our enemies may have been the occasion of it, but these could
not in any proper sense be the cause.”94 Writing to his son, Virginia Baptist pastor Robert
Ryland admitted, “War is a tremendous scourge which Providence sometimes uses to
chastise proud and wicked nations.”95 For Atkinson, Tucker, and Ryland, secession and the
subsequent battles for independence were not battles between flesh and blood but against
the spiritual powers of darkness. All three encouraged their audiences to avoid
condemning Northerners for inciting war and instead focus on the Confederate cause as a
holy battle against the forces of evil.96
For those who did not interpret and teach the ways of God as clergy, the question of
the providential nature of secession became most poignant when they had to alter their
behavior in obedience to this holy calling. Young men and seasoned war veterans wrote of
their religious convictions during enlistment and told of the ways in which the spiritual
nature of this war compelled them to join the Confederate military. Presbyterian Richard
Baxter of the 3rd Georgia Infantry explained to his sister that as a believer who knew that
the Southern cause was right, he enlisted to fight God’s cause.97 After the battle of Manassas
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in July 1861, Methodist William Nugent of the 28th Mississippi Cavalry boasted to his wife,
“If God be for us, as I firmly and conscientiously believe He is, who can prevail over us?”98
White Southern evangelical women likewise articulated their identification of the
Confederate cause as providential wisdom when war came near them geographically and
when their male relatives enlisted. When detailing her toils in preparing to flee Alexandria,
Virginia Episcopalian Judith McGuire confessed, “My women’s heart does not quail, even
though they come, as they so loudly threaten, as an avalanche to overwhelm us. Such is my
abiding faith in the justice of our cause that I have no shadow of doubt of our success.”99
Alabama Methodist Augusta Evans, an observer of the war her brothers and cousin were
fighting, noted, “How our holy cause brightens as the storm of war thickens around us!”100
For these evangelicals, to choose secession and the war was both patriotic and Christian. As
historian Perry Miller has written of Revolutionary War patriots, so can be said of
Confederate evangelicals: “What kept them going was an assurance that by exerting
themselves they were fighting for a victory providentially predestined.”101
The notion that God’s cause in 1861 was the Confederate cause was so prevalent
among evangelical Southerners that in certain cases the distinction between ministry and
military service became nearly non-existent. As detailed earlier, Georgia Baptist Wright
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Carter’s suggestion to Methodist missionary Young Allen that his military service compared
to foreign mission work finds context. In June 1861, North Carolina Methodists S.H. Wiley
and A.W. Mangum issued a circular, advertising the organization of a local Bible society, a
popular antebellum type of organization that would raise funds, print Bibles, and distribute
them. Yet their 1861 call to mission work conflated warfare with gospel preaching and
bullets with Bibles: “The ruthless invaders of our Country, not content with the countless
other grievances which they have committed against us, have declared the authority of war
above the authority of God by pronouncing the Bible CONTRABAND OF WAR.”102 To an
extent, their critique of the federal strategy was valid: the North controlled the majority of
antebellum printers and sought to force the South into submission by blockading them
from receiving literature by mail, including copies of the Bible.103 Yet, the circular also
claimed that the physical object of the Bible would be “a true talisman of power and safety,”
a claim that made the book more of a defensive weapon like a shield in battle than a sacred
text for devotion and prayer. The letter concludes with this ambiguous statement: “This is
pre-eminently the cause of God; let us be prompt and faithful.” Was the cause of God the
foiling and stumbling of the “ruthless invaders of our country”? Or was it instead the
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printing and distributing of Bibles, particularly for soldiers? For Wiley and Mangum at
least, these were conflated: the “ruthless invaders of the country” were driven back by the
distributed Bibles in the hands of Confederate soldiers, a process by which the cause of God
advanced.
This conflation of ministry and military service proved particularly troublesome for
South Carolina Episcopalian William P. DuBose who had discerned a particular calling to
ministry following his conversion in 1854. A seminary student during the secession crisis,
DuBose believed that his particular lifework remained in the church and struggled with
increasing community pressure to enlist in military service. In private, he questioned how
God could call one away from direct service to God in ministry to fight for another (more
general) cause. “I go so far as to believe,” he wrote in November 1861, “that one who has
devoted his life to God can no longer call it his own, and therefore has no right to give it
away, or even to endanger it in any other cause whatever, even though it be so sacred a one
as that of country.”104 Within a month, however, the Citadel-trained DuBose had enlisted in
the 2nd South Carolina Artillery, and his fiancée assured him that all eventualities, including
his prior military training and in his current military service, were according to the will of
God. She wrote, “When you get to that pleasant parish to which we look forward, I do not
think you will regret this unexpected lesson…. I feel that God is perhaps preparing you for
great usefulness in ministry.”105 Only after he realized that the Confederacy was near defeat
years later, did DuBose “redevote myself wholly and only to God and to the work and life of
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His kingdom,” at last separating his ministry from the political cause he had been fighting
for.106 In the midst of the secession crisis and the early days of war, such a consideration
was hardly reasonable for DuBose and still unthinkable for those giving him counsel.
For Confederate evangelicals, God had a particular interest in Southern
independence because He Himself was “the God of battles,” a God who warred and
triumphed. In the first few months of war, the refrain “the God of battles” became a
common rallying cry to those Confederates who understood the war in providential terms.
As Charlestonians anticipated the official surrender of Fort Sumter on April 12, 1861, South
Carolina Episcopalian Emma Holmes noted, “The great body of citizens [seems] to be so
impressed with the justice of our cause that they place entire confidence in the God of
battles.”107 Excited to finally witness concrete action after months of negotiation, Holmes
also betrayed her assumption that in spite of the peaceful demand for the fort, she and
others around her expected violence, violence that God would direct the South through.
After Abraham Lincoln’s call for troops on April 15, South Carolina Presbyterian Thomas
Pitts echoed the same desire for peaceful secession while relying on the God of battles.
Writing to his cousin, Pitts admitted that he had not yet had the opportunity to enlist and
continued to pray that it would not be necessary. While he blamed on the Lincoln
administration for calling for troops, his investment in providential war is clear in his
declaration: “But we will succeed in the end, for the God of battles is on our side.”108
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The secession of Virginia in late April and Arkansas and North Carolina in May 1861
seemed to give more credence to the notion of secession as a holy battle. In early May,
Virginia Methodist minister John Granbery confided to his fiancée that he could but
commend his country and its cause “to the God of peace and the God of battles.” Rather
than simple resignation to providential whims, Granbery’s comments indicate a fierce
conviction that while he still preached “against vengeful feelings in this war,” God appeared
to be moving him and the state of Virginia into battle.109
A holy war led by the God of battles required a similarly holy perspective on
fighting, and evangelical Confederates readily used biblical examples of Old Testament
warfare to determine how such warfare ought to be conducted. Using imagery from the
children of Israel’s fight against Amalek, Tennessean Frederick Wertburg suggested “a
Chaplain to be in every Regiment in the Confederate Army, and let them in every Battle
pray all the time of battle with their hands lifted toward heaven.” As Moses had lifted up his
hands in ancient times, so could public devotion bring the might of God upon the enemies
of God’s people.110 When visiting a local encampment, Georgia Baptist Samuel Richards
heard a war sermon on the text: “Cursed be he that acteth deceitfully and that holdeth back
his sword from blood.”111 Richards gave no comment on the campside sermon but his next
entry indicates his wariness of bloodshed was limited to killing and destroying “to no
purpose.” Now convinced of a providential purpose in secession, Richards openly visited
109
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and supported the making of war because it satisfied his sense of Christian obligation.112
Hope remained for those engaged in the loathsome act of war; the means to an end was
sanctified if God was leading the charge forward.113
As May continued, Confederate divines reiterated this idea to departing troops and
remaining families. Louisiana Presbyterian Benjamin M. Palmer sent off the Crescent Rifles
with a reminder that it was God who “teacheth my hands to war and my fingers to fight.”114
Making war, therefore, was part of following God.115 Tennessee Methodist minister
Wellborn Mooney likened the brewing conflict between North and South with the battle
between the giant Goliath and the Israelite David. The South represented the good in its
ultimate triumph over its “seemingly invincible adversary, the evil.”116
As troops marched off to war and families awaited reports, evangelical Confederates
male and female continued to write of their assurance of and reliance on the almighty God
of battles. In early June, Presbyterian chaplain Colin Shaw of the 18th North Carolina
Infantry reported to his wife, “More hard fighting may be expected soon. May the God of
battles be with us.”117 Likewise, Jew Gratz Cohen of the 1st Georgia Infantry borrowed
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evangelical rhetoric as he commented on accounts of military action in Virginia: “May the
‘God of battles’ drive back the invaders and give citron to those who fight for their homes
and kindred.”118 In July 1861, Georgia Methodist Eliza Thomas concluded that any
opportunity for a peaceful solution to the “just cause” of the South had passed. “Trusting to
the God of battles,” she wrote, “I shall see my husband go, feeling that if one word of mine
could keep him at home, I would not utter it.” Her confession of sending her husband into
battle came with the acute realization that the God of battles might call her husband
heavenward, but her entry a few days later reveals that she simply commended him to the
“God who taketh all things for the best” and then named her newborn son Jefferson after
her husband so that she would have something to remember him by.119 Having witnessed
numerous battles and the loss of several friends, Virginia Baptist Edward Bagby reminded
his sister to look back to providence: “Let us pray the God of battles to be our God and
protector. He has already given us three glorious victories, and the future is to prove the
greatness of our cause.”120 Through the secession crisis and into the first year of war, these
Confederates knew victory and success came from God because they believed in a
sovereign providence who foreordained the results of the conflict and led them into battle.
This eagerness and the lack of inhibition in invoking the God of battles reflects
overwhelming confidence in the providential sanction of the Confederate cause. Its
audacity was not unnoticed by cautious observers in border states. As Marylander Mary
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Lance chided Georgia Presbyterian Alexander Stephens, his open promotion of violence
and lawlessness could be likened to that of the godless French Revolutionist Maximilien
Robespierre. “That God may open our eyes to see the madness of the hour, is my daily,
hourly prayer, and when your eyes are opened, you will no longer impiously appeal to Him
for the justice of a cause, supported by such an unhallowed and unholy means.”121 Working
desperately to counter secessionist rhetoric in Maryland, Dutch Reformed minister William
James Romeyn Taylor complained, “I feel desperate, knowing that times like the present
are not for temporizing, and in this state of affairs ‘the end will justify the means.’” In a
region where providential rhetoric superseded ordinary social decorum and the rule of
law, mob rule prevailed as secessionists tired to prove their absolute commitment to what
they perceived to be God’s cause.122 A fierce Union sympathizer, Virginia Presbyterian Julia
Chase was willing to concede that only the final conclusion of the war would show
providential favor: “If the Southern cause is a just and right one, God will certainly defend
them and give them success. But if not, how can we expect it?”123 Living in the Shenandoah
Valley of northern Virginia, Chase found this evangelical Confederate conviction of
providential vindication to be beyond reason. Her observation together with those of Lance
and Taylor suggest that those who were one step removed from the Confederate fervor
found this providential confidence in Confederate success to be misplaced and dangerous.
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The fact that they could articulate its origins and its effects on society indicates that the
theological premise itself was not unfamiliar and that only its interpretation and
application appeared to be out of place.

Responding to Providence

White Southern evangelicals who worshipped a governing God responded passively

and actively to providential intervention in their lives. Many believed that acknowledging
the will of God in their lives meant simply relying on God’s arrangement for them, be it
illness, spouse, prosperity, hardship, or war. Meanwhile, others spent their devotional time
and energy praying and fasting for God’s direction, imploring God to intervene in personal,
economic, and political affairs according to His will. In both cases, these evangelicals
understood the secession crisis as a conflict waged on earth and in heaven and expected
the battle to be both physical and spiritual.
Believing in providential arrangement over personal affairs and the destiny of the
South meant trusting that God in His infinite power worked out all things, large and small,
according to His supreme wisdom, which did not require analysis and only demanded
absolute trust. Their faith required reason to understand and witness God’s work in the
universe but did not require them to rationally comprehend how God would bring about
victory for the fledgling Confederacy over a seemingly well-equipped foe. Providence could
intervene supernaturally or use resources believers had no awareness of or control over.
According to this logic, blind faith in an overruling providence reflected the piety necessary
to satisfy any condition for divine intervention. In imagining “a victory to our Southern
Confederacy as has never been accorded in the annals of History,” one North Carolinian
pointed out that in addition to the diligent work of the Confederate Army, “it seems as if
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Providence is doing more for us than we are for ourselves.” Thus, mere cooperation and
trust in God were sufficient for victory.124
These white Southern evangelicals used New Testament scripture to reinforce their
theology that God required trust and longsuffering from His believers in exchange for
providential ruling over their lives. When faced by human mortality, nineteenth-century
evangelicals turned to passages like John 14:1-2 to find solace:
Let not your heart be troubled: ye believe in God, believe also in Me. In My
Father’s house are many mansions: if it were not so, I would have told you. I
got to prepare a place for you.
Maryland Methodist Priscilla Munnikhuysen, for example, recorded that an Episcopalian
priest referenced this text at the funeral of her cousin. This biblical promise of hope for a
better future created expressly by God where Christians can dwell with Jesus represented a
comfort to Munnikhuysen when faced with the possibility of her own death.125 Similarly,
Arkansas Episcopal bishop Henry C. Lay emphasized that these verses also indicated that a
believer’s future belonged to God and as such, the focus should not be on material or
earthly blessings in the present but in the unseen things of the promised future.126
With the political turmoil of the secession crisis, white Southern evangelicals also
used this scripture to understand God’s arrangements of political affairs. Georgia Methodist
minister George MacDonell emphasized the first part of the text – “let not your heart be
troubled,” reminding his congregation that faith in Christ would satisfy their soul’s need for
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peace in the midst of political uncertainty.127 In late April 1861, North Carolina Baptist
pastor Cushing B. Hassell also preached on this text to a “congregation very solemn and
much affected by reason of our national difficulties.” The providential promise of hope and
a better future, therefore, emboldened these Christians to expect both peace and victory in
this holy cause.128
Another passage – 2 Corinthians 4:17 – gave meaning to the price of current pain
and suffering.
For our light affliction, which is but for a moment, worketh out for us a far
more exceeding and eternal weight of glory.
White Southern evangelicals such as Mississippi Methodist Ann Hardeman referenced this
promise when faced with personal illness or financial setbacks. Of her suffering with an ear
infection, she wrote, “May God help me to be patient and enduring and may these
Afflictions which are but for a moment work out for me a far more exceeding and Eternal
weight of Glory.”129 The conflicts of secession and the trials of civil war easily fit into this
notion of providentially arranged afflictions. With such rhetoric, these evangelicals could
legitimize their hardships while also trusting that their trials would be finite in effect and
duration and would ultimately lead to eternal glory. Baptist Talbert Holt of the 38th
Alabama Infantry, for example, cautioned his wife from grieving too much on his behalf:
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Carrie, do not expect life on earth to be all made up of sunshine and
happiness as ours have been till now. This would approach too much to
Heaven. Remember that we must have trouble here. The Scriptures say man
is born unto trouble as the sparks fly upward,130 and our troubles, which are
but for a season, are worth for us as a far more exceeding and eternal weight
of glory.
For Holt, his tribulations in the military and the risk of death were part of a Christian’s
earthly sojourn. The best he could do was to trust in God and endure while keeping future
happiness in mind.131
For many evangelical Confederates like Holt, the present suffering was a reminder
of the power and faith in Christ, and this passage became a means to encourage fellow
Confederates to rely on the plans of providence in the face of the tremendous risk of
secession. In a sermon titled “On Divine Providence” in October 1861, Tennessee Methodist
James Stringfield proclaimed to his listeners: “It is unwise to murmur at any dispensation
of God’s providence if we are there made more certain of eternal life in the world to
come.”132 In December 1861, Virginia Episcopal priest Aristides Smith similarly pointed out
that if afflictions “last but for a moment,” a Christian’s concern should be on the things
eternal.133 The coming of war seemed to be a personal trial to South Carolinian
Episcopalian William DuBose, but he confessed to his fiancée that it gave him more joy than
130
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sorrow. “We belong to a kingdom that is above the kingdom of this world, and which must
prevail…. There is a divine purpose running through it all.”134 While all this rhetoric
encouraged Confederate evangelicals to invest their faith and energy in the divine, the fact
that most believed that the Confederate cause itself was holy and of God meant that their
faith and energy became intertwined with secession and the Southern cause. A providential
faith became a commitment to Southern independence and warfare, and many white
Southern evangelicals felt obligated to commit themselves, their finances, their resources,
and their hearts to secession and the Confederacy.
White Southern evangelicals understood that their obligations as citizens and
Christians worked in coordination with Almighty God, and they often reiterated their
commitment to a sovereign providence as they made political choices related to secession.
Commenting on election results in November 1860, Georgia Universalist Thomas Maguire
noted, “[The result of the election] was not pleasant, but we will have to do the best under
the circumstances. God defend the right.” Although betraying a spirit of resignation to the
fateful election results, Maguire nonetheless echoed the familiar evangelical idea of trusting
in the divine arrangement for the final outcome.135 Likewise, South Carolina Baptist James
P. Boyce admitted, “I do wish to see the North put entirely in the wrong… yet I bow to what
God would do.”136 Reflecting on personal and national trials, Virginia Presbyterian Thomas
Jackson reminded his sister, “How different are the views of one who sees God in all things
John 18:36; William P. DuBose to Anne B. Peronneau, February 28, 1862 in DuBose,
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and one who sees Him in nothing.”137 Immediately following Lincoln’s presidential victory
in November 1860, these white Southern evangelicals acknowledged the potential
difficulties the president-elect posed for the South but also seemed to trust that God in His
infinite wisdom would somehow carry the South through.
The early months of 1861, while bringing the secession of several states, evoked an
ongoing hope in some white Southern evangelicals that providence would resolve the
secession conflict and the region could thereby avoid war. Georgia Methodist Dolly Burge
noted in early January, “This is a fast day for our country that our Great Ruler may restore
Peace to our disunited country.”138 Her father William Lunt, on the other hand, prayed for
the opposite outcome, writing, “I hope and pray that I may never live to see our Union
resolved. We must trust in God. He will rule all things right.”139 Stationed in the Kansas
territory, Presbyterian J.E.B. Stuart pondered how he would leave the United States Army
when his native state of Virginia seceded. However, he closed a letter of potential plans
with this statement: “In these times of trial, our only hope is a firm reliance on Divine
Providence by whose guidance all things will be right.”140 For Burge, Lunt, Stuart, and
others, their political inclinations took second place, at least rhetorically, to their
willingness to submit to the ways and timing of the Almighty even with regard to secession.
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After the firings at Fort Sumter in mid-April 1861, these white Southern evangelicals
began to shift their rhetoric from hope of peace to hope of justice and vengeance. Alabama
Baptist Talbert Holt wrote on the eve of war, “I feel that the God of the just will be with us
to shield us from harm and give us victory.” Merely two days later, he wrote, “I try to place
my reliance upon the God of the Just, who I feel will not desert me.”141 For Holt, then, the
battle for justice was both national and personal, and his private confidence in divine
intervention augmented his hope for himself and for the Confederacy. A month later,
Virginia Baptist Fannie Taylor assured her brother that the scripture in her devotional –
“The angel of the Lord encampeth round about them that fear Him and delivereth them”142
– was so apropos to his situation as to confirm what she already knew: “In reference to the
prospective war, we at the South cannot but feel that God is on our side.”143 The Unionsympathetic South Carolina Presbyterian Simeon Colton noted: “God may have a design in
connection with slavery to let the South know that while their purpose is to perpetuate, His
is to liberate…. God grant that the whole movement may turn out for good.”144 While Colton
held a vastly different political perspective from other white Southern evangelicals, his
reliance on the supreme sovereignty of providence indicates that the Southerners, at least
to some extent, still relied on a higher power to bring justice to their society.
With the commencement of battles in mid-1861, Confederate evangelicals
envisioned their overruling God as One who controlled the destiny of nations in their favor.
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Even as her brother was away at battle, North Carolina Addie Osborne proclaimed, “There
is more power in prayer with faith than cannons and guns.” With proper prayer, God would
vindicate the Confederacy and protect her brother. In this way, the language of faith and
her belief in providence gave Osborne a means by which to fully participate in the political
battle for independence in spite of the fact that her gender precluded her from traditional
military service. Therefore, she assured her sister: “Trust in God and He will bring us out
more than conquerors.”145
A reliance on providence gave Confederate evangelicals confidence in the face of a
paucity of accurate information and a lack of control over their welfare. Despite the
absence of reliable news, Georgian Shepherd Pryor assured his wife: “My only hope is in
that Supreme Being who rules all who can say peace to this nation, and we’ll have peace,
and if I fall in this struggle, I feel that I fall in a good cause and have faith to believe that I’ll
be happier than I’ve been in this world of trouble.”146 South Carolina Episcopalian Emma
Holmes found strength in “how visibly the hand of God was with us” in these struggles for
freedom through revolution.147 Georgian David Winn lamented that he was unable to
resign his volunteer post to take a position in the regular army as a physician. Nevertheless,
he concluded that whatever the outcome of his own future or the fate of the Confederacy,
“‘Tis sufficient to know that God rules and to trust Him.”148 The exigencies of war altered
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petitions for divine intervention from a rhetoric of peace and mercy to one of justice and
vengeance. White Southern evangelicals refused to abandon their belief that a supreme
power overruled the nations and would ultimately bring the South through all these trials
into prosperity.
While some white Southern evangelicals merely relied on the sovereignty of God
over their personal circumstances and the national crisis, others took a more active stance
by petitioning specifically for insight into God’s designs, fasting for repentance, and
beseeching for God’s particular favor. Clergy insisted that calls for fasting by political
leaders such as Confederate President Jefferson Davis and state governors should be
opportunities for public humiliation and communal repentance. These fast days were not
meant to be passive reflections on God’s goodness, His judgment, or His power but rather
opportunities for evangelicals to repent for past sins, both personal and communal, to seek
forgiveness and redemption, and to pray for divine intervention. After a battle victory,
these days were designated as days of fasting and thanksgiving, including praise and
gratitude for providential mercy and blessing after a battle victory.
While the political calls for statewide or nationwide days of fasting were not in
themselves religious in nature,149 evangelical clergy often gave sermons on these days,
which highlighted the need for humility and repentance before an overruling God. In
November 1860 following the presidential election, for example, South Carolina
Presbyterian minister Thomas Smyth explained that fasting called for humility before God
“under whose judgments they may be suffering and whose gracious providence alone can
Sociologist Robert Bellah called this pseudo-religious phenomenon “American civil
religion,” that is, a reliance on religious self-understanding in nation building. For further
discussion, see Bellah, Beyond Belief, 168, 170–171, 176–178.
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either remove them or in the midst of judgment remember mercy.”150 Similarly, Georgia
Episcopalian priest George H. Clark, though dubious of the merits of secession, called on his
hearers to repent and pray for divine intervention, emphasizing that the confessing of
national sin coincided with placing trust in God. Among his calls for prayers were these:
pray “that God may be pleased to direct the consultation of our rulers to the advancement
of His glory, and the safety, honor, and welfare of his people; that ‘peace and happiness,
trust and justice, religion and piety, may be established among us for all generations.’”151
As the war began in mid-1861, fast sermons shifted to petitions for God’s
intervention on the battlefield while still highlighting the need for the repentance of the
pious on behalf of the Confederacy. In late May 1861, North Carolina Baptist pastor Cushing
Hassell noted that after a fast day sermon on Joel 2:12-14, two elders and two men came
forward in exhortation and prayer, echoing the themes of fasting and mourning before God
in order for the people to receive grace and mercy in the present political crisis.152 In midJune 1861, Georgia Episcopalian bishop Stephen Elliott used the fast day to publicly give
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glory to God and petition for His mercy in this time of need. As the psalmist of old had
declared, so could the people of the South proclaim: “Our God is in the heavens, He hath
done whatsoever He pleases.”153 In the same week, Louisiana Presbyterian minister
Benjamin M. Palmer admonished his congregants that the only barrier between themselves
and Southern independence was supplication before God and a complete and total reliance
on the God who controls the destiny of nations. “In the acknowledgement of this truth,” he
proclaimed, “we today bow the knee before the God of Heaven, whom we have chosen to
serve as the God of this nation forever.”154
While white Southern divines preached an active faith with humility and petitioning
before God, white Southern evangelicals likewise performed their own dependence on
providential mercy and blessing. In March 1861, Georgia Baptist Samuel Richards noted the
prophet Daniel’s habit of praying thrice daily toward Jerusalem as an example of the
“Christian stability” he sought to emulate.155 In May 1861, London Times correspondent
William H. Russell described a prayer “pregnant with gunpowder” at a session of the
Confederate Congress where God was beseeched to bestow defeat on the U.S. army,
condemn Lincoln, and protect the lives of the Confederate soldiers.156 Present at the signing
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of North Carolina’s Secession Ordinance, Methodist minister Charles Deems specifically
prayed to “Thou Ruler of Nations, Thou Controller of all events.” Notably this prayer did not
invite God to merely bless the occasion nor to consider looking favorably upon the people
of North Carolina in taking this political step. Rather, Deems took the occasion to give
thanks for the past workings of providence which had culminated in both the war and the
declaration of secession, a direction led by God Himself.
We adore Thee for all Thy good Providence over us as a people, from our
beginning down to the present time. Thou hast planted us and cared for us,
and blessed the growth of our prosperity. Thou hast been with our fathers in
all their most solemn deliberations. Thou hast led our people in battle. Thou
hast given to us many very great fruits of freedom richly to enjoy. And now
Thou hast brought us together into this Convention to perform these acts,
upon which the future welfare of all our people, under God’s blessing, must
depend.157
Only in closing did Deems mention peace and prosperity.
On and off the battlefield, white Southern evangelicals and their friends continued to
petition for providential protection. Stationed at Fort Pulaski in Savannah, Georgia Jew
Gratz Cohen wrote to his mother: “May God have us all in His holy keeping.”158 Caught up in
the violence and uncertainty of war, Episcopalian Mary Mitchell despaired of the future and
its troubles. To her mother, she confessed, “We must all pray most earnestly, for never was
a Country in more want of Heavenly guidance than our unhappy America.”159 While North
Carolina Methodist Cornelia Henry despaired of war and earnestly desired “a peaceful
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separation of the states,” she acknowledged privately that the only source of peace was
from above. Concerning a call for fasting, she wrote, “We of the South ought to at least offer
up our humble prayer for war to cease as it all lies in the hands of our great Creator…. May
God protect the right is my humble prayer.”160 For Cohen, Mitchell, Henry, and others,
petitioning for divine guidance gave them agency to participate in the larger work of
providence in the world.

Looking for Validation
Because these white Southern evangelicals believed that God controlled the destiny
of nations and specifically desired the secession and independence of the South, they
looked for confirmation of such providence in their everyday lives and in the course of
political negotiations and military encounters. Although their faith suggested that they
would recognize signs of either pleasure or displeasure from God, in practice, they often
chose to interpret both the good and the evil, blessing and hardship as confirmation of
what they already knew – that the quest for Southern independence was indeed a move of
God.
White Southern evangelicals had often discussed the workings of providence as
indications of divine approval of their daily living and personal choices. In the summer of
1859, for example, the Pringle family, South Carolina Episcopalians, suffered the loss of a
son and brother William. Son James comforted his mother, writing, “We ought more to
rejoice than weep, for by his death we know that Our Father has called him home, and we
all will now strive more and more to love and please our Savior.” Son Edward, conducting
Cornelia S. Henry, journal, June 9, 1861 in Cornelia C. Henry, Fear in North Carolina: The
Civil War Journals and Letters of the Henry Family, ed. Karen L. Clinard and Richard Russell
(Asheville, N.C.: Reminiscing Books, 2008), 22.
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business in San Francisco, recognized his deceased brother’s superior spirituality and
chose not to bemoan why God saw fit to take the more righteous one. Instead, he petitioned
his parents, “You who are better will pray for me that William’s death may be sanctified to
me and to us all.” In her private copybook, mother Mary M. Pringle mused on the
significance of the children of Israel murmuring against God for the bitter water at Marah,
admitting her own tendency to blame God for trials such as the loss of her son. She
concluded that as it was God who had led the Israelites to Marah,161 so also was Christ in
His sovereignty ordering the journey of her own life. “It is a Father’s hand, that has led us to
those bitter waters, and though He may use it, to chasten us, still the trial after all is sent by
Him.”162 Who providence had taken and who remained, then, was, to the Pringle family, a
divine call to Christian living and a specific reminder that God was in control of the smallest
aspect of their lives.
Similarly, evangelical funerals were opportunities for the living to reevaluate their
life choices in the face of future uncertainty and the seemingly arbitrary nature of death.
Both Tennessee Christian Francis Carmack and Georgia Methodist George MacDonell drew
from the New Testament promise: “Blessed are the dead which die in the Lord from
henceforth… that they may rest from their labors.”163 This scriptural promise gave the
living hope that they would be reunited in the future and that the works of the dead had
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been well received by God.164 After a ship carrying several Baptist missionaries to Japan
and China was lost at sea, their home community in Maryland used the opportunity to find
solace in this same biblical promise. Although initially reluctant to believe that God could
allow the pious to perish in such a holy endeavor, minister John Williams proclaimed at
their funeral sixteen months after their departure: “In the flesh, we shall never fully
understand the providences of God. For His thoughts are not our thoughts nor are our ways
His ways…. One thing is certain, God loves us and His cause better than we do, and knows
what is best both for us and for His cause.” If these missionaries had died in the pursuit of
the Lord’s work, Williams reasoned, then who could question the wisdom of providence?165
Despite the fact that these deaths felt unjust and premature, friends and family, all white
Southern evangelicals, continued to trust in the sovereignty of God who ordered all things
according to His plan.
When political turmoil brought new circumstances to the South, white Southern
evangelicals used the same spiritual worldview of providence to understand the ways of
the Lord within their lives. Verses like Proverbs 3:17, 166 which had been previously used to
Francis Carmack, diary, June 24, 1860, Francis Carmack Papers, SHC; George G.N.
MacDonell, diary, March 31, 1861, George Galphin Nolan MacDonnell Diaries, GHS; see also,
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instruct children or to caution Southerners to avoid becoming entangled in politics, became
the foundation on which they claimed secession to be providential. For example, Florida
Methodist Charles A. Hentz noted that his town of Quincy met the news of the surrender of
Fort Sumter with great excitement. The pastor, perhaps referring to the bloodless capture
of the South Carolina fort, preached on this text: “All her paths are of peace,”167 implying
that the beginning of military conflict did not originate in a malicious spirit but rather out
of a spirit of peaceful obedience to providential direction.
The idea that providential blessing reigned over those who sought righteousness
persisted through the secession conflict. In December 1859, North Carolina Episcopalian
Mary N. Bryan warned her daughter of straying into frivolous novels and parties,
concluding, “All but hope for the best and trust to Providence who is all sufficient to carry
us safely through every trial if we strive to do what is right.” Almost two years later, North
Carolina Episcopalian S.Y. Davis repeated similar language to his brother-in-law General
Bryan Grimes: “I hope Providence will be with you all when you attempt an attack on
Washington and if possible not one of your men get killed…. I think such might be the case
if all would acknowledge God as their leader.”168 For the Bryan, Davis, and Grimes families,
connected shortly thereafter by marriage,169 being a true Christian meant believing that
God would intervene to protect the righteous, those who engaged in wholesome pastimes
George G. Smith, diary, May 1, 1859, George Gilman Smith Papers, SHC; Augusta Evans
to Rachel Lyons, October 17, 1859, Augusta Evans Wilson Papers, Alabama; Priscilla
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and those who fought for holy causes. The best course of action was to follow the guidance
of providence to pursue the right, which in 1861 meant secession and war.
The secession of the Southern states and the willing participation of white Southern
evangelicals marked a transition to new discussions of God as the source of peace, blessing,
vengeance, and victory. As had been the case during the Mexican-American War, Southern
ministers understood and preached on secession and battle through the lens of providence
and manifest destiny.170 Preaching on the “Divine Providence” in October 1861, Tennessee
Methodist divine James K. Stringfield reminded his listeners that “no good thing will He
withhold from them that walk uprightly.”171 No doubt a comfort in a time of political, social,
and economic uncertainty, Stringfield proclaimed God’s providence as the source of all
good things, and extant records indicate that Confederate evangelicals as a whole
interpreted “good things” broadly, often in favor of secession and Southern
independence.172
For some white Southern evangelicals, all “good things” included peace and
bloodless secession. Anticipating the presidential elections a few days later, South Carolina
Baptist Keziah Brevard concluded that peace could not be found in political compromise or
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a charismatic leader “unless God says peace.”173 With the advent of war, the rhetoric of
providential peace transformed into a hope that God would restore peace to a broken
world. South Carolina Episcopalian Emma Holmes noted after the victory at Manassas: “The
Lord hath done great things for us,” implying that the temporary lull in fighting was a gift of
providence.174 Although her sense of God’s presence faltered to the extent that she
wondered if God had forsaken the Confederacy, Georgia Methodist Loula Kendall returned
repeatedly to the conclusion that God would bring peace to the South because He had
already determined the future victory of the Confederates over their enemies.175
While some white Southern evangelicals looked for providential peace, others
anticipated providential vengeance on behalf of the South. Preaching to soldiers stationed
at Manassas, Virginia Presbyterian minister Robert L. Dabney drew from the text: “And
shall not God avenge His own elect, which cry day and night unto Him? …I tell you He will
avenge them speedily.”176 Dabney encouraged these soldiers to pray earnestly for
providential vengeance based on the righteousness of the Confederate cause of
independence.177 According to this logic, the sins of the Union Army similarly condemned
the North to providential judgment. Virginia Episcopalian Ida Dulany recorded reports of
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Yankee troops slaughtering Confederate prisoners rather than being “troubled with them
in their retreat.” “Surely a Holy God will punish such atrocities,” she concluded.178 These
Confederate evangelicals summoned images of a wrathful God who would appropriately
punish the North in due time.179
Because white Southern evangelicals believed in supernatural vindication, typical
markers of wartime success such as military victory or political independence did not
suffice to assess success or divine validation. Instead, evangelical confidence in providential
blessing and direction revolved around their testimony of sufficient spirituality and the
strength of their conviction in future vindication. As such, Georgia Methodist Anna Green
noted but a simple response to Georgia’s ordinance of secession: “Heavenly Father, direct
the destiny of our country, and we will be right. Amen.” After almost a year when “the tide
of fortune seems against us,” Green recorded further prayers for providential protection.
While one might be tempted to dismiss the naïveté of this sixteen year old, Green’s
response exemplifies the ordinary faith in providence and the hope of millennial
vindication.180 Green recognized that the Confederate project, like any other work for God,
might not achieve immediate success. God rewarded obedience over tangible results. A
successful missionary was one who followed the call to mission; the number of converts
gained and the establishment of new churches dependent solely on God. For Confederates
familiar with such an understanding of providential work, the absence of immediate
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victory in the secession crisis did not undermine their confidence in God’s sovereign
hand.181
White Southern evangelical rhetoric about the success of secession and the
Confederacy acknowledged the risky nature of claiming independence and stressed that
victory would come as a gift from God. Pious Southerners believed that they merited divine
favor not because of their military might or political finesse but because of their moral
superiority over their Northern enemies.182 For Virginia Baptist George Bagby, providential
victory for the Confederate cause was certain because “no Southerner could be engaged in
a more righteous cause.”183 Maryland Episcopalian William McBlair believed and
proclaimed that a righteous God would not fail to vindicate a moral cause:
Confiding as I ever do in a just cause, I wait to hear the tidings of victory – a
reverse may here and there take place but that a cause like ours founded
upon reason, justice, humanity, all the teachings of the Gospel, cannot meet
with any other mark than favor from the Great Father who has placed us here
and rules our destiny, that our cause must be smiled upon is my firm
belief.184
With such confidence, evangelicals including South Carolina Presbyterian Grace Elmore
confidently petitioned for providential intervention in the Confederate cause. In November
1861, Elmore wrote: “Our Father be thou for us, give us the victory often my God. Let not
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our country, our own Carolina, our homes and our firesides be given to the enemy. Spare
us, good Lord, deliver us.”185 Not all white Southern evangelicals believed that victory
would come speedily, but even those who anticipated a drawn-out battle still trusted in
their ultimate vindication by providence. As one Georgian wrote, “The [war] will be bloody
and long perhaps, but as certain as we commence the battle, we shall win the victory.”186
When white Southern evangelicals looked for confirmation of God’s favor in the
Confederacy, they found it abundantly once hostilities commenced. In late December 1860,
South Carolina Episcopal Colonel J. Johnston Pettigrew reported to the governor that the
question of Fort Sumter was a political rather than a military issue. Major Robert Anderson
himself was sympathetic to the South, but vacating the Fort could be done only under the
direction of the President, leaving the matter to the politics of the Buchanan and Lincoln
administrations.187 The military takeover of Fort Sumter in mid-April, therefore, came as a
surprise. As one Charlestonian put it, “Wonderful, miraculous, unheard of in history, a
bloodless victory.”188 Similarly, a local newspaper proclaimed: “It is a most remarkable
circumstance, and one which exhibits the infinite goodness of an overruling Providence,
that, so far as we have been able to learn from the most careful inquiry, not the slightest
injury has been sustained by the defenders of their country.”189 Even South Carolina
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Unitarian Caroline Gilman, a Northern transplant from Massachusetts and sometimes
skeptic of evangelical rhetoric, found the dismissal of God’s role in national events to be
sacrilege. Of her pastor, she wrote: “Strange man! While every human soul was breathing
gratitude and joy for a bloodless victory, he had a sermon on death, with appropriate
scripture reading and hymns.”190 The workings of providence, however mysterious in
purpose, were clearly shown through the capture of Fort Sumter, at least in the eyes of
Confederate evangelicals.
For these evangelicals, subsequent military victories confirmed providential favor
toward and vindication of the Confederate cause. After one such skirmish, Virginia Baptist
Fannie Taylor wrote, “I cannot help but feel when I hear these accounts that our Heavenly
Father is answering our prayers.”191 Following victory at Manassas in July 1861,
Confederate Generals Joseph Johnston and Pierre Beauregard addressed their men “with
the profoundest emotions of gratitude to an overruling God whose hand is manifest in
protecting our homes and liberty.”192 Likewise, Episcopalian William B. Newton of the 4th
Virginia Cavalry wrote of the same battle: “Thanks to the just God who governs the councils
of history and decrees the destiny of nations [for] the glorious results of yesterday.”193 Two
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months later, Presbyterian Edge Bird of the 3rd Georgia Infantry still characterized that
victory at Manassas as providential. “I honestly believe, as I’ve written before, that
Providence gave us that battle” by inspiring the Confederate soldiers and striking “the
hearts of our enemies with fear.”194 For Taylor, Johnston, Beauregard, Newton, and Bird,
the events in the first year of the Civil War confirmed their belief that providence favored
the Confederacy and would bring the new nation to full and complete independence.

The providential trajectory to Confederate victory remained uncertain at the close
of 1861, but evangelical Confederates nonetheless clung to their confident hope in final
vindication. Building on decades of evangelical experience of God’s overruling care in their
personal lives together with a heritage of manifest destiny with regard to the American
political experience, white Southern evangelicals reasoned that secession itself was a part
of God’s plan for the South. They responded to this providential conviction by trusting in
divine interference in human affairs and by perfecting their personal and communal piety
to curry God’s forgiveness and mercy for past wrongs. They allowed for their own
misunderstanding by suggesting that God would abandon their cause if it was immoral or
unholy, but in reality, they chose to interpret all eventualities, positive and negative,
successful and failed, as signs of providential favor toward secession and the Confederate
project.
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CHAPTER FIVE: DUTY TO GOD BEING DUTY TO COUNTRY
In November 1861 as Methodist minister Linus Parker sat down to compose a fast
day sermon, he considered how to continue in a spirit of humiliation and thanksgiving
while engaged in a fierce battle for Southern independence. War itself, he concluded could
not be considered holy, even as God called His people to fight a righteous cause. For Parker,
patriotism and piety were intertwined, and the genuine Christian was a devoted
Confederate, whether that manifested itself through prayer; financial, emotional, or
ideological support; or enlistment. Although he could not imagine the ongoing conflict as a
blessing, Parker understood that his spirituality would be witnessed in his patriotism.
Simply put, he chose to be a secessionist and a Confederate, and that choice demonstrated
his piety.
Parker chose to preach on Joel 2:12, a typical text for a fast day – “Therefore also
now, saith the LORD, turn ye even to me with all your heart, and with fasting, and with
weeping, and with mourning.” Yet the sermon he wrote was not a call to forsake the things
of the world nor an entreaty for repentance for a preoccupation with secession and war.
Rather, Parker condemned the North for instigating war and implored his listeners to
recommit themselves to a righteous and just cause, humbling themselves before God and
thanking Him for the manifold blessings on the Confederacy. This Louisiana divine
conceded that the war itself was “a reason of profound regret and humiliation,” but he
remained convinced that the Southern cause of independence was providential.

Parker enumerated numerous reasons for claiming God’s blessing for the
Confederacy. Firstly, the North, led by abolitionists, propagated a “perverted Christianity, a
religious fanaticism, overriding the right of consciences, political guarantees, and the
teachings of the Word of God.” This “warped, deformed, and perverted form of religious
sincerity [was] more dangerous because it [was] sincere.” Secondly, the commercial
interests of the North refused to honor Southern independence out of a greed for profit.
Thirdly, the Republican Party embodied an “unhallowed ambition and lust of conquest
which in all eyes has sought to trample freedom underfoot, and has drenched the earth
with innocent blood.” The South, in contrast, fought for the vindication of the right of
conscience, of liberty, and of the consent of the governed, all unalienable rights of citizens.
With such a conviction,
we approach unto the righteous and just God, humble ourselves before Him,
and pray that His favor of blessing may rest upon us. Were our principles
wrong, were this a war of our own seeking, or begun by unjust aggression
upon others, by our arms, we might well hesitate to appeal to the righteous
arbitration of heaven; but assured as we are of the purity and uprightness of
our motives, the justices of our principles, and with a firm and hopeful
reliance that God will hear our prayers and deliver us from all our enemies
round about; and that He will cause His face to shine upon us and be unto us
a shield.1
Parker saw his own spiritual obligation in prayer, in political support of the
Confederacy, and in shepherding his congregation to recognize their religious duties before
God. This minister did not write of enlisting in the military or visiting the camps nor is
there any indication that he did so. He chose, rather, to petition for mercy and offer thanks
to God on behalf of the Confederacy. He rationalized that God would only vindicate the
South if its people repented of their sins – political corruption, party politics, irreligion, and
1
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the violation of God’s laws. To this end, he wrote, “See us amidst our confessions and our
humiliations not forget to be grateful, and let us endeavor by repentance to secure the
countenance of Heaven’s help. If we are faithful to Him, we may hope that God will be in the
future as in the past, a shield unto us, and that in the end He will crown our arms with
success.” If the Southern people were properly patriotic, if they condemned the sacrilege of
abolition and renounced the North, and if they acknowledged the shortcomings of the
South in years past, God would reward His people with spiritual blessings. Even should the
war endure and more trials come, the result would be spiritually glorious. Parker
concluded, “As God is our trust and hope, when He has tried us, we shall come forth as gold
– a people purified by affliction, and a nation whose success and liberties shall be more
precious and enduring by the cost of their attainment.” According to this logic, to serve God
and to be a Christian during the secession crisis and the Civil War was to fight for the cause
of Southern independence; to challenge Northern abolitionists and Union forces was God’s
call to His believers.2

When describing and retelling their choice to secede and to serve the Confederacy,
Southern white evangelicals were careful to claim the moral agency over their own actions.
In their minds, any service to the Confederacy, be it military, political, religious, or medical,
merited the notice and blessing of the Almighty God. They rejected the idea of victimhood
and instead highlighted their conscience and Christian principles in making the moral
choice to secede from the Union.
Linus Parker, sermon, November 15, 1861, Joel 2:12, fast day sermon, Linus Parker
Papers, Archives and Manuscripts Department, Pitts Theology Library, Emory University,
Atlanta, Georgia.
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Although Confederates at large blamed the necessity of secession and war on
Northern aggression and bloodthirstiness, many evangelical Confederates hesitated to
claim victimhood. Once they chose to support the cause of secession, these evangelicals
embraced secession as an offensive and progressive choice to remove the South from the
influence of Northern demons. White Southern evangelicals claimed that Northerners,
particularly Republicans and abolitionists, were workers of demons, the devil, and the
antichrist. As pious people establishing a holy nation, they could not claim to be coerced
into political independence by satanic forces. Instead, they asserted that the Confederate
States of America was a Christian nation set apart in purity and standing as a testimony of
God’s kingdom. Evangelical rhetoric provided a positive and constructive foundation for
secession that gave the mission a robustness otherwise lacking in a reactionary or
defensive policy. As historian James Farmer noted of Southern divines, “To the extent that
secession was successful, secession was the product not of fear, but of confidence and even
certitude.”3
Theological motives for secession gave white Southerners a framework for their
national identity and for their cause. Rather than defend slavery against the accusations of
a degenerate North, Confederate evangelicals emphasized their particular connection to
God and the positive work of building a new government. They began their own errand into
the wilderness, to borrow a phrase from Perry Miller. They aggressively pursued the
challenge of battle between life and death, and blessing and curse, which the Israelites had
faced on the verge of establishing their own state in biblical times. As historian Mitchell
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Snay argued, white evangelical Southerners viewed secession as a “necessary amputation
to save a healthy and living South from a diseased and dying North.”4 In this way,
participating in the Confederate cause was a moral obligation for the good of the Southern
people, for the good of God’s testimony on earth, and for the eternal fate of the individual.
Such a reorientation of secession as a deliberate choice warrants careful
consideration. As political theorist Craig Calhoun has argued, traditional values can breed
radical turmoil and social solidarity when a society’s “very ways of life [are] threatened
with eradication.”5 For white Southern evangelicals, the election of Lincoln and an
abolitionist government threatened the liberty and freedom they believed necessary to
eternal salvation. In their minds, the Northern challenge to Southern slavery was not only a
political move calculated to destroy the Southern way of life. It was also a deliberate
strategy of the enemy of God to undermine the pious integrity of Southern society and
prevent the true realization of God’s kingdom on earth. The weightiness of this prospect of
damnation by evil forces spurred immediate and radical action on the part of white
Southern evangelicals.6
Scholars have long interpreted the suddenness of the evangelical endorsement of
secession as a sign of reluctance and uncertainty on the part of the South. However, the
sudden political shift to secession can also be explained by the region’s solid foundation of
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religious values, values that together with Confederate ideology endured the test of time
and of military and political defeat. Under sufficient external pressure, conservative
strongholds have become a flashpoint for revolution. In the case of the white South, the
political ascension of a blatantly antislavery party served as a catalyst for the rejection of
what they perceived as a progressive affront to traditional religious and moral values.7
The writings of white Southern evangelicals and their stated convictions about their
duty to their God and country reveal the tremendous power evangelical theology had in
propelling them toward secession. The use of religious rhetoric allowed these evangelicals
to quickly shift their loyalties from the United States to the Confederacy. No longer were
abolitionists (and the North by extension) content with challenging the Fugitive Slave Act
with regard to a single runaway slave, limiting the expansion of slavery in the territories, or
idly critiquing the morality of slavery in novels, poetry, and opinion pieces. The election of
a sectional candidate and his call for troops constituted a direct threat to Southern and
evangelical existence.

Speaking of Duty
The honor culture of the antebellum South placed an immense emphasis on familial
duty and reputation. Both sons and daughters had an obligation to contribute to and
uphold the family legacy. This burden influenced their choice of profession, their marriage,
their ownership and treatment of slaves, their management of finances, and their care for
their dependents.8 The rhetoric of the Second Great Awakening challenged this notion of
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filial fidelity. It encouraged converts to abandon the traditions of their ancestors, especially
activities such as drinking, gambling, dueling, dancing, and horse racing. New converts also
felt tremendous pressure to cut off social ties with non-Christian relatives and to form new
bonds with their fellow believers, their brothers and sisters in Christ. Yet, for all their
rhetorical distancing from the secular honor culture, white Southern evangelicals
continued to privilege duty and honor as virtues. They preached on, wrote about, and held
church hearings on the Christian duty before God and before God to act piously,
righteously, and morally. In this way, a faith centered on individual piety was experienced
in a communal atmosphere of a faith-family.9
Before the Civil War, Southern white evangelicals discussed their duty before God
and before man as a question of honor. Stationed in Utah and then Wyoming in 1859, North
Carolinian John Miller explained to his mother that as much as he hated the Mormons and
the West, his enlistment period was for five years and his reputation would suffer if he
refused to serve out the term “where duty calls.”10 Two years later after multiple Southern
states had seceded from the Union, Miller reminded his father of his oath of allegiance to
the federal government. “If called upon, I might be compelled to battle against my own
friends and relatives, and unless I am free of the Army, although it would be bitter indeed, I
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will not swerve from the path of duty.”11 Similarly, South Carolina Episcopalian William
Henry Trescot, Assistant Secretary of War under President James Buchanan, privately
wrote of desiring to resign from his federal office as early as October 1860. Although eager
to leave his post and join in the deliberations on secession in his native state, Trescot
admitted, “I promised [General Carr] to stay as long as I thought it right” to train a
replacement and to ensure that the presidential cabinet did not fracture all at ocne. Like
Miller, Trescot eventually resigned and took up a comparable position within the
Confederacy but only after considerable efforts to fulfill his original oath of office.12
Other Southerners recognized their duty to other obligations. Virginian John Taylor
saw his duty as being educated at a Baptist seminary. Writing to his father in late 1860,
Taylor reiterated, “I do my duty. It will be all that can be required of me. …I try at all times
with the help of God, to act consistent with my profession.”13 Similarly, Presbyterian James
Hervey Greenlee’s journal served as a prayer log, detailing his concern to faithfully
discharge his duty as a farmer and a father. Elected to serve at the 1861 North Carolina
secession convention, his journal expanded to include prayers regarding his duty to this
new political service.14
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Many Southern whites struggled to rationalize their sense of duty after the election
of Abraham Lincoln in early November 1860. One Delawre correspondent reminded his
Southern friend: “Is it not the duty of all good citizens to submit to the popular will, unless
an overt act be committed by that party?”15 Indeed, these Southerners wondered, at what
point could duty to God override or redefine duty to country? While visiting relatives in
Philadelphia, Georgian Gratz Cohen explained to his parents, “I think it is the duty of every
Southern State to leave a union, which is a union but in name…. God will prosper the
right.”16 Throughout the South, white evangelicals debated and analyzed their patriotic and
spiritual obligations, wondering at what threshold of political turmoil a faithful Christian
ought to speak out against his own government.
For women, duty before God and men was perhaps simpler to understand. Southern
culture dictated that females owed deference and respect to patriarchal figures including
government officials, their husbands and fathers, and the civic leaders of their society.
Reflecting on her mother’s grief over drunken family members, Georgia Methodist Loula
Kendall concluded, “All my sex are made to suffer, [our duty is to endure hardship with joy
and humility.] Life is given to me for some purpose, and it should be my earnest endeavor
to find out what the purpose is, and accomplish it.”17 Just five months later, she concluded
that purpose was “to search the scriptures, discharge my duties as a Christian, turn away
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from the pleasures of the world, and put my trust in Heaven.”18 Similarly, Alabama
Methodist Augusta Evans reminded her Jewish friend Rachel that the only fulfilling way to
write was to write with “the noble aim of doing God’s work. There is a calm, sweet reward,
arising from the discharge of duty like this.”19 Sheltered from the filth of business and
politics, Southern women were expected to nurture the love and peace of family and
uphold social order, all as part of their spiritual stewardship.20
With the prospect of war increasing daily after South Carolina’s secession
declaration in December 1860, white evangelical Southerners began to conflate their
patriotic duty to their state and region with their duty before God. In anticipation of
Georgia’s secession, Presbyterian lawyer Francis Bartow prayed, “May God grant that the
fire of a noble resolution may not be quenched in Georgia.”21 Once they became convinced
that political independence through secession and even violence was necessary to preserve
the South’s holy status before God, white Southern evangelicals became fully committed to
the Confederate cause.22
Enlisting in the Confederate army and answering the call to defend the homeland
became a matter not merely of patriotic responsibility but also of personal pride. South
Carolinia Presbyterian Thomas Pitts assured his sweetheart that his resolution not to
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volunteer had ended when he watched elderly men, such as his father, volunteer for the
cause. “I know you will applaud me for my course, much preferring to be the intended wife
of one who is willing to defend his country, than to live one hundred years as the wife of a
man who has not the courage to defend his own fireside.”23 Similarly, Texas Baptist J.M.
Fain assured his cousin, “I am determined to defend my country as long as I am able.” The
resistance from the abolitionists and Native Americans might be great, but in due time,
New Mexico and Arizona would be brought under the power of the Confederate
government, and Fain wanted to be part of that action.24 Virginia Presbyterian Jesse
Rolston assured his wife that he longed to be with her; yet, “ I still think it is a duty I owe to
defend our country and try to keep the enemy away from you.”25 Upon leaving camp for
battle, North Carolinia Baptist John Miller explained to his brother, “Of one thing I am sure:
that I shall do my duty and act the part of a man regardless of my life.”26
These statements from Confederate soldiers Pitts, Fain, and Rolston appear to be
just the words of patriotic Southern sons concerned about their own reputations and even
those of their family members. However, a closer look at many of their letters and diaries
indicates that they understood their responsibility in religious terms and looked to God’s
mercy and strength to endure the trials of battle. Thomas Pitts confided in his intended that
he loathed the idea of battle and hoped that civil war would be avoided. However, his trust
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lay in the “Infinite Being who governs the universe” and the “God of battles.”27 Similarly,
Jesse Rolston longed for the end of the war, but he urged his wife to remember that even if
he died in battle, “you must trust in providence.”28
Other Confederate soldiers defined their duty in explicitly evangelical terms.
Tennessee Presbyterian minister George E. Eagleston, previously an advocate for the
colonization of slaves, became a willing secessionist after Lincoln’s attack on Sumter. He
described his enlistment in his daybook, “I take the call of my country as the call of God. …I
can but commend [my dependent family] to the merciful care of a kind Providence and go
forth in His name to defend the liberties of my country.”29 Commander William McBlair
reminded his wife and his son that he battled against “the Devil and his legions”: “My duty
to yourselves and our country require great sacrifices and with the aid of God I trust I will
never be found wanting in performing them.”30 In preparing for his possible death on the
battlefield, Alabama Baptist Talbert Holt wrote his own obituary for his wife, “Carrie, I fight
not through malice or envy, but simply to protect my home, my family, my Liberty, my
Honor, and the graves of my dead. But you know this. My last thought even in the carnage
of Battle when I am weltering in my blood, my last thought shall be of Heaven and Carrie.”31
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In choosing to volunteer and live in military camps, these Confederate soldiers understood
their military service as part of their spiritual journey and expected an external reward for
their sacrifices for a holy cause.
Religious and civic leaders urged young men leaving for the battlefield to consider
their duty to country as duty to God. Presbyterian minister Robert L. Dabney, for example,
addressed one volunteer company leaving for camp with the text:
And I say unto you my friends, Be not afraid of them that kill the body, and
after that have no more that they can do. But I will forewarn you whom ye
shall fear: Fear him, which after he hath killed hath power to cast into hell;
yea, I say unto you, Fear him.32
Encouraging these young men to face the uncertainties of battle and reminding them that
they fought the cause of Christ, Dabney proclaimed, “The fear of God is true courage. The
man who fears God, need fear nothing else. …The only safe, only reasonable course is to
embrace Jesus Christ now, and go forward in the path of duty.”33 In this case, any hesitation
soldiers may have had toward killing the enemy needed to be discounted in light of the fear
of God and man’s responsibility before God.
Even those who tarried over the choice to enlist considered the implications of their
social and spiritual reputations for shirking their duties. Alabaman Jack G. Dewitt felt
chastised by his community for being unwilling to leave his wife so soon after marrying,
admitting to a friend that “my patriotic passions are not so great as yours” and promising to
enlist soon because “our country must be defended and I am willing to do my part.”34 South
32
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Carolinian Henry Clifton lamented the accusations of cowardice from soldiers, blaming the
lack of a place for his wife to live or people to look after her as the only impediment to his
enlistment. “I want to kill a few Yankees before I die,” he assured his parents.35 To explain
their inaction in the face of the social and spiritual expectation to enlist, these young men
emphasized their awareness and agreement with notions of patriotic and religious duty
and reasoned away their own action by pointing to the needs of their dependents.
Not every evangelical Confederate soldier shared this absolute conviction that
selfless military service was necessary for spiritual fulfillment. Other soldiers felt a
particular calling to battle that challenged traditional notions of patriotic and Christian
duty. Alabaman Talbert Holt, for example, considered his duty satisfied with only one year
of service, explaining to his wife, “It is a good thing to have a clear conscience. This I’ve got.
I’ve done my duty.” Holt called for slaveholders to bear the brunt of the fighting, and as a
non-slaveholder, he saw God’s blessing in completing a minimum tour of duty.36 While
some Southerners hoped that some divines would remain to shepherd the flock of God at
home, Baptist Brother Hicks “felt it his duty as well as others’ to fight for southern rights
and liberty.” “We tried to persuade him,” one congregant explained, “it was his duty to
attend to his churches, his school, and to us… [but our] persuasions were powerless.”37
Georgia Baptist Samuel Richards openly recognized the Confederate cause as a holy one,
explaining on one fast day, “That our cause is a just one in His sight, I have not a doubt and I
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do not fear but that it will eventually succeed, though God may intend to chastise and
humble us first on account of sins.”38 In spite of this conviction, Richards’ diaries indicate a
continuing unwillingness to volunteer and sophisticated efforts to evade the draft when it
was instituted in mid-1862. Eventually, Richards, a bookstore owner, began to print Bibles
and other religious texts, a profession that gave him permanent exemption from military
service.39 Richards’ use of a religious exemption to avoid fighting a righteous war
demonstrates that, for some, strong Christian values and a holy perception of the
Confederacy did not always result in patriotic military service. While many white Southern
evangelical men determined that sacrifice and service were demanded of proper Christian
patriots, the variety of responses to this social expectation shows that, at the end of the day,
spiritual responsibility was a matter of personal conviction.
Christian obligation and patriotic responsibility were not always clear-cut,
particularly when scripture could be used effectively to encourage or discourage military
service. Over the course of one year, Georgia Methodist Henry Graves received
contradictory instructions from his community. In May 1861, his father urged him to
remain enrolled at Emory College, reminding him,
You should use your present opportunities to the best advantage. The
springtime of life will soon pass away, and every hour neglected or lost can
never be regained. Whereas if you should seek military honor or fame that
comes from man, there will be time enough after you have done with your
school.
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Yet, by August 1861, Henry Graves had enlisted, explaining to his mother, “I am going to
study my profession with my ‘whole might’ so as to fit me for a soldier, and hope if this war
should continue for some time to do something for myself…. Duty and patriotism I trust
will ever be my prompters.” For Graves, this “call of duty” demanded his “whole might” in
the same way that he followed God’s commandment to love Him with his “whole
strength.”40 Severe illness in September 1861 prompted Graves to apply for a medical
discharge, a move his captain disparaged as both unpatriotic and unchristian:
Strive to regain your health speedily. Remember that in this hour of our
Country’s peril, every man is expected to strive courageously and prudently
to serve the country. If you have grown worse by going home, you may
recover by returning to your post….. Life is short at best. The times are
pregnant with momentous events. Be an actor in the trial. Do not succumb
and despair, but bear up, strive, work while it is called today.
Captain Robert Smith invoked the Protestant work ethic that hard work and sacrifice were
the secrets to physical strength and spiritual triumph.41 He echoed the urgency of Christ’s
proclamation when entreating a sickly Graves to return to the camp – “I must work the
works of him that sent me while it is day: the night cometh, when no one can work.”42 Both
Smith and Graves’ father pointed to the fleeting passage of time and demanded Henry
sacrifice his own glory and health to a higher calling. For Graves, at least, these entreaties
became a moot point. Having suffered “repeated attacks of intermittent fever together with
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great infirmities of constitution” for over sixty days, he was discharged from service on
January 18, 1862, having been in active service for only 34 days.43

The Nature of Christian Duty
Regardless of their position on justification by faith and salvation through works –
the age-old Protestant debates on the attainment of Christian status, white Southern
evangelicals believed that their living ought to reflect the Christian beliefs they held so
dear. In a region already fixated on familial reputation and personal legacy, these Southern
evangelicals framed their theological expectations of each in similar terms. With the
coming of secession and the outbreak of Civil War, their notions of patriotic duty became
enveloped in these ideas of spiritual fidelity and superiority.
White Southern evangelicals emphasized that Christian faith elevated one’s
responsibility to the community by holding the Christian accountable to God. In late 1861,
Tennessee Methodist minister James Stringfield reminded his congregation that ignorance
of the Christian’s duties always led to evil:
The lower our standard of duty, the less apt are we to conform to it, even
though it be very low. In order to induce people to conform to the gospel in
full, give them an elevated standard, let them have an enlarged view of duty,
and they will be very apt to act in accordance with their convictions.44
Good Christians, therefore, made good patriots, good citizens, and good soldiers.
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Southern evangelicalism called for an active faith rather than a passive one. North
Carolina Presbyterian James Greenlee kept a careful record of his daily activities, opening
each day’s diary entry with prayers to sanctify the loss of his wife and children, to become
resigned and submissive to the will of God, and to be saved for Christ’s sake. In addition to
notes on activities and business of the day, Greenlee detailed a routine of personal
confession, introspection, prayer, and inquiry for guidance.45 Similarly, Virginia Baptist
Jane Taylor encouraged her brother to pray in secret, read the Bible, and seek the influence
of the Holy Spirit, practices through which he could find endurance and strength through
Christ.46 Presbyterian Thomas “Stonewall” Jackson concurred, counseling his sister Laura
to “live in accordance with the law of God,” taking the yoke of Jesus without hesitation. “We
[should] follow Him in the prompt discharge of every duty. …We mustn’t hesitate a
moment about doing our duty under all circumstances as soon as it is made known to us,
and we should always seek by prayer to be taught our duty.”47 For these evangelicals, being
a Christian meant both practicing particular Christian rituals and obeying a spiritual
intuition of one’s duty to God.
Between 1859 and 1861, the rhetoric of living for Christ and fighting the enemy of
God became enlarged to include the battle against the abolitionists for Southern
independence. In early 1859, Maryland Episcopalian Mary Manwaring comforted her friend
upon the death of her father, assuring her that this loss was heaven’s gain. “Oh then let us
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be faithful soldiers of the cross that we may meet our friends in heaven.”48 Manwaring
defined the faithful qualities of the departed as a loving father, a minister, and a man
spiritually prepared for death. But by 1861, a faithful soldier of the cross had become
synonymous with a faithful soldier of the Confederacy. As the widow of Georgia
Presbyterian Francis Bartow explained to his mother, “My husband… died the most
glorious death that man can wish for and that in death he has left you a spotless name, an
inheritance the noblest and richest that man can leave.”49 Bartow’s faithfulness lay not in
leading an upright life or properly providing for his family but in servicing his country even
unto death.
The prospect of war forced evangelical men to confront their mortality, and their
letters home indicate an overwhelming confidence that they were doing the work of God in
fighting against the tyranny of Lincoln. Countering rumors that a lack of piety would
exclude him from heaven, North Carolina Presbyterian John Bratton reminded his wife of
the godly work of the Confederate soldier: “Should it be my fate to fall in this war, it should
be a consolation to you that it is the highest service under God, known to man – Country’s.
The man who is not willing to risk falling in this crisis is not worthy of living in it.”50
Likewise, Georgian Shepherd Pryor remained confident of God’s recognition of his patriotic
sacrifice in fighting on behalf of the South. In a letter to his wife to be sent when killed in
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action,51 Pryor explained, “Be assured that I died in the faith and hope of a crown of glory
that awaits me above…. I am ready, thank God, to obey my country’s call.”52 Like Bratton,
Pryor expected a reward from God in return for his service, in this case, the promised
eternal “crown of glory.”53
As the war progressed, some Confederate evangelicals hoped that God would spare
them because they responded to the holy call of duty. Louisiana Methodist William Nugent,
for example, suggested supernatural protection on the battlefield. As he explained to his
wife, “One cannot die too soon in the discharge of duty, and then the chances are rather
favorable to escape. The God who protects me in the peaceful walks of everyday life, can
avert from my person the balls and bullets of the enemy.”54 Unlike the religious rhetoric of
the antebellum era, these men made little mention of their faithfulness in prayer, scripture
reading, or church attendance. Whether or not God allowed them to survive battle, these
soldiers all believed that their faithful service in battle and in a holy cause would be
sufficient to guarantee them heavenly entrance.
Choosing secession out of a sense of Christian obligation required substantial trust
in God’s providence and His plan for the South. As Virginia Episcopalian Judith McGuire
reflected on the eve of war, “Our children have gone forth in a just and righteous cause; into
Although Pryor survived the war and lived until 1911, this letter does appear to have
been sent at some point to his wife.
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God’s hands we consign them. They are doing their duty; to His will let us submit.”55 With
early Confederate victories at Fort Sumter and Manassas came apparent confirmation of
the divine sanction of the Confederate cause. Writing to his wife after the battles at
Manassas, Virginia Presbyterian Stonewall Jackson equated victory over the Union army
with spiritual superiority. “Look how our kind heavenly Father has prospered us! I feel well
assured that in following our rule, which is Biblical, I am in the path of duty, and that no evil
can come nigh me.”56
Whatever their proclamation of courage and trust in God’s provision for the South,
white Southern evangelicals also interpreted hesitation and cowardice in spiritual terms.
Texas Baptist Sallie McNeill feared the turmoil and instability of secession as disruptive to
the life of luxury and privilege made possible by slavery and a hindrance to her access to
the stories she enjoyed in Northern magazines.57 Despite her admitted fear of political
trouble, she mitigated her concerns through simple prayers for protection. “Our Heavenly
Father, ...wouldst Thou in the plentitude of Thy mercy bless our beloved country and shield
us from the horrors of a civil war.”58 Two months later in March 1861, faced with the
secession of Texas, her prayer became: “I hope, earnestly trust, that we may part in peace,
without bloodshed. There is no use in war. May Providence avert the impending
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calamity!”59 McNeill hoped that her reliance on divine protection would quell her personal
fears of war and overcome any selfish frustration at its inconvenience. The true sin would
have been to dwell on her own desires without recognizing the over-ruling of an allpowerful God.
Unwillingness or an inability to trust God became a liability for white Southerners
who believed that God controlled and arranged the details of their lives. In late 1861,
Arkansas Episcopalian Bishop Henry C. Lay cautioned his congregants of their lack of faith,
referencing the story of Mary and Martha and their brother Lazarus in John 11. The sisters
had sent word to Jesus that Lazarus was dying, but by the time Jesus arrived three days
later, their brother had died and been buried. Martha accused Jesus, saying, “Lord, if thou
hadst been here, my brother [would not have] died.”60 Lay expounded on this accusation,
pointing out that Mary and Martha wept because they felt a lack of God’s presence in their
time of need. Their lack of faith in God’s provision resulted in an accusation of reproach;
they could not know that the resurrection of Lazarus would put into motion events that
would lead to Christ’s crucifixion, an event which would result in their own salvation. Lay
implored his congregation to believe in God’s omnipresence and that their trials were part
of His plan. “We should learn from the experience of the past never to murmur but to deem
all things prosperous, even though we are left to serve alone, if only Christ is near.”61 The
proper Christian trusted God in joy and sorrow, prosperity and famine. Regardless of the
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present outlook of secession, confidence in the holy nature of the Confederate cause
translated into an assurance of God’s certain guidance of the future.
In rallying fellow Southerners for the Confederate cause, white evangelicals
borrowed biblical imagery to reinforce the nature of Christian obligation. Some evangelical
Christians referred to the choice of secession as akin to fighting for their birthright,
reflecting on the biblical story of Jacob’s brother Esau who sold his birthright for a bowl of
stew because he was hungry.62 As South Carolina Presbyterian Grace Elmore reflected over
the course of 1861, the honor of the Christian Confederacy came from its insistence on
standing for their God-ordained rights. “This Nation unlike Esau refuses to sell their
birthright of freedom for a mess of pottage. They rather take the privations and horrors of
war than give up that for which their fathers bled.”63 Similarly, North Carolina Episcopalian
Catherine Edmondston refused to be intimidated by the Northern blockade of Confederate
harbors, writing, “A short time of conflict and the day is ours – ours for Freedom, for Right,
for Self Government! They can never overcome, never conquer us, for we fight for our
Birthright – Freedom!”64 North Carolina Christian minister J.A. Ledbetter was less confident
on whether fighting in a war could be compatible with the Christian life, but like Elmore
and Edmondston, he saw Esau’s failure to treasure his birthright as a warning to those who
would trivialize their Christian obligation. In a sermon on pursuing holiness, Ledbetter
enjoined his listeners
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to pursue peace with all men, and holiness, because without holiness, no man
shall see and live with the Lord in the heavenly country; also to be careful to
preserve each other from sin, especially from the sin of apostasy, by
admonishing such as were in danger of falling away, or who showed a
disposition in profanity and sensuality, like Esau, who, despising his
birthright, sold it for a single meal.65
Besides the idea of fighting for the birthright of freedom, Confederate evangelicals
also called on the imagery of Abel’s blood crying to God for vengeance. In Genesis 4:10,
after Cain jealously killed his brother Abel for offering a more excellent sacrifice, God
visited Cain, saying, “What hast thou done? The voice of thy brother’s blood crieth unto Me
from the ground.” Some white Southern evangelicals rationalized their spiritual loyalty
through this story. New Jersey Episcopalian Hannah Hughes Gray felt torn over the capture
of Fort Sumter, explaining to her siblings still living in Georgetown that despite her
residence in the North as a married woman, she was unable to forsake her Southern blood.
As in Cain’s day, she heard the blood of her forefathers crying out to God from the ground.
This escalated the Civil War for Gray from a conflict among political parties to a
“controversy… between God and Deceiver,” a spiritual battle between good and evil that
transcended her geographical location.66
Once the Civil War began in earnest, however, white Southern evangelicals more
easily embraced the redemptive possibility of the ongoing political conflict. Upon hearing of
the first Confederate casualty, for example, Tennessee Presbyterian Eliza Fain wondered if
the young man was a believer. “If he was,” she recorded in her diary, “I do feel it will be the
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blood of righteous Abel crying to God for vengeance on his wicked brother.”67 This
association of the fallen Confederate soldier with the righteous Abel indicates that Fain
imagined secession and the Civil War as the testimony of faithful believers being martyred
because of their allegiance to God’s expectations. Although Cain, and by comparison, the
North, inherited the same heritage and were privy to the same knowledge of God’s
requirements for man, Cain had rejected the truth and chosen to murder his brother whose
proper testimony was recognized by God. In making this connection, Fain escaped the need
to know whether the first Confederate killed in action68 was actually a practicing Christian
because she had already labeled the cause itself as holy. Maryland Catholic James Randall
used similar imagery to depict the fields of Manassas in his poem “There’s Life in the Old
Land Yet” published in September 1861:
There’s life, though it throbbeth in silent veins.
Tis vocal without noise.
It gushed o’er Manassas’ triumph plains
From the blood of the Maryland boys!
That blood shall cry aloud, and rise
With everlasting threat,
By the death of the brave, by the God in the skies,
There’s life in the Old Land yet!69
Only the vindication of the Confederate slain could satisfy the demand for righteousness
while serving as a proper testimony against the atrocities of the North.
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For evangelical Confederate women, their Christian duty in the clamor for Southern
independence was not trivial. As historian Drew Gilpin Faust and others have noted, the
emotional, religious, financial, and medical support of women on the home front made the
commitment to war and the longevity of the Confederate cause possible.70 The equating of
military service to Christian duty did not exclude Christian women from the possibility of
also demonstrating and acting upon feelings of Christian patriotism. White evangelical
women across the Confederacy engaged in fervent prayer for their country; for their
fathers, brothers, and sons; and for God’s kingdom, granting them a sense of moral agency
in a rapidly changing world.71 Virginia Episcopalian Judith McGuire reminded herself in her
diary that the battle for freedom did not depend solely on the valor and sacrifice of
patriotic Christian men:
We [as women] are very weak in resources, but strong in stout hearts, zeal
for the cause, and enthusiastic devotion to our beloved South; and while men
are making free-will offerings of their life’s blood on the altar of their
country, women must not be idle. We must do what we can for the comfort of
our brave men. We must sew for them, knit for them, nurse the sick, keep up
the faint-hearted, give them a word of encouragement in season and out of
season. There is much for us to do, and we must do it.72
In this light, South Carolina Episcopalian Ada Bacot’s attitude towards volunteering
as a Confederate nurse is particularly enlightening. As a widow without any living children,
Bacot had initially questioned why God had spared her life in this world of political
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turmoil.73 However, the opportunity to nurse the Confederate sick and wounded in Virginia
seemed to Bacot a divine provision.
God has heard my prayer. Oh! that I may be able to perform my duty…. Every
one at church today seemed to be glad for me; they seemed to think I was
going to do something very noble. I only feel I am about to do my duty – I
can’t see that I am going to do any thing so wonderful. Most people wonder
[how] I am willing to undertake it. They say to me, just think of the hardships
you will be obliged to endure. If I were not willing to endure them, I can see
no virtue in my going. I am not going for my own pleasure.74
For Bacot, Confederate service as a nurse or hospital aide represented less a demonstration
of courage and tenacity and a greater obedience to a divine calling, a calling that met both
her personal need for fulfillment and her country’s need for nurses near the battlefield.75
However evangelical Confederate women such as McGuire and Bacot chose to support the
Confederate cause, they understood their work as part of a Christian obligation to a holy
cause rather than an allegiance to particular men or a necessity of patriarchy.
Like those engaged in religious battles in centuries past, evangelical Confederate
men joined the military out of a sense of Christian duty and arrived at military camps eager
for battle.76 As one Confederate father explained, “[My son] joined the Army, he says,
thinking it was the place to ensure a chance to fight.” The father then petitioned for a
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transfer on behalf of his son, preferably to a position near the flashing of guns.77 Similarly,
another young man appealed for a commission from Episcopal Colonel J.J. Pettigrew,
describing his earnestness to be useful to his country and the possession of “no small
ambition to be in the next great fight.”78 Georgia Presbyterian Sanford Branch similarly
anticipated the significance of battle. Explaining to his mother his logic for refusing a
position as a hospital steward, he wrote, “I came here to fight and not to put up
prescriptions.”79
These evangelical Confederates arrived at military camps eager to fight the enemy
and demonstrate their spiritual commitment to their patriotic duty. Georgia Presbyterian
Francis Bartow, for example, described his camp at Winchester, Virginia, thusly: “All are
cheerful, all obedient, all ready to sacrifice everything they have if [in] some way [they
could] save the country.”80 In letters to family and friends back home, evangelical
Confederate soldiers were careful to distinguish between their enthusiasm to take a moral
stand for a just cause and a simple desire to kill or be killed. Regardless of their actual
pleasure at or aversion to violence, they remained conscientious of the rhetoric of morality
and the battle of good over evil. Virginia Methodist John Granbery observed the
atmosphere of camp upon his arrival: “The men are impatient of the delay and eager for
fight, not through bloodthirstiness, but because they believe they must fight, and they are
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tired of the drudgery of the camp.”81 Arriving with his men in Missouri, Arkansas Methodist
Daniel Reynolds noted in his diary, “Men in good spirits but disappointed that they did not
have an opportunity of fighting the U.S. troops,” who had already retreated toward
Springfield the previous day.82
Much of 1861 was spent waiting. Evangelical Confederate soldiers wrote of their
eagerness to demonstrate their commitment to the moral duty of defying the demands of
Northern tyranny. This attitude allowed them to understand their role in God’s plan for the
South as an active one even while they sat in defensive positions, waiting for the federal
forces to make the first move or for the government in Washington to concede to Southern
demands. At the end of May 1861, Alabama Methodist minister James Campbell explained
the philosophy of the military leaders in Pensacola, Florida, writing, “Our forces are ready,
but our policy is not to make the attack, and I do not think the other side will.”83 Georgian
Jackson Underwood pointed to the deception of the calm and quietness of his camp in
Virginia, emphasizing that his comrades were not fazed by Lincoln’s call for 400,000
additional troops and were instead determined never to yield to tyrants. “All appear to be
calm upon the war excitement. But notwithstanding our quietness, we are ready and
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willing to meet the Yankees in battle at any time and at any point.” His brother Alvin put it
more succinctly: “If the Yankees had come on us, we could have fought like a tiger.”84

The Duty of Clergy
The idea of military service as a holy calling was a particular challenge to Southern
clergy who traditionally saw themselves as living and working outside the realm of politics
and war. While some clergy held deep personal convictions regarding slavery or secession,
many ministers were wary of speaking openly of their political views, particularly on
secession. The doctrine of the “spirituality of the church” dictated that the church had
authority over religious matters, and therefore, clergy were limited to imploring masters to
convert their slaves to Christianity and to treat them in a more “Christian” manner.85 The
nature of Southern evangelicalism tended to nurture in the clergy a sense of loyalty to the
community and an unwillingness to take a position that might polarize the congregation.
Southern evangelical ministers hesitated to show political commitments, including
volunteering for military service because evangelical Christianity uplifted the purity of its
theology and prioritized its distance from worldly affairs. From an analytical standpoint,
the lack of critical exegesis, that is, rigorous interpretation of theology, on the part of the
clergy demonstrates that the core assumptions of Southern evangelical communities were
the same. White Southern evangelical ministers were not indifferent to, disinterested in, or
ignorant of the great theological debates of the past, but they saw themselves as living
among like-minded Christians who merely differed on the proper response to common
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observations such as the governance of the church or the practice of baptism.86 With the
institutionalization of Christianity in the mid-nineteenth century, these differences in
theology diminished in importance.87 Most clergy within the broad range of Southern
evangelical denominations followed the same patterns when it came to acting in their
religious role on political matters.
When they ventured to speak out on political matters, evangelical clergy often
remarked of their embarrassment in their private writings and made new resolutions to
stay away from political commentary. Texas Presbyterian Frederick Leavenworth
confessed to his minister father for previously commenting on secession: “I am sincerely
ashamed of having shown so much petulance and dissatisfaction with the existing state of
affairs, and your own example of resignation and fortitude under greater losses and trials
has, I hope, taught me a lesson, which I shall not soon forget.” When the elder
Leavenworth’s bonds were seized by the Postal Service in late 1861, his New York broker
confidently testified:
We have known this person for several years and have never heard him
express either by letter or word of mouth any sentiments of disloyalty
toward the Constitution and laws of the United States. His profession is that
the schoolmaster and he is a clergyman. We have no means of knowing what
his political opinions at the present time may be.88
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Such comments imply that the notion of a politically-silent clergyman was not unfamiliar.
Writing to his future wife, Virginia Methodist minister John Granbery reminded her that he
could not fall into the snare of political discussion entangling so many. “What have women
and preachers to do with secession and war?” he asked her.89 Both Leavenworths and
Granbery recognized the danger and temptation of the clergy to comment on political
issues, and even in early 1861 with the secession of several states already declared, they
determined to avoid a definitive political stand.
Likewise, Southern laity openly criticized clergy who spoke out on political affairs,
chiding them for mixing the filth of politics with the purity of their vocation. Writing to
Virginia Christian Langhorn Scruggs, a Mississippi friend criticized the outspoken support
of a religious acquaintance for a political candidate.
What a contrast you must have had to contemplate in the religious and
political excitement which you have just recently witnessed…. That an
intelligent, well-informed, honest, moral man, nowise a political partisan,
should be found deliberately supporting, counting and seeing, and
encouraging the amount of corruption he must necessarily do, in [so voting,]
is too bad to think about.90
The outspoken position of Southern divines such as South Carolina Presbyterian James
Henley Thornwell, while aggressively secessionist, was not well-received by the larger
Southern evangelical community. As Virginia Presbyterian John Minor explained, these
Christian political agitators seemed to forget that “the wrath of man worketh not the
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righteousness of God.”91 Proper ministers could defend present institutions and even
slavery itself but as Minor wrote, “a political preacher is a demagogue,” violating Paul’s
command to preach only “Jesus Christ and Him crucified.”92
The election of Lincoln and the subsequent outbreaks of hostilities did little to
alleviate these concerns. Southern divines weighed their responsibility to their
congregations and their ministerial calling against the patriotic call for volunteers and
chaplains and wondered where their loyalties lay. In May 1861, Virginia Methodist minister
John Granbery explained that classes at the University of Virginia would continue despite
the fact that many students had already left for the war. Granbery chose to drill daily with
the university guard, a company composed of faculty, which served as a home guard, but he
was careful to articulate the moderation of his position.
You must not infer that I am carried away with the martial spirit so ripe at
this time. I do not approve of ministers quitting their appropriate work to be
captains of companies. I am ready to serve my state and the good cause in my
honorable and proper way; more than enough volunteers, officers, and men
are eager for service, and I think preachers ought to stick to their sacred
calling which was never more important than now.
A few weeks later, Granbery clarified his conviction of the Confederate cause as noble and
righteous and his confidence in the ultimate triumph of the South, but he believed his role
to be limited to prayer for those engaged in battle. Yet by July 1861, Granbery had changed
his mind and joined the 11th Virginia Infantry as a commissioned chaplain. Of this choice, he
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wrote, “I hope to, under God, be the instrument of some good to the pious and [to] the
irreligious.”93
Whatever their private opinion on ministers and political and military service,
Confederate evangelical clergy relied on the same rhetoric of divine guidance and
individual conscience to determine their spiritual obligations. One lengthy example is
illustrative. In 1860, Virginia Presbyterian minister Robert L. Dabney, a faculty member
and significant influence at Union Theological Seminary in Richmond, was invited by New
Jersey Presbyterian Charles Hodge, president of Princeton Theological Seminary, to fill a
faculty vacancy. Both Dabney and Hodge subscribed to Old School Presbyterianism, so their
theological values were somewhat aligned, but extant correspondence between the two
and among prominent Presbyterian clergy indicates that other issues were at stake. In
March, Hodge encouraged Dabney to consider the position and allow church leaders to vote
on the appointment for “you would better serve the cause of Christ here than elsewhere.”94
At the same time, a fellow Southern minister urged Dabney to remember “your removal
from Union Seminary would be equivalent to its abandonment,” particularly since Dabney
had been instrumental in bringing students and faculty to the school. This minister
acknowledged that Dabney needed to weigh his personal interests against the needs of the
church. “I feel assured that you will decide this question in the fear of God, and I cannot but
entertain a strong conviction that you will see it your duty to remain with us.”95 In other
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words, Dabney’s principal obligation was not to the church, to Union Seminary, or to
Hodge, but to God, and only personal fellowship with God could direct Dabney’s path. In
April, Dabney replied to Charles Hodge: “The true question, as you have correctly stated, is,
in which position shall I be likely to effect most for Christ and his Church? And I cannot
avoid the conviction that, so far as our fallible wisdom can judge, the post of superior
usefulness for me is here.”96 Another minister counseled Dabney from his own experience,
confirming this notion that only divine guidance could reveal personal obligations. “The
political state of the country makes it the duty of every son of Virginia to cling to her in
view of the future. …I have felt this [leading] too as to prevent me from going to Kentucky
when all my personal interests would have been advanced, and it operates with ten-fold
force with you.”97
By May, Dabney insisted that his name should be removed from consideration, due
to his personal sense of duty to God, Union Seminary, and the Synods of Virginia and North
Carolina.98 In December following the election of Lincoln and the secession of South
Carolina, one fellow minister reflected on the political atmosphere and wrote to Dabney:
I now seem to recognize most clearly a gracious Divine interposition in the
decision you were led to make in reference to your removal from your
present post to Princeton. I rejoice that you rightly estimate the solemn
issues involved in this awful controversy, in which the foul fiend of Hell and
all his emissaries are apparently engaged, and that you show a determination
fearlessly and faithfully to meet all the responsibilities of the momentous
exigency.99
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This observation is important for two reasons: first, the credit was given to divine
intervention, a recognition that God provided the proper course of action to Dabney; and
second, the choice was made by Dabney according to his own sense of duty, a choice which
was not universally well received and one which Dabney never felt compelled to explain or
justify to outsiders. The mention of the “foul fiend of Hell and all his emissaries” suggests an
understanding of the political conflict as a spiritual one, but such a judgment is secondary
to “Divine intervention.”
In the same month, Dabney also received correspondence from Charles Hodge, who
readily offered his support during this moment of regional political tension: “I heartily
unite with you in praying day and night that God would interpose for our deliverance.”100
Dabney likely considered his own position on the practice of slavery and his longtime
residence in the South as factors in his decision to reject Princeton’s offer. However, he
framed his discussion publicly and in private letters outside the political sphere on grounds
of piety and religious obligation, something Charles Hodge could respect and appreciate,
even if it led away from the desired outcome. The similarity to the rhetoric of evangelical
Confederates who chose to become involved in the political and military crisis is perhaps
not accidental.

Without Compromise: Defending Southern Honor
Once white Southern evangelicals determined that their Christian faith called them
to support secession and the Confederacy, their position became unwavering and
deliberate. Religious rhetoric and the desire to please an overruling God gave the
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Confederate cause a legitimacy and longevity that political passion and economic strife
could never equal. In the North, Christian abolitionists found themselves confounded by the
impossibility of simultaneously freeing the slaves, maintaining the Union, and avoiding
war, all of which seemed morally necessary.101 The situation for evangelical Southerners
was less complex; as the secession crisis escalated, more and more signs pointed to
separation from the Union as the only moral option remaining. The election of Republican
Abraham Lincoln for President in 1860 forced them to confront the possibility of
abolitionists controlling the executive branch of the federal government and a myriad of
political appointments throughout the South. For some, the threat of abolitionists placing a
black man on equal footing with a white man negated the South’s ability to stay in the
Union and made the military conflict inevitable.102 Other evangelical Southerners were less
confident in secession in November 1860 but recognized that Lincoln’s call for troops to
suppress Southern rebellion would force them to fight against their southern brethren, a
choice which solidified the godliness of secession in their minds. As South Carolinian
William Miles reasoned, “The idea of the South fighting in the Union to preserve the Union,
resisting by force any attempt to drive us from the Union is the most puerile folly and
nonsensical stuff ever was uttered.”103 To join their Southern brethren in secession seemed
the only feasible solution to avoid having to partake in the burden of re-subjugating the
South.
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Once committed to secession, Confederate evangelicals emphasized the honor and
principle behind their position, indicating an unwillingness to concede no matter the cost.
As one Arkansas Presbyterian explained, “For myself, being one of the many who labored to
the last, to restore peace and harmony to the country, I would not have peace now if that
peace were to be purchased at the expense of one jot or tittle of Southern rights or
Southern honor.”104 By borrowing the phrase “one jot or tittle” from the Sermon on the
Mount, this writer gave Southern rights and honor similar prestige to God’s word,
indicating the weightiness of his dedication.105 In the same way that scripture could never
be altered, so would Southern rights and Southern honor be immutable. Georgia Methodist
William McKee had been an opponent of secession and even admitted to being homesick
after he enlisted following the outbreak of war. Yet after four months, any hint of doubt
disappeared in his letters home:
We will be rewarded for all our trouble and disappointment. We will enjoy
liberty, and nothing is worth anything without it. It is better to live on meat
and bread a few months or years than to lose all property, character, and
everything that makes man happy; for no man can be happy without liberty,
and if we can’t have liberty, I never want to come home. It is liberty or death
with me.106
No measure of leisure, luxury, or even life was worth preserving by forsaking the holy
cause of secession.
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Blinded by religious fervor and dedication, these Southerners primarily worried
about the length and cost of the war and not the legitimacy of their cause nor the tenability
of victory. Upon hearing of the battle of Manassas, Georgia Jewish soldier Gratz Cohen
pondered, “How many a Southern heart must bleed, how many a noble youth must be
sacrificed at the altar of our country, still reeking of noble, priceless blood?”107 Georgia
Methodist Samuel McKee, having already experienced being a Yankee prisoner of war, told
his family that while he longed for peace and a free country, as long as the political
circumstances persisted, he was content to remain a soldier. “Unless the war is over, I
would not come back to stay if I had the chance.”108 This mentality likewise demonized the
Yankees who dared to challenge such a moral and holy cause. Alabama Presbyterian
Thomas Gaillard promised, “This will be a sanguinary and merciless war…. The invasion is
one of the Goths and Vandals and they should be met in no compromising spirit.”109 If the
heathen North wished to challenge the Christian testimony of the South, they did so at their
own peril.
This white Southern evangelical commitment to secession and the Confederate
States is particularly illuminating in the case of Southerners who maintained personal and
familial ties to the North. Like the early Christian believers of New Testament times and the
converts of the Second Great Awakening, these Confederates prioritized their holy calling
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over their biological and cultural heritage. When eternal salvation was at stake, no filial
obligation was worth risking future damnation. North Carolina Episcopalian Catherine
Edmondston privately censured her father and sister who still harbored Unionist
sentiments, a choice she likened to “celebrating a dead body.”110 How her sister could
suggest the freedom of the slaves to save the Union was incomprehensible to Edmondston,
and she determined to create as much distance as possible between her sister’s views and
her own. “I yield nothing, no compromise, where my liberty, my honor, dearer than life are
concerned.”111 Virginia Presbyterian J.E.B. Stuart insisted on renaming his infant son so as
to avoid the taint of association with his wife’s openly Union-sympathetic father. “My
darling, don’t call our boy by his old name if you please. We settled that when together; it is
not right to revive it in our letters.”112 Louisiana Episcopalian William Tunnard defended
the immovable stance of the Confederacy to a female friend from his college days in Ohio.
Regardless of the “lamentable ignorance” of Northerners such as his recipient, “our
Southern Confederacy is a fixed fact.” The political tumult only made Southerners more
steadfast in their convictions.113
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Some white evangelicals found themselves having to explain their unlikely or
unexpected support for the Southern cause. New York-born Howard Wright justified his
enlistment in the 30th Louisiana Infantry, writing, “You know that my heart is with the
cause of Southern rights and Southern independence, and I am sure you cannot blame me
for acting up to my conviction of right.”114 In a subsequent letter, he admitted his fear of
meeting a family member on the battlefield but reiterated his foremost commitment to his
Christian duty in fighting for the South: “I pray God that in such an event I may not be
confronted by one I love or esteem, but my duty to my country is my duty to God and to
Him I pray, as you pray, to bring this horrible war to an end.”115 At West Point, North
Carolina Episcopalian cadet Paul Faison pondered the wisdom of resigning and forgoing
the status in the military he could gain with a West Point diploma. On April 12, 1861,
Faison admitted to his father, “I have not the moral courage” to stay the course while my
friends enlist in the Confederacy. The Confederate capture of Fort Sumter on April 13
resolved all uncertainty. On the 14th, Faison made his decision:
Since my letter of the 12th, war has begun as I anticipated at the time of
writing it. It would now be treasonable for me to remain longer with my
present feelings and sentiments. I am now in the pay and service of a
government at whose defeat I rejoice and over whose victory I grieve. This
feeling I can neither control or change. The only thing then left for me to do is
to relieve myself as soon as possible from any obligation I owe it.116
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Despite his oath of loyalty to the United States military, Faison saw secession as the only
moral option available to him, particularly once the United States was engaged in war
against the Confederacy.

Endurance, then Sacrifice

Because white Southern evangelicals conceived of independence as a moral mission,

the manner in which they engaged in secession was deliberate and rational. The rhetoric of
their public speeches, sermons, and editorials and the tone of their private correspondence,
musings, and prayers reflect an attitude of calm and determined resolve to actively counter
the threats of the North, that is, of abolitionists and Republicans. To engage in spiritual
warfare against devilish powers required a Christian spirit of endurance and sacrifice.
Like most Southerners, white evangelicals sensed the political and economic
tensions building over the issue of slavery in the 1850s. They read about and debated the
Fugitive Slave Law, popular sovereignty, and the tax of cotton exports, but they encouraged
one another to pursue a policy of patience and endurance, believing that God would protect
them and their way of life. The Christian obligation during this time was straightforward.
As one North Carolina Presbyterian explained to Robert Dabney, “God has promised us that
if we are faithful, He will give surety to our labors.” Our focus, he wrote, should be on
preaching the gospel to the heathen.117 To engage in worldly affairs was to disregard the
Christian commission. One Presbyterian openly criticized the behavior of other prominent
Southern Presbyterian ministers, writing, “I utterly abhor the electioneering of Drs. [James
H.] Thornwell and [Benjamin M.] Palmer. I think it contrary to the spirit of the Gospel and
to their ordination vows.” For this Presbyterian, at least, even recruiting students from
117
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Virginia and North Carolina to their own states’ seminaries as Thornwell and Palmer did,
was abusing their influence within the church in a manner akin to meddling in political
affairs.118
For much of 1859 and 1860, white Southern evangelicals appeared to agree that
patience and endurance were the watchwords of their generation. As North Carolina
Christian J.A. Ledbetter preached, God exhorted Christians to seek peace until it violated
their holiness, a high threshold that, if met, opened the way to claim a duty to God superior
to a desire for peace.119 As tensions increased, some white Southern evangelicals clung to
the hope for peace even as its prospects grew bleaker. South Carolina Episcopalian Mary
Pringle witnessed hope in anticipation of the Democratic National Convention in April
1860 in Charleston, explaining,
The Southern States seem to have been aroused to a necessary sense of
energy and firmness, which, properly directed, may tend to their
advancement and strength…. This, once established, the Northern States may
learn from it that forbearance from interfering with our domestic
institutions, is their best policy and thus peace and union may reign again
among us.120
Importantly, Pringle described the political state with evangelical language, reflecting that
the proper, that is, Christian, response of the North ought to be one of respect with an
attitude of learning. This spirit of persistence was already a strongly held evangelical value,
one that inspired Christians to continue their pious witness even in times of personal
hardship. For example, Virginia Baptist James Taylor encouraged his son to nurture this
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character trait, writing, “Some of your letters I have read, and I am thankful that they
evince so much persistence of character in a line of duty involving some self-denial and toil.
I regard this as one of the chief prerequisites for the successful prosecution of any
design.”121 To understand the intense political conflicts surrounding the fragmentation of
the Democratic Party in 1860 as a moment of resolve and hope was to lay hold of the
ultimate triumph of good over evil. Southerners like Pringle believed that the North would
see the error of its ways and seek forgiveness and redemption.
Numerous scholars have pointed out the ways in which framing a political cause as a
religious one made it easy to quickly mobilize a radical spirit of revolution and war within a
community of faith.122 Historian Patricia Bonomi, for example, has traced the ways in which
clergy encouraged the necessity of godly resistance during the American Revolution.
Where political theory advised caution, religious doctrine demanded action.
By turning colonial resistance into a righteous cause, and by crying the
message to all ranks in all parts of the colonies, ministers did the work of
secular radicalism and did it better: they resolved doubts, overcame inertia,
fired the heart, and exalted the soul.123
This same pattern appears in the rhetoric of Southern evangelicals on the cusp of the Civil
War. This demand for urgent and radical action was often couched in terms of Christian
patience and reason, a choice that masks the rapidity with which white Southern
evangelicals embraced the Confederate cause.
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In the Confederate case, evangelical Christians were reluctant to embrace secession
until they felt that it was the only option. However, once they perceived a shift in the
balance, they very quickly became avid advocates for secession.124 Georgia politician
Alexander Stephens was well-known for his call for moderation and compromise. As one
family member summarized this Presbyterian’s position:
It is only through a spirit of concession and kindness that we can hope to
remedy the existing evils. I hope you will not cease to exert your power to
bring things to a peaceful settlement. It is through the influence of such men
as yourself that we expect the South to reconsider their course and return
again to the family altar erected by Washington.125
Yet within a matter of weeks, Stephens would be elected Vice President of the Confederacy,
a position he used to unequivocally champion white supremacy, Christian slavery, and
Southern independence.126 Similarly, one Virginian challenged Governor John Letcher’s
continued call for calm in the face of Lincoln’s election, stating, “The present storm: it is
vain to look for rational and reasonable results from anything our people would do
now.”127 A correspondent to South Carolina Episcopalian Johnston Pettigrew highlighted
this same sense of urgency after the 1860 election, deriding the noisy clamor for secession
from Southern politicians while simultaneously suggesting secession to be the best (and
only) course of action for peaceful resolution to the political turmoil.128
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For these pious Southerners, embracing secession became a means by which to
assert and proclaim their earnestness in contending for the faith. The charge from Jude to
“contend for the faith” became a rallying cry to action for the people of the South.129 For
South Carolina Presbyterian Lewis Grimball, his sister Elizabeth’s denouncement of
secession reeked of the influence of the company she kept in New York and ignored the
reality of Southern experience. The South was not to be considered an ideological
aggressor but an active defender of its rights as had been originally granted to them by
God. “You speak as if we are the aggressors and would dissolve the Union in bloodshed,
upon a mere abstract principle, when the fact is that we are oppressed and are contending
for all that we hold most dear – our property, our institutions, our honor, and aye, our
lives.”130 South Carolina Episcopalian Keziah Brevard pushed further in describing the
Northern opposition to secession as an operation of the devil through human instruments:
What is the South contending for? She is or has to work against a set of
antics. Who would glory in shedding every drop of white blood? For what
and why she has encouraged such feelings? It must be because, in place of
serving God in the way we are commanded, they have just lived on the hope
of reaping all we have by and through their lying ways. If we were cut off,
they might come in and usurp our power in a way that might sound better,
but which in the end will crush our slaves out of the country or this world.131
In the cases of Lewis Grimball and Keziah Brevard, evangelical rhetoric provided a way for
them to blame the precipitation of war on Northern aggression while maintaining Southern
Jude 3 – Beloved, when I gave all diligence to write unto you of the common salvation, it
was needful for me to write unto you, and exhort you that ye should earnestly contend for
the faith which was once delivered unto the saints.
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control over the direction of the war. The South did not bring war upon itself, but it also
actively and aggressively challenged Northern tyrants who dared to encroach on Southern
freedom and threaten Southern faith.132
Once pious Southerners recognized secession as a holy obligation, they moved
quickly and joined other southerners who criticized those political leaders who continued
to press for patience. The failure of political mitigation and the firing at Fort Sumter
convinced Virginia Methodist John Granbery; he wrote, “We are obliged by honor, duty, and
a regard to our highest and most lasting interests to accept this [spirit of war.]”133 Both
Alabama Episcopalian W.W. Dugger and South Carolina Presbyterian Mary Chesnut
complained of the lethargic and lukewarm civic leaders who hesitated to take a firm stand
on secession and instead waited for an even stronger feeling of consensus among the
public.134
By making secession a part of contending for the faith, the Christian South pursued
secession (and fought the Civil War) from a position of ideological strength and confidence.
With this boldness, Lewis Grimball called for the public disgrace of opponents of secession:
“If there be a man in South Carolina, who proposes delay in action, and a further
continuance in this Union, he is a vile traitor and should be hung to the first limb that he can
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be dragged to. Aye hang him higher than Haman.”135 Written in the context of censuring his
own sister for her views against secession, Grimball’s equating of moderates with Haman
indicates the power of religious rhetoric in mobilizing Southern support for secession.136
Despite the fact that evangelical Confederates saw secession as a necessary response to
Northern aggression, religious rhetoric gave these Confederates a positive sense of purpose
and an offensive thrust to a defensive war.
Such confidence gave evangelical Confederates a spirit of endurance in the face of
sacrifice and a hope of victory in spite of the risk of challenging the United States military.
Even if the odds of defeating the federal army were low, reliance on an all-powerful God
and the power of good to triumph over evil invigorated and emboldened evangelical
Confederates who would otherwise have been wary of such a risky endeavor.137 Virginia
Presbyterian minister Robert Dabney likened fighting for the Confederacy to taking on the
yoke of Christ, a task promised to be easy and light.138 Preaching to the 18th Virginia
Volunteers at Centreville, Virginia, Dabney reminded them of the peace “to be found in
embracing Christ and His service, by faith.” By obeying the will of God in fighting for the
South, Dabney suggested that these soldiers would experience joy and peace in their work
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of warfare.139 Shepherd Pryor of the 12th Georgia Infantry claimed to his wife to have found
peace in his military service. He boasted of becoming “a willing sacrifice” for the
Confederacy and sustained him through the lengthy separation from his family.140
Presbyterian Thomas Pitts of the 3rd South Carolina Infantry freely admitted that he was
not cut out for military life, yet his faith in the God of battles sustained him on the
battlefield. Writing to his fiancée, Pitts assured her, “When our cause is just, one must
never, never falter.”141 Even further, Virginia Presbyterian minister Thomas Moore openly
proclaimed, “A people who are fighting for their altars and their firesides, in the fear of God,
can never, never, never be conquered. God will maintain our cause!”142 In this mindset,
victory over the evil forces of the Northern enemy was all but inevitable.
With such confidence in the holy nature of the battle for Southern independence,
pious Confederates were openly proud of their obedience to the call of God and country. In
her prayers for speedy victory, South Carolina Presbyterian Grace Elmore admitted that the
gore and wickedness of war tested her feminine heart, but her resolved remained
unshaken. “Not many are there in Carolina who have not felt the grief and the pride of
giving their dearest to their country’s cause. God has been good, our strength never
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failed.”143 Evangelicals such as Elmore boasted of their own patriotism to others, while they
celebrated the sacrifices of their loved ones to war.

The Politics of War
Ideologically, the path to secession was easy for white Southern evangelicals to
paint as holy. The call for violence and the shedding of blood, however, posed more of a
challenge to Southern Christians who experienced cognitive dissonance in the task of
killing another person, even in the context of political and spiritual expediency. Imagining
Northern abolitionists and political leaders as fanatics usurped by the devil made it easier
for Southern Christians to denounce these ambassadors of evil and to call for their
extermination. Yet, when confronting the federal army or individual Union soldiers,
evangelical Confederates recognized that the soldiers of the North might not embody the
same evils as their leaders and exhibited more hesitation. As historian Drew Gilpin Faust
has observed, “In the Civil War, it was killing, not dying, …that demanded ‘the harder
courage,’ for it required the more significant departure from soldiers’ understandings of
themselves as human beings and, in mid-nineteenth-century American life, as
Christians.”144 The way in which ordinary evangelical Confederates rationalized the
apparent paradox of murder with the holy responsibility of war reveals the extent to which
they grappled with the moral consequences of secession and the ways in which support for
secession relied on deeply held and fundamental convictions of faith.
In the decade leading up to secession, white Southern evangelical clergy emphasized
a type of conditional patriotism, predicated on obedience to God’s laws. As historian
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Charles Irons and others have shown, this focus on a legal obligation to God’s standard
made evangelical Confederates reluctant to leave the Union over issues of slavery. Virginia
Episcopalian William C. Rives may appear extreme in his use of Matthew 19:6 at a peace
conference in March 1861 – “What God has joined together, let no man put asunder,” but
the majority of the population of Virginia continued to lobby to remain in the Union until
April, indicating a general uncertainty about the merits of leaving the Union.145 While
others may not have chosen this precise language, white Southern evangelicals as a whole
preferred to remain loyal to the federal government as a matter of principle.146
As time progressed, evangelical Southern politicians increasingly found their faith at
odds with their political sensibilities. Evangelical rhetoric urged reason and patience rather
than haste and passion when faced with dissent, but the growing frustration of the
American public together with the perceived threat of Lincoln’s election to the presidential
office made continued neutrality untenable. Correspondence from Georgia Presbyterian
lawyer Alexander Stephens details a growing resentment for the panic and turmoil stirred
up by the “disappointed ambition” of failed politicians. By February 1861, Stephens could
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not help but acknowledge the “revolutionary times” even as he worked to pursue a policy
of peace with the incoming Lincoln administration.147 As a private citizen, South Carolina
Presbyterian Juliana Gilmer perhaps had more freedom to articulate the frustrations of
politicians such as her husband Congressman John Gilmer who could do little to abate the
political turmoil of 1860-1861. “May God bless him in these troublous times and give him
wisdom and strength to act prudently, wisely…. As he is in the minority in the House, his
hands are tied and he can do nothing but give over what he seems to feel, will be the ruin of
our happy country.”148 For both Stephens and Gilmer, their political sensibilities were
challenged by the turmoil of the day until they could no longer reconcile their desire for
peace with the quashing of moral standards. These “revolutionary times” forced a change,
and rather than sacrifice their spiritual ideology, they merely modified their religious
beliefs to allow for war in the case of persecution.
The timing of white Southern evangelical support for secession is critical. Because
many lingered in the Union, at least ideologically, until Lincoln’s call for troops in April
1861, their embrace of secession also meant an embrace of war. Unlike fellow Southerners
who chose secession as a political rebellion against the abolitionist rhetoric of the North or
the election of presidential candidate Abraham Lincoln in November 1860, white
evangelicals often had to deal with the political and military consequences of secession
simultaneously. Therefore, understanding evangelical rationalizations of war – as a holy
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war, a just war, and a necessary war – becomes fundamental to explaining the power
behind the religious motivations of seeking Southern independence.149
The threat of imminent war both increased the appeal and the perceived necessity
of secession while adding to the moral cost of this political position. Many felt that the
Republicans’ refusal to compromise and the call by Lincoln for troops forced them to
choose secession.150 Tennessee Presbyterian George Eagleton, long a vocal defender of
Lincoln and Unionism, admitted that Lincoln’s attempt to resupply Fort Sumter amounted
to “a Declaration of War against the South…. War is inevitable – we must fight.”151
After the firing at Fort Sumter and the obliteration of the last vestige of hope for
peaceful secession, white Southern evangelicals had to face the fact that their political
choice required not only the sacrifice of their own homes, futures, and fortunes but also
demanded morally questionable acts such as murder and destruction. Young men and
military veterans responding to calls for volunteers sometimes expressed an eagerness for
battle and bloodshed, associating it with a thrill and a badge of courage and masculinity.
Women, typically distant from the battlefield, did, in some cases, consider the ravages of
war and the deaths of loved ones as collateral damage and honorable sacrifices for a holy
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cause. Nonetheless, they recognized that the destruction and killing of the Northern foe
required some moral justification within their own Christian standards.
The honor culture of the South had uplifted violence as a necessary part of
maintaining male status, and evangelical theology eclipsed this sentiment only to a limited
extent. Antebellum church authorities tended to tolerate isolated acts of violence in cases
where the church member was simply defending his honor, but they were careful to avoid
condoning the violent acts themselves and often demanded the perpetrator make a gesture
of public repentance.152 With the prospect of civil war, Confederate evangelicals recognized
that the scale of violence would be much greater and rationalized their choices much more
explicitly.
Many evangelical Confederates wrote privately of their moral qualms in pursuing
war for ostensibly holy ends. Virginia Baptist schoolteacher Aquila Peyton lamented the
closure of his school due to a potential draft, noting, “What a melancholy reflection it is,
that our most amiable, intelligent, and useful young men, the objects of the most tender
affections and most ardent hopes, must be exposed to destruction along with the most
despicable.” Peyton’s diary detailed three months of conflicted reasoning as he sought to
reconcile his inclination to join a volunteer company and his reluctance to engage in the
business of war. At the end of July, he concluded that any hesitation and abhorrence of war
ultimately came from satanic origins:
Whatever we gain of this world’s honor or goods are invariably vanity and
vexation of the spirit, but when God blesses us with a knowledge of Him, and
mercifully directs our steps, the blessing He thus confers has no essential
connection with sorrow. His ways are invariably ways of pleasantness; all His
paths are paths of peace. It is only when we walk in our own ways that we
152
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must with thorns. His yoke is easy, his burden is light, but frequently, as I
once heard Bro. B say, the devil would convince the Christian that it is a great
hickory tree with the bark on.153
For Peyton, engaging in warfare was not a matter of defending his personal honor but of
obeying a holy calling down a path that God had ordained for him. Because God Himself had
initiated these steps, the moral burden of engaging in battle was no longer his
responsibility.
While Peyton wrestled with his obligations in private, other evangelical Southerners
consulted trusted friends and family, looking for a resolution to this ethical dilemma.
Mississippi Baptist William Nugent explained to his wife his eagerness for battle, writing, “I
feel that I would like to shoot a Yankee, and yet I know that this would not be in harmony
with the Spirit of Christianity, that teaches to love our enemies and do good to them that
spitefully use us and entreat us.” Anticipating her horror at his confession of a vindictive
spirit, Nugent drew an analogy to the prophesied destruction of Egypt in Ezekiel 30,154 an
annihilation Nugent claimed the North brought upon itself by its “vain attempts to
subjugate a free people.” The God of the prophets, therefore, allowed for violent
destruction in specific cases, and Nugent simply served as a willing instrument in God’s
hand.155 Virginia Baptist Robert Ryland encouraged his son in camp, writing, “It may have
seemed strange to you that a professing Christian father so freely gave you, a Christian son,
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to enlist in the volunteer service…. War is a tremendous scourge which Providence
sometimes uses to chastise proud and wicked nations.” A Christian who engages in war,
Ryland explained, was one who prayed for “a speedy, just, and honorable peace” and
avoided a personal hatred of the enemy.156 The true sin of a Christian in times of war, what
had ensnared so many Northern ministers and Christians, was to breathe threatening and
slaughter against the enemy in sermons and prayers.157 Obedience to God and confirmation
from fellow Christians became a means to silence internal concerns about the morality of
warfare and to simultaneously condemn enemy combatants.
At the same time, Confederate soldiers serving in Virginia quickly observed that
Union soldiers appeared to be coerced into war, an observation that allowed evangelical
Confederates to rationalize the war as one that would also benefit the enemy. Baptist
Daniel Boyd of the 7th South Carolina Infantry reported to his family after the Battle of
Manassas: “There is a great many of the enemy who are not disposed to fight and would
rather now be our prisoner as Lincoln’s soldier. Such are to be expected.”158 One Virginian
reported of visiting wounded Yankee prisoners in Richmond: “They expressed regret at
ever having left home, said they were deluded; they only came to defend the Capitol.” This
Confederate went on to claim that the only reason that these Union soldiers feared
Confederate capture was they believed a rumor that “if the Southerners caught them, they
would cut them all to pieces.” The implication here is that not only were the Yankees
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gullible and reluctant combatants but also that all their anger faded once they realized their
supposed enemies were freedom-loving Christians rather than brutal barbarians.159
Whether or not this storyteller believed the tale she narrated, the act of articulating it
served as part of a self-vindicating narrative that even the evil Northerners knew the folly
of the Union mission and suggested that the North would shortly recognize the legitimacy
of the Confederate cause and the Confederate nation.
Other evangelical Confederates adopted the strategy of conceptualizing the Civil
War as a revolution rather than a rebellion against a central authority. Simeon Colton, a
Connecticut Congregational minister transplanted to North Carolina in 1822, never fully
lost his Northern sensibilities and criticized his Southern neighbors who thought of
secession as an act of revolution. He noted in April 1861, “I look upon this whole war as an
act of wicked rebellion. [Perhaps God] will [make] good out of evil.”160 He acknowledged
the Confederate refusal to understand the war in such terms, even when the new
government and the secession documents indicated an explicit defiance of the United
States Constitution. Yet numerous white Southern evangelicals adamantly challenged this
characterization. Georgia Methodist Susan Shewmake, for example, declared, in January
1861, “We are in the midst of a revolution.” However unlikely it seemed that there would
exist a need to be free of this birthplace of freedom, Shewmake claimed that present
circumstances demanded separation.161 To Tennessee Presbyterian Eliza Fain, a revolution,
properly defined, was a struggle for liberty in the face of tyranny. Like the colonists who
159
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began a revolution against the British government, so had the South challenged the
Republicans. “We kneel in silence to the God of Battles and ask of Him to give us victory if it
is consistent with His will and the great interests of the church.”162 Virginia Presbyterian
Lucy Fletcher put the matter even more simply: “It cannot be called a rebellion but a
Revolution, especially as in our case, there was no acknowledged authority to rebel
against.”163 The South had not rebelled against the Lincoln administration but instead
challenged its legitimacy altogether.
The question of holy warfare continued to be debated among Confederate
evangelicals through the secession crisis and into the Civil War. Tennessee Methodist
Martha Abernathy was forthright in her public and private writings; she claimed the
Southern cause as a revolutionary one that furthered “the cause of Christ” and received the
“smile of God.” She saw volunteering for the defense of the South as consistent with
Christian duty, quoting the commission to “put on the whole armor of God” in Ephesians 6
with the enjoinment to “be ye kind to one another” in Ephesians 4.164 Fighting for the
Confederacy was part of Christian stewardship, then, an act of caring for fellow
Southerners who likewise experienced Northern tyranny. When her brother-in-law was
killed by Union forces, she prayed, “Thy will be done,”165 reminding herself “duty is ours,
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events are God’s.”166 Despite Abernathy’s confidence in the holy course of the South and
God’s will over the battles of the Civil War, she continued to grapple with the moral burden
of warfare. Her detailed notes of a fast day sermon in November 1861 indicate some level
of doubt and reconsideration of God’s plan for the South. The local Presbyterian minister
Robert Caldwell, according to Abernathy, chided his audience for glorifying the Christian
nature of the Confederacy and equating that with providential approval. “By an almost
general acclamation we have affirmed to our position, that it is righteous, that our cause is
just; that God was for us, and that the signal victories, and wonderful success of our arms,
are striking proofs of it, and presages of future triumphs and a glorious issue of impending
strife.” Caldwell’s insistence that war was inherently evil, originating in the lust, passions,
and ambitions of men, made a clear impression on Abernathy who devoted ten of her
twelve pages of her sermon synopsis to this “savage thirst for blood.”167 Abernathy’s final
notes on the sermon indicate a rethinking of her confidence in understanding the war as a
holy commission: “Let us humble ourselves under the mighty hand of God, that He may exalt
us in due time.”168 By submitting herself to God’s plans for the South, Abernathy seemed to
absolve herself of the moral guilt of supporting the war and maintain her position that
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independence was a vehicle by which God could uplift the Confederacy to be His New
Israel.
Soldiers, once faced with battle, did not, and perhaps could not, abandon their faith
when confronted with the horrors of military service. Historian Kent Dollar’s careful study
of nine pious Confederate soldiers indicates that these soldiers continued to wrestle with
the morality of violence and sought continual prayer and fellowship regarding their
reservations. While Dollar suggests that these men were sustained by conceptualizing the
Confederate cause as a just war, his detailed evidence also reflects a continual pattern of
inquiry and a reliance on divine strength and guidance to engage in an activity they
recognized as typically unchristian. Whatever doubts may have emerged were assuaged by
the evangelical Confederate’s reliance on personal direction from God and the priority of
obeying God’s specific calling over a systematic Christian code of ethics.169 In this way, their
evangelical theology played a key role in their perception of moral violence and their highly
personal experiences of long-suffering amid trial and doubt.
A few white Southern evangelicals justified warfare because its purpose was to
secure peace rather than vengeance. Virginia Episcopalian Francis Smith, the
superintendent of the Virginia Military Institute, argued that legally speaking, Southerners
had a natural right to demand their liberties and to resort to war if rejected.170 Referencing
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God’s parting of the Red Sea for the exodus,171 Smith remained confident that “God will
open a way for us, as He did for our Fathers.”172 At the University of Virginia, Methodist
minister John Granbery preached “against vengeful feelings in the war while of course I
inculcate a defense of our rights at all hazards.”173 After the defeat of federal troops at
Manassas, Virginia Episcopalian Judith McGuire assured herself that she wished no ill will
toward the enemy who had made her a refugee among her own people: “I do not desire
vengeance upon them, but only that they would leave us in peace, to be forever and forever
a separate people.”174 In such cases, seeking peace seemed to be the ultimate moral end,
even when this peace came with the cost of war.
For all the rhetoric and intellectual energy expended in justifying the Confederate
position in secession and the Civil War, it is unclear the extent to which such reason
governed or influenced the daily practice of war on the battlefield. As Maryland Methodist
minister Alpheus Wilson explained to his wife, the immediate needs of battle often
superseded spiritual considerations. “Ed says this is no time for praying. We ought to be
fighting.”175 While context makes it clear that Wilson disapproved of Ed’s love of the “smell
of sulphur,” evidence suggests that Ed was not alone in his sentiments, particularly on the
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battlefield. If anything, the pride of evangelical Confederates in the military feats and
victories of pious soldiers and commanders indicates that evangelical Confederates were
drawn into the drama and thrill of warfare and violence more than their careful reasoning
and polished theological rhetoric would suggest.

How this conviction of duty endured and evolved as the war persisted is the topic of
another study. Yet the fact that Confederate evangelicals understood secession as the
solution to a moral crisis and the extent to which they built their rationale on core elements
of the faith suggest that this religious zeal would not be easily displaced. No amount of
bloodshed on the battlefield or diplomacy among politicians could challenge these religious
tenets of testimony, the kingdom, the individual, and providence. For a people who looked
for spiritual approval of patriotic service, the hope of future blessing and eventual
vindication fueled their devotion and loyalty to a misguided cause.
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